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Chapter I 

INTROIUOTION 

Historical Background 

In recent rears a revival of interest in problems of 

perception bas sel'Ved to emphasize the importance of this 

area for psyobologioal tbeoey and practice. Many of the 

older problems, particularly in the area of visual perception., 

are being l"evived today in new and stimulating contexts, as in 

tbe work of Schafer and Murphy (43), McGinnies (36) 1 and 

Bruner and Goodman (9), among otbers, on tbe relation or needs 

and perception, in the experiments of 10.ein and bis co-workers 

(23} within a psychoanalytic orientation, and in tbe collection 

of papers edited by Blake and Ramsey (6) on perception and per-

sonality theory. The text on social psyobology by l{:rech and 

Crutchfield (27) is built in a considerable degree on pe:r-

ceptual theory, as is the theoretical writing of Cantril (13), 

Bz,unswik ( 11), and Lawrenoe ( 31). 

We have seen much experimental work on pereeption. There 

seems to be hardlf a type of stimu.lus that bas not been p:re-

sented to some subjects, hardly a kind of perceptual process 

that.has not been studied. The stimuli used have been meaning• 

ful and meaningless, neutral and anxiety-arousing, familiar 

and unfamiliar. There is, however, one kind of stimulus 

situation that bas been little treated in the long and fruitful 

history of this area of research. There bav$ been almost no 

experiments in which the stimulus has consisted of the continuing 

l 
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behavior of another human being. As Dennis. has ~marked in a 

discussion of social perception,_ "Psychologists in the past 

have been more interested in spatial. rela.tions than in social 

~elations, more concerned with sensory interaction than with 

interaction between persons" (14, p. 148}. It is true tbat 

social psychologists in particular cannot be said to have ig-

nored the processes of human social interaction. But in so 

doing they have usually concentrated their attention on the 

behaver rather than on the perceiver of behavior. Thus Dennis 

adds, "The study of perception as a focus f.or understanding 

personality will require that the pa ychologist ••• be c·oncerned 

not only with social norms in the laboratory but also with the 
' perception of social status in real lif'e situations" (14, p. 166). 

The perceptual situation in which another person is per-

ceived (as opposed, e.g., to a tone or a geometrical figure) 

bas often· been ref erred to as "social perception". In the 

definition by Brunswik (11), for example, not only the subjects 

but the objects of social perception are people.* In accordance 

with this convention the term social perception will be used in 

the present study to refer to the individual's perception of. 

the ongoing actions of other persons. Some reference will be 

made, particularly in the ensuing h1stor1oal survey, to per-

ceptual studies in which traits and other characteristics 

rather than actions of ~be person are considered as stimuli, 

* An unfortunate confusion has recently been introduced by 
Bruner•s (10) use of the term social perception to refer to 
the work of himself and.bis associates on the organizing 
processes in perception. 
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but tbis work will be seen to be, related only indirectly to 

the present research. The study deals with tbe perception of 

behavior, ,suob as that perceived when people go to baseball 

games or look at movies or listen to children playing outside 

the window. 

During the early part o!' the twentieth century, when the. 

New Psychology was an intriguing subject to work.ers in other 

disciplines; a great deal of work was done.by criminologists 

on the accuracy of the testimony of witnesses, and a number of 

experiments :relevant to the present study were performed. In 

one of bis treatises on applied psychology, Munsterberg (38) 

refers to two such experiments •. In the earl;est, performed 

about 1903 at the University of Berlin, Prof. von Liszt, an 

eminent criminologist, arranged to have a lecture interrupted 

by a dramatic scene that. involved a figbt, some shouting and 

struggling; and a revolver shot as. a climax. After order was 

restored in the classroom, the professozt had some of the 

students write immediately an exact account of what had. hap-

pened; others wrote their reports a day later; still others 

reported their observations "under cross-examination". The 

results, as far as accuracy of observation was concerned, were 

"none too good", and von Liszt noted also that the observation 

of the last half of the performance, which was the "most emo-

tional" portion, was considerably less accurate than that of 

the first half. (38, PP• 49-50). 

Following tbis demonstration, tbs technique became some-

thing of a fad -- one wbiob bas persisted to this day in 

classes in elementary psychology•• and a number of years 
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later there ocourzaed the :first serious attempt to obtain re-

sults under more carefully controlled conditions. · In Gottingen, 

before a scientif1o gathering of jurists, psychologists, and 

physicians, all of whom were presumed to hav~ been trained in 

accurate observation, a dramatic interruption which lasted 20 

seconds was staged. The observers were then asked,to describe 

what had happened, with the understanding that their depo3itions 

would be used in the· likely case that the matter would come to 

the attention of a court. The "real facts" of the perceptual 

stimulus were based on tbe reports of the actors, who bad care-

fully rehearsed the brief sequence of behavior. "The scientific 

commission which reported the details of the inquiry came to 

the general statement that the majority of tbe observers omitted 

or falsified about one-half of the processes which occurred com-

pletely in their field of vision" (38, P• 53). 

on the basis of such experimental evidence it seemed 

reasona.ble to assume that normal adults could not agree on the 

!'actual details _of what they were perceiving. on the other 

hand, it might well be argued that sooial interaction would be 

difficult it, under everyday conditions of visual perception, 

so little communality really obtained. Basic to this dilemma 

was apparently the assumption on the part of the experimenters 

that_social perception wa.s either "right" or "wz-ong"--that is, 

that a "true" stimulus entity, really existed and that the per-

ceiver was to be judged on the basis of whether be "correctly" 

apprehended the stimulus. In the. case of the experiments on 

testimony tbe criterion of such correct apprehension was the 

perceiver• s factual accuracy &s to details. 
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Concurrently with tho work on the accuracy of ·testimony 

there was occurring a large and relatively unproductive amount 

of experimentation on the percept_ion of emotional expression. 

The work of. Landis (28, 29, 30) consisted essentially in a 

proof that emotion cannot be accurately ju.dged from the voice 

or facial expression of another pel'son. Sherman (46., 47), in 

bis disproof of Watson's (50) theory of the tripartite division 

of primary emotions in the infant, also concluded that emotional 

expression could not be "correctly" judged. 

Two objections to this conclusion may be raised. The first 

is that the work of both Landis and Sherman was based on a 

stimulus pattern in the absence of e. situational context. The 

second, more fundamental objection bas been made by Arnheim (4), 
Woodworth (53), and Sobeerer (44). Woodworth (53, p •. 2,1:9) bas 

maae the point that the scoring of judgments of emotional ex-

press ion usually bas taken no account of either ktnd or degree 

of error. The experimenters• emphasis bas been on what the 

stimulus "really" represents and the subjects' responses have 

been a cored as eithel.' right or wrong. This is a logioal pro .. 

ceaure ii', as in the experiments on testimony, the experimenter 

attempts to define bis observers' perception in terms of the 

stimulus·alone. The subject who assumes a pose of anger can 

intend nothing else but anger; the actor who fires two pistol 

shots during a staged f igbt does not fire one shot or three. 

The response of the observer, by this standard, is then 

clearly either right or wrong. But if the emphasis is shifted 

to the intent of the perceiver and some scale, however crude, 

is devised to measure his degr•ee of error, -it becomes clear 
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that observers agree tp a large extent in their perception of 

intended emotional expressions. Implicit in such emphasis on 

tbe intent of the perceiver is a concern.with the perceptual 

pl'ocess. 

Olosely related to the work on perception of facial ex-

pi--ession is the extensive work of Wo~f (52) on various 

expressive aspects of the person., although bis emphasis was 

primarily on tbe expressor rather than on the perceiver of 

expression- Re we.a able to demonstrate that the personality 

of a behaver does "find its way" into many facets of bis 

expression: bis profile; bis face, his bands,. bis speech, his 

writing, and bis gait; that many observers perceive similar 

features in the behaver., as judged by their subsequent reports; 

and that these percept-ions a.re surprisingly accurate o.s measured· 

by a number of experimental techniques. The work of Wolff, 

extending the earlier suggestions ana findings by Allport and 

Vernon (2), was repeated on a larger soala by Huntley (22), 

who, substantiated the original results. 

Another approach that bears on the problem of this study 

may be found in tbe·numerous writings and texts devoted to the 

scientifio judgment of the personal,~tf*• This approach takes 

for granted that people do "have" traits or other personality 

indic.ea--in otheI' words, that the stimulus "really" exists. It 

assumes further that in their ordinary social pez,ception naive 

observers perceive such traits. The task of the scientist is 

seen to consist in the study of the behaver in order to determine 

* A useful summar:r is in Allport (1, esp. pp. 315, 3'73-383). 
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the "real" entity- that naive observers are able to perceive 

with no scientific training. The perceivei:- is thus taken for 

granted or ignored (24) and the processes of social perception 

bypassed in favor of attempts at discovel'ing whether naive 

judgments are "accurate". 

With the exception of the work on testimony, the sampling 

of studies mentioned thus far has not been concerned primarily 

with the total behavior of the subject as a stimulus pattern. 

The experimenters t attention has been directed toward partial 

aspects of the subject, such as the face, or aspects of his 

expression, as in tbe Wolff studies, or the consistent pat-

terning of expressive behavior often identified with personality. 

In addition, none of these studies has examined directly the 

problem of bow naive observers go about the apparently complex 

process of accurately perceiving tbe actions of their associates. 

An experiment by- Z1111g (56) suggests an approach to perceptual 

variables that have been found to be significant in experi-

ments on non-social perception. She trained groups of well-

liked and disliked children to perform calisthenics, the dis-

liked being letter perfect and tbe well-liked rather slipshod. 

The child observers, in their lat~r reports, attributed the 

mistakes to the disliked children. Although the question· is 

still left open as to whether the attribution was a product 

of innneaiate perception rather than of distortion in recall, 

this study- suggests that the recent findings on needs as re-

lated to non-social perception may- apply ns well to social 

perception. 
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More recently Goldberg (16) bas demonstrated the influence 

of the context of an action on its perception by naive ob-

servers. He showed bis subjects two short motion~picture 

sequences into each of which he had inserted a brief scene 

that showed s. woman screaming .. The observers who reported 

the scene as rage when they saw it in the first sequence tended 

to change it to fear when they saw it in the second; and those 

who initially reported it as f'ear tended to change it to joy 

or anger. Again, the question of memory fs.otors was not 

segregated, but there remains the demonstration that factors 

of context appear to play as important a role in the percep• 

tion of social behavior as in the perception of such stimuli 

as colors. 

The field of the observer in social perception thus ·appears 

to have characteristics similar to the field in the more 

rigorously constrained perception of the laboratory. The 

spontaneous behavior of other parsons. which forms the data 

for the field of social perception, appears further to con• 

sist in continuous, ongoing action. Yet it is evident that 

the continuum of behavior is divided into parts; people do 

different things. The characteristics of these parts, their 

relationships to the psychological ~ynamics of the behaver, 

and the techniques for systematically elucidating them, may 

be reserved for later consideration. But it seems pertinent 

to ask at this point: What are the characteristics of 

perception of these parts? 

This ~uestion indicates the scope of the present study. 
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It is concerned essentially with the disca-•1:minat1on by- naive 

observers of the larger and smaller parts of tho behavior 

tbe~ perceive, with their organization of these parts into 

larger wholes, and witb the relationships of this discrimina• 

tion and organization to their adjustment to social reality. 

It seems reasonable to assume that there are diff'erent ways 

in which the perceptual field presented by the behavior of 

another is organized into wholes and that this organization 

is related to one's social adjustment, if only because one 

cannot interact eff'ectively with other persons on the basis 

of deviant perception of their behavior. On these grounds 

alone one would suspect that striking abnoI'llla.lities of ad• 

juatment_, suoh as are found in cases of psychosis,., for example, 

would be reflected in aberrant social perception. Cantril. has 

indicated a similar vie~ in his definition of social peroop~ 

tion as "all those perceptions where there is the possibility 

of a mutual interaction of purpose". He notes_, as character-

istic of sooial perception, that it is more complex than non-

social perception, that it "involves a potential reciprocal 

reaction of purposes," and that it is "espec;ally char~oterized 

by affective or emotional overtones" (18, PP•· 370 .. 371). These 

three cbaracteristics would appear to ba refleoted in dif-

ferences that could be quantified between the social perception 

of psych9tics and normals. The complexity of social perception 

would be indicated by the organization of the observer's 

perceptual field• and the "potential reaot1on of purposes" by 

awareness of the realities of social interaction; both 
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characteristics would seem to be measurable in terms of the 

observerts discrimination and organization of meaningful parts 

of anotberts behavior. The "emotional overtones" could be 

inferred from the observerts affective participation 1n the 

behavior of another and measured by indices· of such involvement. 

The relative. absence of' previoue work on social perception 

leaves us lacking in the basic techniques and procedures for 

initial explor~tion of tbe problem. I:n the next section, tben, 

we shall examine some of the methodological issues. involv_ed 

1n perceptual experiments in general and in this area in parti-

cular. We shall indicate one reason that so little work bas . . . 
been done so far in this area, and following that, we. shall 

present as the necessary- basis for the present study a 

systematic scheme for tbe description and analysis of social, 

perceptual data. 

Methodological Issues 

In any experiment on perception, no matter what tbe 

stimulus pattern or the problem., one basic requirement; among 

others, must be met II It is ·that the experimenter decide in 

advance what kind of information be wishes to obta'in :rrom his 

subjects in order that he be enabled to direot bis subjects• 

perception tov,ard the production of this kind of' information. 

An experimental situation provides the most general method 

for meeting this requirement. Except in !'are cases, sue1:t as, 

for example, the one described by Koffka (25 1 PP• 110 ff.) in 

bis discussion of the completely- homogeneous visual field~ the 

perception experiment cons trains the subject immediately- by 
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the specifio apparatus, equipment, and experimental arrange-

ments used*• A further limiting condition is found in the 

instructions given to the subject. In the absence of instruc-

tions that specif'ically direct tbe subject toward pre-arranged 

variables in the stimulus it is possible to construct an 

ingenious test of "creativity", as Guilford (17) has, proposed; 

but in most perception experiments the lack of instructions 

would leave the experimenter with no answers to the questions 

that prompt his work. As Bruner puts it, "It is of the essence 

in any given experiment that v,e define in advance what we as 

experimenters mean by relevant information and do not depend 

upon the subject's response to do it for us; othe:t'W1se we 

would be in a complete circle" (8. p. 131). 

If the experimenter is to def ina in advance what con-, 

stitutes "relevant information" be must be able to describe 

the stimulus objectively and,. preferably. with a fairly- high 

degree of reliability. In other words; he must not rely 

exclusively on bis known personal biases nor on impressions 

that may change uncontrollably from one replication of tbo 

experiment to another. The resulting description by the ex-

perimenter may or may not be valid; that is, it may or may not 

be systematically related to other significant variables. If 

it is valid• then the results of the experiment consist 

*Foran.indication of the significance of these factors, of. 
the recent criticism by Luchins . (34) of many perception 
experiments for the experimenters' failure to realize the 
specific limitations imposed on the results b7 the use of 
a Dodge taobistoscope. 
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essentiallJ in comparisons between the experimenter•s descrip• 

tion of the atim1lus and the subjects t determinations. Bruner 

v1rites 1 "Working with complex ... attributes c,f expel'ienoe ••• 

bars one from the comfort oi' using physical meaaUZ'es as 

I'eferenee points in his experiments. In studying sizem for 

example, we may speak of •distortion' in terms of deviation 

of judgments from tactual• or physically measurable size. 
There 1s no such tbase measurement• of apparent personal 

warmth~ (8, P• 141). 
In the absence of a ubase measurement" validity is' not 

assumed• The results then consist in comparisons among !!!.!. 
subjects When their determinations bava been expressed in tel'llls 
of tbe experimenterts description of the stimulus. Thus, the 

need here is fol' a method of expresaing, ott descl"ibing, the 

stimulus pattern in orderly, standardized tel"ms. 
In most perceptual expex-iments tbe mode of express ion 

permitting comparisons among subjects has been a non-psychologi• . . . 
cal scbema with units such as, for example, decibels, inobas, 

or toot-candles. The non-psychological schema will not serve 

the purpose in the case of social perception, however, since 

here the stimulus itself is part of the domain of psychologi-

cal research and can only be described in psychological terms. 
Description of the spontaneous behavior of a person requires 

a schema identifying the parts ot the Esychological contin-

uum. Thus, 1n the experiment in social perception the 

stimulus pattern can be independently described by the experi• 

menter only if there is available to him a systematic analysis 
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of behavior that bas been developed elsewhere within the 

discipline. 

The fact that experimentation has rarely been done in 

social perception is, in the writer1 s view, due to the lack 

of methods for objective description of the stimulus pattern. 

This would appear to be necessary for orderly formulation or 

expression of wbat different observers see in the naturally 

occurring behavior of others. With a scheme to represent 

perceived behavior,, it becomes possible to collect the neoe• 

asary data, i.e., tbe observers• reports, and then to make 

comparisons among observers in teztms of the schematic repre-

sentation. It may be noted, again, that tbe validity of 

the scheme is not established in this way and must remain 

an open question as far as this study is concerned. 

Recent studies (55) have led to the develo~ment of a 
method which permits such description and fornulation in 

terms that ref er specifically to units of action in the 

behavior of another pel'ison. An adaptation of this method, 

which will be described in Chapter II, bas been used in the 

present study. 



Obapter II 

THE STBUOT(JRE OF THE BEHAVIOR OONTIWUM 

Molar and Molecular Orders 

The concept of levels of integration, implicit in 
Gestalttheorie, bas recently been made explicit for other 

areas of tbeo:ry and research. Novikoff ( 40), among others, 

bas emphasized the signifioanoe ot the concept of levels for 

the accumulation and interpretation of biological data and 

bas argued that diffel:'ent levels require different methods 

and different explanations. These views are consistent with 
the position that in ps7cbolog1 it is necessary to deal in 
different ways with different levels of behavioral data. So 

also is the general treatment by Heider of the concept of 

dli'ferent ol'del'S of events in nature. 
In his paper, "Ding und l&edium", Heide:r (18) bas discussed 

the relationships between orders of events or processes in the 
physical universe. He considers that the familiar laws re• 

lating pbysioal events with their detamining contexts do not 

hold between different orders but onlJ within each order. 

OnlJ mass effects issue .from one order to anotheri thus, law-
ful relationships among individual events bold onlJ within 

each order. 

A further distinotion between the processes of o:rders in 

a bierarchr 1s stated by Reider in terms of thing and medium 

or or mediated and mediating processes. A number of criteria 

14 
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distinguish the medium from what it mediates• Fi:rs t, the 

medium is externally conditioned while the mediated process 

is internally conditioned; the characteristic form of the 

medium is determined by what it mediates. This conception 
may be illustrated by the relationship between a group .and 

its membe:tts .~ In the case of a frenzied political rall7 of 

which certain individuals are the parts~ they may say, "Vie 

tound ourselves carried away." As 1nd1vidllal parts .of a 

medium, the group members are conditioned, not internally, 

but externally; tbei~ individual fates are determined by the 

crowd which is the mediated process. Yet without its in-

dividual members the crowd would not exist. The higher order 
process,, that.which 1s mediated, cannot exist without the 
lower. order processes. The l'elatio:nsbip between the persons 
on the one hand and the crowd on the other is such that the 

persons mediate the group and are conditioned by it. There 

are• of· course, instances in which an individual part of the 
lower orde:r is not conditioned externally but intemally, as 
when a 11 dronk" who is a membe:r of a silent audience at a con• 
cert rises and begins to sing with the lnllSic. Such e.n e"tont, 

however, is immediately perceived as incongruous, as a 
violation of tbe 11natural11 orde:r of things• 

A second distinguishing feature of a mediating process is 

that its_parts are Nlat1vely independent of each other. The 

band; as Heider points out, is an excellent mediating system 
because its sepal'Qte parts • (the finge:rs) a:re relat1vel)" 
independent of eaoh other. In the case of an ailment such 
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as arthritis, which makes the hand rigid, it ·tends to lose 

its value as a mediat 1ng system, 

.It is of special importance here that a mediating process 

may be a s15n of the mediated process. To the extent that the 
two criteria mentioned above are sat1s:f'1ed 1 the mediating pro-
cess will be a good sign. A living language often satisfies 

these criteria. In a s~tbetio language such as EnglisbJ in 
which the significance of the individual words is most often 
determined by their position 1n the sentence, the word meanings 
as mediating processes are almost completely externally con• 

ditioned; in addition, the separate wol'ds as carriers ot 
meanings are to a high degree independent of fJ&Cb other. Thus, 
any given combination of words can etfectivel7 represent a 

pa:r-tioulai- whole meaning which is the pvocess of the sentenoeJ 

properlr constructed, the aentenee can be a bighl7 expressive 

"tbing". Likewise, the vast numbel" of distinguishable ad• 

justments of the face, wbiob are. 1nd1 v1dual mediating pro-

cesses of a lower order, may act as excellent cues or signs 

fox- the expx-ess ive intent of the face as e. whole. 

In line with this development by Heider• a tveatment of 

different orders of behavioral events bas been offered b7 

Wright and Barker (55)~ They distinguish two such orders of 

behavior, to wb1ob they have assigned the now common te:rms, 
molar an!3 moleoulal', Introduced into the literatul'e b:,. 

Tolman (49), the term molal' is here taken to refer to the 

characteristics specific to an order of behavioral event. 
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Molal' behavior is goal-directed. It is action of the whole ---- -----
person. In addition; · 1t 1s action in relation to a molar 
environment, which oonsists of "things and events with meaning 
for the personn ( 54). 

An7 manifold of molecular behaviol"al ~vents bas the 
obaraeteristics of a mediating process. It consists of rela• 
tively independent parts, such as the individual steps in 
the action by a person of walking across the street. Molecu• 

lar behavior is thus taken to be "behavior o~ a subordinate-
and more or less autonomous, pert or mechanism of the person 
in relation to a molecular environment consisting of stimulus 

conditions that have not been structured by the cognitive pro-
cesses of the organism into meaningful things and eventstt(54). 
Mani of the stimulus conditions tfhat are met 1n experiments on . . 
reinforcement ai-e of ,the molecular o:t'der, as, fo'J.9 example, tl?-e 

vibrat1Qn frequener of the tone in a conditioning experiment. 
It will be appar~nt that the distinction between two ordeJ:iS 

or behavioral events cannot be made solely in terms of the ob-

served behavior. There also is required for this. distinction 

a consideration of the total context in which the behavior 

occurs. Specifically, analysis of the continuum of behavior 
requires consideration.of two kinds of contextsa the context 

of molar.behavior., which consists of the person end all those 

things a~d events which, as parts of a molar environment, bavEt 

present meaning for him; and the context of molecula~ behavior. 

which consists of specific tool szstems or the person and the 
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processes such as temperature and stomach contractions which, 

as parts of a molecular environment, impinge on the tool 

systems. 

The molar behavioral event tbus occurs in a context which 

is the psychological situation. It is by reference to this 

context that one may determine in the end whether a particular 

behavioral event is molar or molecular. The single step one 

takes in getting off a curb is usually molecular; it does not 

involve the whole person in an action which bas meaning for 

him. In another-context, however, the same physical event, 

stepping off the curb, may be molar--as it was, presumably, 

for the Queen for whom Sir Walter Raleigh spread his cloak. 

The Discrimination of Molar Behavior Units 

A systematic psychological account of naturally occurring 

bebavior--as opposed to the more limited, prestructured, or 

routinized behavior commonly seen in a laboratory situation--

requires some method of dividing the stream of action into 

manageable, yet meaningful units. One might take arbitrary 

time samples of behavior, as some investigators (2a) have, 

but one would still be faced with the problem of discrim-

inating units within, or transcending, the selected samples .• 

The approach outlined in the opening section of this chapter 

bas set the stage for the systematic description of such 

units. It suggests that the unit of analysis must correspond 

to a behaviorar··event of the molar order. The unit must take 

into account the meaning of the event for the behaving person, 
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and it must include the relevant context, 1.e., the psycho-

logical situation. 

An analytical scheme which seems adaptable to these· re-

quirements bas been developed by Wright and Barker (55), who 

have used it in dividing or "un1t1z1ngtt (16a) narrative 

records ot the naturally occurring behavior of children. 

This scheme will be used here. It provides a standardized 

framework for description of the stimlus conditions of 

social peroeption, a need for wbiob was indicated in tbe 

introduction to the present studf. It is necessary, there-

fore, that the concepts and terminology of the framework be 

considered in some detail.* 

In developing a method for the systematic discrimination 

of molar behavior-situation units in tbe behavior of children, 

Wright and Barker have used some of tbe concepts developed 

by Lewin (33)°JI Tolman (49), Wenzinger (3'7) and others fo:r 

the treatment of related problems in psychology. Stated in 

these terms, the unit of mola:zt, behavior cons 1sts of a more-

or-less successful attempt to reach a goal. Thus, "the main 

distinguishing features of a molar behavior unit reduce to 

this one t The behavior is directed; eve17 such unit is a 

-:1- It is not intended that this surve1 provide more -than 
familiarity with the, terms and concepts involved; for a 
complete discussion of definitions and principles in the 
discrimination of molar units, of. reference ( 55) • 
PP• 105•180. 
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tgetting to• or a •getting from' a part of the environment 
with meaning for the person" ( 54). The person does different 

things• When he hae finished doing one thing the direction 

of bis behavior, which bas remained constant during this 

action*• changes as be starts to do something else. 

Behavior units which satisfy the criterion of constancy 

!!!, direction, and other criteria discussed below# Wright 

and Barker call episodes. The episode is the basic unit 

of this framework for diiriding the continuum of mola.11 be• 

bavior.ff 

The concept of direction as used here refers to a 

genotypic factor in behavior which may be manifest in a 

physical; an intellectual or a soofal sphere of activity. 

The genotype is a theoretical consequence of the concept of 
goal-directedness postulated for molar behavior •. Change in 
position in relation to a goal,. whether the change takes 
place in a physical sphere. aa wben a person drives to wo:rk, 
in an intellectual sphere, as when a person solves a problem, 

or ·1n· a social sphere, as when a person compl~ments another, 

is seen as locomotion in a constant direction. 

An example of the use of the criterion of constancy in 

direction for the discrimination of episodes may be found 1n 
tbe .following sample of behavior, taken f.11om tbe complete 

* As used here, action is a generic term denoting an:, molar 
unit. 

ff Muenzinger (37) bas developed a similar concept, called a 
"start-end unit", in wbicb constancy in direction is the 
most essential characteristic. 
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narrative record of a day in the life of Chuck, a four-year 

old boY•* In this exoe:rpt Chuck bas just come into the 

house with his father; it is cold outside. 

:1 . 

1, 
1, 

\:.'.; 
~: ,~, 
,,1 ' ( 1.,~, ' 

0 

frk~OS.JNf.; - ····· - ·---··--···-·· ---··•······· ··-------~·-·, ttRe started to peel off bis jacket~ 
Ei1c1.0Sl·/} ~c .. ·-·----··1 At· .the. same time; be remarked com-

,~ ·J · panionably to bis mother, "It• s 
,.. cold outside. It•s really cold out 
.~-~ there." He said this in a very 

1~ adult way. · 
.~"'.'.) ·, 

~, Onl<rF smiling pleasant.iv, his mother .'-,) "I. . ., ., -·--····-·--·------·--·--··· .J seemed to take it that way. 

Li.. 
\J 
'-\ 

<1-, , ...... 
K 
....... 

::,. 

K 

" 

£Ncll?5i:iJ 
/J/'lf) 

ttJJVT /ti/lift) 

Ohuck pulled bis jacket down from 
bis shoulders; but it stayed on be-
cause be bad bis sleeves jammed 
against the bulky gloves be was 
wearing, 

I He demanded of no one in particular• 
"Mittens ott l" 

His mother said nothing and made no 
move to help. 

Chuck resolutely walked over to bis 
mother. 

Standing before bar with bis coat 
sagging,. be soberly held out bis 
bands. 

The mother reached oval' toward him. 

Then, while be helped b7 pulling 
back a·11ttle, she tugged off bis 

J gloves. 

* This record is a portion of the data collected by tbe staff 
of the Midwest Social Psychology Field Station, which bas 
applied the criteria tor 11unit1z1ng" discussed in this chaptel', 
and certain related principles and techniques, in "episod1ng" 
narrative reool'ds of ···C,bildren' s behavior. For a complete daf record and accompanying reference to the method, ct. 

e erence (5). · 
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Chuck wriggled on out of his coat, 
.__ __________ .J letting it drop where he stood." 

Attention 1a called to the lines and labels in the margin 

to the left of the sample. Each vertical line in the mal"gin 

extends from the beginning to the end of what is taken to be 

an episode f'rom tpe behavior continuum of this child. It will 

be noted that three episodes have been marked off and that each 

of them is marked by a pa:rt1c1p1al phrase, as follows t Gett:tns 

out 2f. Wraps; Commenting About~' and Getting Mittens Q!!.• 

Each of tbes& episodes is tta unit of action together with a 

particular situation., (54); the title in eaob case identifies 

the action. 

It 1s evident that the direction of Chuck's behavior was 

not constant throughout the time spanned by,.· Getting 

Wra12s • At the beginning be started to take off bis wraps; a.t 

the end be had finished taking them off. Yet, while he main-

tained the goal of getting out of the wraps, he was not 

constantly engaged in action that brought him closer to this 

goal. Commenting to bis mother 1a a d1reoted action whose 

direction differs from that in tbe action, Getting Q!'_ 
Wraps, Further, the action of comnenting involved Chuck 1n 

behavior in relation to a particular set of meaningful condi• 

tions, the oold, for example, and the mother. The direction 

of behavior within the latter unit is constantJ the unit is 

therefore segregated as an independent episode, 

It needs to be emphasized that the relationship between 

the episode of longer time span, Getting .QE! ~Wraps, and the 
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enclosed episode of shorter time span, Oonnnenting About Cold, 

is not such that the latter unit "belongs to" and is in tbia 
sense a part of the foX'llter. The two units dif'fer 1n d1reetion1 
the behavior 1n each ooours in relation to a particular set ot 
conditions J each of the units has integrity of its own, 1.e,, 

some degree of independence. When, as in this case; independent 

episodes intersect in time, they are said to overlaE• Their 

co-existence in time is one complication in "episoding", one 
which is ·handled by tbe concept of overlapping, This compli• 

cation and others are considered 1n greater detail below. 

A second criterion of an episode is segreg~tion &, potenol• 
Turning again to the sample of Chuck's behavior, consider in 

this connection bis efforts to take off his gloves. The direc• 
t1on of this action, beginning when he demanded that bis 

"m1ttenstt be removed and ending when his mother tugged off his 

gloves, is taken to be the same as that of the enclosing epi• 

sode, Gett1ns out of Wraps. DUrlng all of the time that obuok 
was engaged 1n getting off his gloves be was also mo~1ng closer 

, . ' 

to the goal of getting off his wraps. The lesser unit here 1s 
nonetheless discriminated as an episode. The basis for this 

discrimination is that in tbe judgment of the ttepisoder" the 

importance, weight, or potency to Chuck of getting off bis 

gloves was at the time equal to or greater than the potency 
of getting off bis wraps. He appeared to be involved in the 

former in at least as high a degree as the lattei-, 
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The potency of a behavior-situation unit may be defined 

as the psyobologioal weight or importance of tbe unit for the 

total behavior of the person at the given time. Potency here 

is manifest in such indicators aa high energy level of the 
behavior and resistance or indifference on the part of the 

person to distraction. The criterion of· potency provides fozt 

the d1sor1minat1on of units that "stand out" phenomenally for 

tbe behaver and are "segregated dynamically" ( 54) • When. as 

1n this case, an enclosed episode is segregated by potency, 

the te'.t'm contained is used to refer to the special relation-

ship obtaining between the enclosed and enclosing units. 

These provisions follow from the proposition that the potency 

of an episode as a whole is greater than any of its parts; any 

part of the total whose potency is equal to or greater than 

that of tbe whole which encloses it 1s segregated as an inde• 

pendent episoo&. 

A tb1ttd, and the last, criterion of an episode relates to 

its size. It is apparent that discriminable units of behavior .,.....__. 

vary greatly in size• from lighting !. cigarette to going to 

college*• Some. bebav1or•situat1on units• like stepp1n~ ·2!.£. 
!. 1n walkinS !2_ work are so small that they go unnoticedJ 

they are not perceived by the behavett. Others, like getting 

It may be noted that different areas of psychological theory 
and practice tend to focus on units of different size. The 
interest of' some clinical psychologists and therapists, for 
example, lies 1n·11relong patterns of relationship to 
parental figures• · 
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ahead B!,_ business world, are so large that they, too, often 

fall outside the behavior perspective of the person. This cri-

terion of an episode limits every such unit as to size bf 
providing that the unit falls within tbe behavior perspective . . 
of tbe behavel'• An episode, in other words, lies within the 

span of clear perception bf the person of bis own behavior in 

progress. 

If one wel'e to ask the bride as she enters the cburob fo'l' 

the wedding ceremony, "What are you doing now?n she would 

probably reply, nitm getting married." She would probably 

!!2! reply, "I'm going through the doorway," although this is 
equally a molar behavior unitJ nor on the other band would 

she be likely to repl7, "It m beginning a lifetime of partner• 

ship with this man." The criterion of size as detel'lttined by 

the normal behavior perspective el1~1nates those units that 

"run off" with little or no awareness by the person as well as 

"long units that are maintained outside the limits of clear 

perception" (54). 
An episode is not a seamless st:rand. Episodes have parts, 

each a lesser behavior-situation unit with some integrity. The 

discriminable parts of an episode with which the present studr 

is oonoerned are phases and transitive sections. 

A phase is def'ined as a minimal molar unit, one such that, 

1f it were to be subdivided further, one would break it down 

into units of molecular behavior. Consider, fo~ example, the 

following from the behavior sample quoted above. 
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"Obuck wriggled on out of bis coati letting it drop 
where be stood." 

This is a molar behavior-situation unit of such size that 
if one were to divide it into any smaller, parts the behavior 

would consist, not of an, action by- Chuck, but of movements of 

bis hands and shoulders, each a unit of molecular behavior. 

In this connection, attention is called to the proposition 

above, that tbe potency of an episode is greater than that of 

any of its parts. The potency of a phase, then, is in every 

case less than that of the including •hole. 

A transitive section is defined as a connected series of 

phases in which the behavior is directed toward a sub•goa.l 

subordinate to that of the including episode but superordinate 

to that of any one of the included phases., The potency ot a 

transitive section, like the potency of the phases which it 

links together, is lower than that ot · the episode. As an 

example of a transitive section,. oonside:tt ,the episode, Driving 

!2_ !.2!!, and the phases, J)l"~nging car !.2. stop,. ;Wa1t1ntt f.2_! 
stoplight.., and starb1ns !!:!• included 1n the episode. The 

phases in this case are linked together in the transitive sec• 

tion, Meetin5 Demands .2f. Stoplight. 
As noted above, the structure of a bebavio~ sequence may 

be complicated by overlapping., which :refers to 0O-exietenae, 

in the behavior perspective of the pel'Son, of episodes each 

of whioh bas a potency greater than zero, It 1s by no means 

unusual to find instances of overlapping in which the person 

is s1multaneouslz engaged in two or even three actions diffe~1ng 
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meal, reads the newape.pe:tt• and listens to the radio. In one 
type of ovel'lapping a part of one episode overlaps.with tbe 
•hole of another; the longer and shol'ter units respectively 
are called enclosing and enclosed. In a second type of over-
lapping, episodes intersect in time from beginning to $nd, 
and in a third type, onl7 the lattel' pal't of one episode inter-
sects with the fore part of another. Units individuated b7 
potency are referred to as enclosed and contained, as was 

noted in the case of the episode, Gettins Mittens Off, in 
the behavior sample quoted above. 

Social J?et-cept1on and the Discrimination of 
Bebaviol' Units 

A first step in the development of the scheme outlined in 
the preceding section was ta.ken wben a line wa~ drawn betv,een 

the molar and the moleoulal' orders ot behavior. It appears 
that the behavior units on the molecular side or this line 

are quite generally "overlooked" or tha~ generall1 they are 
not focal in ever7da7 social perception~ What people appear 
to perceive 1n the ongoing bebaviox- of the1l' fellows are, pre .. 
ponderantl7, tbe directed actions of the molar behavior order. 

That in normal social perception the naive observer 
generally discriminates molar units may be s1mp17 illustrated, 
The writer asked a mother to observe the behavior of her baby 

for fli'teen minutes and then to report "all of the different 
things" the baby bad done. She ztelated, in paz>t, ttHe played 
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with his toys. and then he crawled.out of the play pen and! 

put him back, .and then I undressed b1m.,tt Each of these clauses 

refers to an action which meets the criteria of a molar- be•. 

bavior unit. 

In a series of pilot inquiries, normal adults were asked 

at various times during the day to. repo,:,t all of t_be different 
I 

things they bad done s inc& getting out of bed in the morning• 

Typical responses referred to units auob as dttiv1ng to work, 

eating breakfast, and reading the mail. Normal adults also 
were asked to report the bebaviol' of othex- persons recentlr 

observed b7 them. They mentioned such uni ts as playing a 

game or ping pemg• studying fo:tt an examination,. and arguing 

with a friend~ Different normal adults were asked. further. 

to antioipe.te their- own actions tor the ensuing twenty-four 

hours, and here they were .f'.ound to. l'espotld witb units such e.s 

going to the movies, Wl'1tihg a lettei-• and t&king a batb. It 

thus appears that. bebavio:r. units o-:f the molar oztdezt ~zre .dis• 

cr1m1nated in different aspects of social perception. 

Observations of this kind indicate that a method for an 

adequate formulation .of what an observer of behavior- sees I one 

equal., moreover, to the requirements of research in wh1ob the 

social perceptions of. differing persons al'e compaz,ed, must 

provide essentially for the discrimination and identit' 1oation 

of' naturally ooou?Ting units of molar behavior. The analytical 

scheme discussed in the preceding section appears to fulfill 

this requirement. It is necessary, howevel', to consider in 
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some detail the significance of its majoI' variables for the 

"structure" or normal social pe:ttception. 

One criterion of an episode is that it falls within the 

size limits set by the behavior perspectiv8 of the behaver. 

It seems l'easonable to assume that this limitation applies as 

well to units generally discriminated by the observer in social 

perception., In their perception of' the beba'V'ior of' others, 

persons are not usually aware of very small nor ~f very large 

units., which are similarly "lost" to the behaver. We normally 

peroe1ve another peNon writing !, lettel',, for example, or 

eating lunchJ we are less likely to perceive such smaller 
parts of' action wholes like these as the w:riting of single 

words or the taking of single bites. Nol' do we commonlJ 

perceive units that transoend the size limits or episodes 11 

such as maintain1ns !_fl'iendship ol" adber1ns ,:2. civilized 

custom. In the absence of ratbel' close agreement between one 
·) 

person and another as to the size of the perceived units in 

the behavior continuum or each, normal social intercourse 

would be difficult, Directed sequences of behavior would be 

interrupted* and co•operation in common endeavoN hampered. 

It therefore seems sate to assume that the units of behavior 

* Children do, in fact, at times interrupt their elders, often 
to tbe irritation of the latter who are engaged in pursuing 
goals clearly evident in their own perception. Research is 
certainly neecled on the genetic development of these aspects 
of social perception. 
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pel"ceived by an observer are units of intermediate size., within 
' the size range of episodes, which the behaver also perceives. 

The most central criterion of an episode is the one of 

constancy in direction. This criterion would seem to corres-

pond to the peroeptual information used nomally in naive 
social peroeption. Many "cues" are available to observers 

for the everyday diagnosis of directional shifts in the be--
bavior of others. Among these may be mentioned I change in 

the sphere of action, in the body part involved, in the pb:yai-

oal direction of the beba•ior, in the object handled b7 ~he 
bebavel'1 Ol' in the tempo of the observed activity (56, P• 102) • 

Social "sensltivit7" to changes in the direction of 

another' a behavior would seem fundamental for vel"idical social 

perception and adjustment to onets fellows. Instances may be 

found in which common cues are not ut111ted with the result 

that ol"d1nar111 perceived divisions between units of behavior 

break down• as in the case of the paranoid sobizophrenic who 

when someone scl"atcbes bis ear and then lights a cigaxaette, 
perceives both actions as joined parts of a single message 
with delusional content. But the pathological extremity of 

such failure to discriminate on the basis of generally evident 

change in direction only helps to indicate the centrality of 
this criterion fol' nol'Jn8.l social perception. 

A third criterion of an episode is segregation by potency. 

In the use of this criterion in the systematic discrimination 
of episodes, no pretense oan be made of getting "inside" the 
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pe~on and of ·eat~blishing the relative weights of $Vents in 

b1s private world.. ttThe best an observ-ezt can do 1s see from 

tht outside the bebavloz-al express1oM ot whet the ptrson sees 

from the 1ns1defl (54). In these z-espects the observer who 

ut1111e$ a rigorous u.n1t1•1ng scheme is, in much the eamcr posi• 

tibn . .., 1. the naive obse~ex-. It thus seems pe~inent to raise 
the question of wbeth&l' in normal social perception units in 

tht behavior of otbel'S a.re individuated b7 potencJ. Common 

experienc• would seem to indicate that this is the oaBe. Th~ 

unit that is dynamicallJ segNgated fo'Z- tbe behaving person 

and manifested• tor example, in )l.igh $nergJ level or behavior·-

l)l'&aents opportunities :f'or a high de$i-ee of articulation in 

the p$l'Oeptual .field ot the obset'V'el". 

!formal perceptual sens1t1v1tr to changes in potency in tbe 

bebe.vio:c, of oth&X'$ appe.ars to be related to the obaervei'i's 

participation or involveJD.ent J,n the fate of tbe behaver. On$ 

must empathize with a behaver•s moment•to•tnoment experience 

1n order to perceiire, bf changes 111 the inan1£estation of such 

expel'itnoe, that the bebaver•s involvement baa ch.anged. It 
seems probable, therefore, that observers lacking in the 

"ab111ty11 to pa~ticipate ;n tbe &f.fol'ts of otbc§rs 111ould like• 

'Wis& be lacking 1n the tendency to d1acl'1m:!.nate episodefJI .. on 

the basiS of potency. Th&J would tend to unitize the ongoing 

stream or behavior with little refettence to the changing 
"values II that nol"rnally enrich and dividtl tbe behavior r>f otbe:vs. 
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The parts of an·episode which are themselves molal'_units 
and with which this study is conoe:imed are phases and tl'ansi-

tive. sections. The phase; as defined above, ie a minimal 

molar unit wbiob cannot be further subdivided without breaking 

it domi intomolecula.runits. Molal'units of.this size aI'e 

easily discriminable in the systematic anal:rsis, of ongoing be-

havior. Whether they are equally discl'iminable in naive. 

social p~rceptionappears to depend in large degttee on the 
total· situation peroe1ved. Aetio?ls of the scope of pba.see 

a1'e often lost to the observer, as they al"e generally to the 

behavett. Fol' example, one does not ordinarily perceive oneself 

ateppins le! ill£ in crossing the sttteet, nor is this 

generally perceived bf an outsider.• But there do appear to be 

instances of social perception in which phases are clearly 

perceived, as when, for example, one watches the performance 
of a magician on the stage. In this aitue.tion the obseNer 
is generally unaware of the significance. to the behaver of the -----
dif'f'el'ent action units: many of them are• in .fact 1 deliberatel1 

inserted by th& magician as ,"false" cues. Here the distinction 

between phases and episodes· bas great importance for the ob-

server's meaningful organization of the behavior continuum. 

Perceptual situations of this kind• ·in which the observer 

* This is not to say, of eou:t'se. that in aoc:t.al perception the 
phase fills tbe ground of tha perceptual field. The dis•, 
tincti9n between figure and ground quite probablJ refers to1 
the perceptual distinction between molar and molecular ratQ.er 
than ·to molar units of different degrees of individuation. 
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cannot readily organize the stimulus pattem in orderly fashion, 

and in which the behaver appears to reach a goal whiob bas no 

apparent "connection" witb tbe actions leading up to it, may 

force the observer to perceive units whose behavioral s1gn1f1• 
canoe is of the order of phases rather than of episodes. 

In the light of these conside~ations it may be expected 
that in an experimental situation in which it 1s difficult to 

ttmake sense" out or the stimulus pattern presented by the be-
havior of another• subject observers will frequently discrim-

inate phases rather than larger units. Discrimination of 

episodes in such cases may be expected to wait upon the 

obsenerst retrospective organization of the perceptual field 

sufficient to permit at least implio;t recognition of the 
other person's major immediate goals•* Even tbe discrimination 
of sequences in which phases within an episode combine to fom 

transitive sections may also be delayed, under such circum-

stances, until tbe observers b.ave accumulated suffio1ent 

perceptual data. 

A transitive section 1s defined as a connected series of 
' two or more phases the end of which is a superordinate subgoal. 

The perception of transitive sections in the behavior continuum 

of another person appears to require an intermediate level of 

cognitive structuring whose order of rank lies immediately below 

* The behavior of a phase is I of course, directed toward a 
sub-goal. The reference bere is to the terminal goals of 
units most generall7 discriminated in social perception, 
1.e., episodes. 
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that of the episode and immediately above that of the phase•* 

It follows·. that when an observer is confronted with an extended 

behavior sequence ~hicb, in fact, comprises but a single 

including episode, the only way in which tbe peroeptuaf field· 

can be organized above the level of the phase is manifest when 

transitive sections are perceived. In such oases, in oztder 

to make the most of the stimulus pattem as a.n ozaganized whole, 

what the observer must do is perceive as units the combinations 

or successive pba3es which, as defined above, comprise transi-

tive sections. It seems reasonable, moreover, to anticipate 

that, in line with clinical expectations, sach organization of 
temporally extended Gestalten will occur more frequentl7 in 
normal adults t~an in soh1zophrenics. Theimportanoe of these 
considerations for, the present study.will beoome apparent when 

the experimental procedure is described. 

The .foregoing discussion relating to the naiire perception 

of behavior units auggests that social perception may indeed be 

very complex. On close examination even apparently simple 

instances of social perception tum out to be resultants of 

multiply determined processes. Oonside~ the following example 

from everyday behavior.ff You at-.e talking to a friend and 

* This statement bas to be quali~ied by reference to stages 
as pa,:;ts of an episodeJ however, it bas seemed unnecessary 
to consider these units here. ot. reference (55), pp.126-134. 

ff I am -indebted to Dr. Martin Sobeerel'. for this example. 
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each of you is holding a glass of wine; tbe roott1 is d1ml:r lit. 

Your friend rises from bis chair and, holding bis glass some-

what in front of him, goes toward the lamp on the table. He 

reaches toward th& lamp, stops, bolds bis glass between.him• 

self and the light for a few seconds.~ and then returns to bis 

chair. 

If an observer were to ask you when your friend is balf-

wa1 to the lamp, "What 1s be doing?" you might well reply, "He's 

tuming on anotbel" light bulb in the lamp." If, though, the 

same question were asked at the conclusion of four friend's 

action, you might well reply, "Hets examining the color of' the 

wine•" It is to be noted that in both of these eases )'ou refer 

to a unit of molar behavior. The following might correctly 

represent the course or perceptual events manifested by your 

different a:nswers to the, two questions• Your initial dis• 

crimination of a unit,. 1our "wrong guess"• took place before 

)'OU.t' frienats action was completedJ on tbe basis of the .total 

context or the situation, you atti-ibuted a goal to your friend 

in advance of bis completion of tbe action. Later, you changed 

your perception ot the unit as more evidence was presented, so 

that in retrospect you discriminated a unit with another and 

a different goal, It is not unlikely that, if you are asked 

the following day to relate the happenings of the even1n$ be-

fore, YC?U will mention tbe unit, E.xaminin~ Glass !.!!!!• But 

it is unlikelr that you will remember that your friend bad, to 

the best of your lmowledge at the time, started to tum on 
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anotbei- light bllb in the lamp; and·it is equally unlikely-

that you will remember that ;you had made an "incorrect" 

attribution. 

Some suob complex process of.social perception is apparentlr 
invoked during most of our waking hours. we are continually 
aware at some level of the contexts ot the actions we perceive. 

We ascribe purpose and. meaning to tbe bebaviol' of others, and 

in so doing we attribute goals in advance. .We may often altei-

our perceptions in the light of developments 1n the ongoing 

behavioral events. We are continually engaged in organizing 
our memories into meaningful units relevant to the present 
situation. And all of this is under most oiroumste.nees done 

automatically, without confusion, in the face of stimuli that 
are always changing and are seldom repeated • 

. '.rbe complex nature of this pttocess makes lt seem likely 

that it will be affected,. in greate:t' or less degree,. by many 

of the factol.9s that set limits on social ?9elat1onsh1ps•-bJ' 
organic brain damage, for example; or mental def'ioiency-, or 
extreme fatigue, or neurotic anxiety, o!'.patbologioal devia-

tions .from the norm, such as psJcbosis. For the present study 

we have chosen to explore some of the differences in social 

perception which depend upon differences betw~en the obz,onic 

schizophrenic end the clinically normal adult • 

. It ~a by no means presumed that social perception may be 

anal7zed entirely 1n terms ~t unit d1sor1minat1on. Many other 

factors undoubtedl7 enter as determinants of the perceptual 
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process; there are, for example,- the related factors of 

emotional involvement, of anticipation,- and. of oprreet or in• 

correct attribution.. If', then., subjects are .asked to report 

their observations of molar bebaviox-,.it should be expected 

tbat othel'• ancillary variables,. in addition to.those of unit 

discrimination, may be derived from the data. So it turned 

out in the present study, as later discussion will show• 



Chapter III 

TBE EXPERIMEUTAL DES I Gli 

In his discussion of phenomenal causality Heider (19) 

has pointed out that a person is perceived as the cause of 

his own actions; be is not seen as a stimulus nor an object 

but rather as a person and a subject. The considerations of 

the previous chapter have elaborated this conclusion. TheJ 

suggest that the action continua of others are spontaneously 

perceived as falling into discrete parts. It is to be ex--

pected, then, that if naive observers are called upon to 

watch and report the actions of a single person, tbe7 will 

tend to organize this experience into some more or less 

meaningful pattern or tttemporally extended Gestalt" (3) with 

the behaver as origin and cause. In line with this e.xpecta• 

tion, Kohler bas said, 0 act1ons which flow from one detemining 

soul."Oe tend to appear as one coherent current of v1suel tacts" 

(26, p. 231}. 

Complementarr roles in suob organization appear to be 

played b7 spontaneous perception and ~ecall which, for the 

present purposes, may bo viewed as retrospective perception. 

Sometimes stability and meaning occur immediately, as when we 

see a person suddenly interrupt bis work, snap bis fingers, 

and hurry to make a telephone call, There are other occasions 

when organization 1s more difficult, as when we are fatigued 

or inattentive or in unfamiliar circumstances.. In such cases 

we often "make sense" of tbe data, 1 .. e., organize the stimulus 

38 
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mater13l, only in retrospect. The general tendency- on the 

part of the clinically normal adult seems to be to develop a 

meaningfully o~ganized fund of experiential data on the be-

havior of others; both immediate and retrospective perceptions 

continually interact and complement each other to achieve this 

end. 

Further, no1'mal soo1al pei'ceptions appear to ba organ1$ed 

around antioipations of future actions by oneself and others. 

Tensions are aroused in perception that can be reduced only by 

perceptual closure, as when someone tells a joke and leaves it 

unfinished. the attribution of goals discussed in Chapter II 

is a case in point; here anticipation, like perception of the 

immediate present and the past, falls into parts cletermined by 

goal regions. 

In an experimental test of these oonsiderations, it would 

be expected that in their social perceptions, normal adults 

would discriminate molar units. !t would be expected also 

that their spontaneous, immediate, and retrospective perceptions 

would be related in oomplementarr fashion so that, whe:re 

organization does not occur immediately. it would tend to occur 

in recall and so that, wbere it occurs minimally in immediatE;t 

percept ion., 1t would occur supplementally in retrospect. 

Anticipation would be expected to occur during tbe perception 

of behavior. 

Such organization may- be operationally defined in terms 

of size of reported molar unit. Thus, an obsenerts organiza-

tion of an extended segment of his perceptual expe~ienoe would 



be expected to result in spontaneous or retrospective desorip• 

tions of relatively large molar units; the minimally organized 

experience would result in descriptions of lesser molar units. 

It was pointed out above (Obapter I, P• 11) that instruc• 
tions to subjects direct their :responses toward the production' 

of "relevant information" and thus toward vet-1f1oat1on or dis• 

proof of the experimental expectations. In the present study 

the focus is on the perceived stNcture of the behaviol' con• 

tinuum. The instructions must therefore direct the subject 

speoificall:, toward the .discrimination and reporting ot the 
exhibited molar units or behavior in the perceived sequences 

of action •. The instructions to all of the observers in the 
study- require them spec1fioally to observe and repol't "all the --
different things" done by the behaver. 

It is a postulate of the analytical scheme applied here 

that the units reported by an observe?' gene:rally ocour within 
the perceptual field of the behaving subjeot. This postulate 

is directly testable only under conditions specifically set up 

for its verification. one could, tor example, have the behavel" 
record bis own self-perception at the same time that a record 

of his behavior was being made by a skilled observel".* The use 

of a naive behaver whose actions are meant to be spontaneous 

precludes such an arrangement. However, an approximation to 

such material may- be obtained by securing from the behaver a 

recall of the units of bis own behavior. This would follow 

* Data were obtained by means of such a procedure in a separate 
study, tbe results of which are not included 1n the report 
of the present research. 
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f'rom tbe·proposit!on that units discriminated in one•s own 
past behavior are probably perceived at the time of their 
·occurrence .• 

A .furtbe:tt check on this postulate -may be secured by the 

use of an actor rather tban a naive bebavel'-•i•e•t a subject 
who bas planned in advance actions that are subsequently 

carried out. Consideration of the behavioral role of an 
actor make it evident that bis techniques are suited to this 

purpose. The actor is called upon to memorize a l'ole, to be-
come aware :tn advance of behavior units which he will late:it 

execute, and then to enact tb1s role. Within the limits im• 
posed by the units devised by the author, howevel', the actor 

is allowed spontaneity of minimal actions (phases) and molecu-
lar bebavio~. The essence of bis art lies in the use he makes 

of his opportunities for spontaneity; consider, in this con• 
nectlon, the dif'f'erent "interpretations" of a Shakespearean 

drama by two gifted actors. 
We need only extend this reasoning to_furnish a technique 

adapted to the oxploration of social perception. r.t a skilled 

actor is furnished a "role" consisting ot prescribed units that 

be may aot out in any manner be chooses; bis behavior will be 

spontaneous in a large degree at the same time that it will 
contain units already known to the experimenter. This follows 

from the.consideration, developed above; tbat mediating pro-
cesses• which are relatively independent of eaob other, may 

combine 1n many ways to mediate a unit of molar behavior. 

The actor may then spontaneously act out a prescribed molar 
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unit in any one of many ways differing greatly.in tempo, 

order, and molecular detail·• 

In an exploratory study of the aspects of social per-

ception represented in tbis study, it v,ould appear to be 

desirable to utilize both naive behavera and trained actol'is. 
To the extent that the behavior obtained utider tbese two con• 

ditions does not differ systemeticallt, it may be assumed that 

use of the actor does not give rise to distorting complications. 

This control we.s employed in tbe stud7, 

Th• possible relationships between social perception and 

social adjustment have already been stressed. From these 

relationships it is to be expected that d~viant social ad• 

jus_tments would be reflected in d1scr1m1nat1on of action units 

differing from those of the olinicall7 normal. person. Hette; 

tbis expecta~ion will be tested by comparisons of normals with 

.chronic schizophrenics• The tendenc7 among scb1zopbren1cs to 
become ttioettt in apparently irrelevant detail, to resol't to 

pathologically- extreme distortion of the x-elationsbips among 

parts ot a whole or to fail in maintaining appropriate dis• 

t1not1ons between figure Jnd ground; tbeiX' inability to set 

up or maintain productive emotional ties with others and their 

unique experience of tbe world, with its near absence of a 

future and estrangement from the useable aspects or the past-• 
all of these deviations seem likely to afteot their organiza-

tion of the perceptual material presented by tbe behavio~ of 

others. It has seemed l'48asonable to expect that tbe schizo• 

phren1a will be deviant in regard to the expectations mentioned 

aboveJtbat he will report perception o:f fewer relatively large 
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and more very small units of behavior and a greater incidence 

of molecular detail; that he will display distorted emotional 

involvement with the behaverJ that he will be unable to anti-
cipate appropriately tha actions of another; and that he will 

demonstrate cet'tain Qharaoteristic relationships between im-

mediate and retx-ospeotive perception. These considerations 

will be developea in greater detail below. 

Pilot Experiments 

In a series of pilot e.xpe ~imenta, subjects selected as 

normal and deviant were asked to deoaribe a movie while they 
observed it• A movie does not satisfy nll of the criteria of 

spontaneous social behavior .found in everyday situations, but 

its repeatability- and "objectivity" as a stimulus pattern 

makes it useful for experimentation. In addition, as Heidel" 

and 5innnel (20) have demonstrated, perceptual processes -may 

be inferred from an examination of the responses of different 

subjeats to the same s·t1rnulus situation when a motion picture 

is used as proposed. 

The subjects in thasa experiments were picked to fall at 

approximately equal intervals on a soale that may be ~ougbly 

defined in te.rms of "mental health". One end of the scale was 

2-epresented bf two clinically exper~enoed persona,.. one a 
psychologist and one a payobiatrist, At tbe next point on the 

soale there were two· untr:ained but presumably well-adjusted 

normals; next, there wetto two hospitalized patients,. olas~1• 
' fied as tt_psycboneurotio, anxietr statvtt; finally-, there were 

two hospitalized patients, diagnosed as cases or "chronic 
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achi.zophrenia".. Two classes of non.-psyohotic observers were 

used 1n order to explore the influence of special clinical 

skills on the perceptual task. Two classes of hospitalized 

patients were used in order to determine the influenee·of 
I . I inadequate adjustment, common to both groups •Of patients, as 

opposed to psychosis. 

Tbe movie used in tbe pilot experiments was ttTbe Littlest 
Angel"*• a fifteen-minute animated cartoon,. All of the 
film but the last four minutes was shown individually- to 
each observer. The plot concerns a little boy who dies 
and goes to·Beaven where be bas a great deal of d1ff10ult7 
ad Justing to the demands made of the. angels.. In typical 
childhood f'aebion he is unkempt in bis appearance •. de• 
structive of heavenly property despite bis best efforts 
to co--operate·, and constantly- upsetting the established 
routines of the heavenly hosts. For example, ho joins 
the angelic obo1l' but always sings off key; bis halo is 
always askewJ . and be tries to fly but only succeeds in 
falling· ridiculously through space. In despair at bis· 
failure, be is summoned before. one of the elder angels, 
who learns that the little boy 1s a "problem angel" be-
cause be misses the toys and plaithings he bas left on 
earth. A special messengel' is sent to the earth, finds 
tbe tors and gives them to the.little boy, who thereupon 
becomes a p&rfeet angel. Re·sti"Ums bis harp beatifically, 
keeps his halo on Just right, and flies the ,vay an angel 
should. 

The plot of this movie fell into units of varying sizes as 

discriminated by the experimenter. The lal'gest units formed 

th~ fou~ main divisions of the plot, Getting~ Heaven, 

Bein~ !. Bad Angel, oorrect1nf$ Difficulties, £!~1ng ! 
Angel• It should be noted that, while tbes e were mol~r uni ts, 

tbey were not episodes, as we bave de.fined them above. The 

plot examples.within- each large unit, however, meat the cri-

teria of episodes J these were the actions devised bt the 

•:r-Oopyrigbt, 1950 1 Coronet Films! Ina., Chicago, Ill. I am 
grateful to the staff of the V sual Education L1bra:rr, Uni• 
Varsity of Kansas, for their aid in connection with tbe 
showing of this film. 
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scenarist to exemplify each of the large units. For example, 

the incident in which the little boy chases a flock of birds 

through the heavenly corridors, yelling happily, was · an epi-

sode; in terms of the plot of the ·movie• it was an example of 

the boyts "bad angeln status. 

Further discrimination of units of smaller size concluded 

the episoding of the movie by the experimenter. The verbatim 

recordings of the running observations by the observers were 

then compared directly to the standard ep1sod1ng. The ob• 

servers bad been instructed to watch the movie and particularly 

the little boy, and to report, as tbe movie progressed, all the 
. . ------ -----

different things, the little boy did. 

Each explicit reference by an observezt to one of the units 

discriminated by the experimenter was given a single score 

C1'8dit. The results are presented in Table I. 



Table l ---Mean Nwnber or Behaviore.l units Spontaneously- Report$d by Eaob 

Pair of Obael."'lel's 1n Pilot Experiments 

Subjects Plot ipisoae fr, Seot. Phase ,:Cotal 
(4) (13) (5) (28) (50) ,~ 0 . 4 l 12 17 

NP 0 10 $, 16 29 
Q 1 9 3 16 29 
SN $ 7 3 10 2$ 

Plot; ~~ge plot units, (• •Is•.; Be1ns a Bad Anfil) 
Episodei , Bebavionl episodes (e,g •• cJhiitrf .· ros) •., • 
Tr. Sect,: !l'l"ans1t.1ve seot1<ms (e.g-., · ,.eI~ng -•~z-ouble~.) • .. 
J?haset Minimal .. behav:toral units. (e.g.,, ~vavfii~ l!aio In Ohasins Biros) ·. - - -

PPt Pstohot:to. patienta 
Nl>t· ··Neu~ot1c patients 
NlH Waive normals 
SNJ Sophisticated normal.a. 

N\lm.be1,s 1n pat'entbeaes at the top qt each column ai:te the 
"of£1oialtt tn1mber of each tn>e of unit disci,iminated by- the 
expe .l'itnEu1t e~. 
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These results indicate that, while no appreciable 
diffel'enoes occurred within the middle range of the soale, 
there were striking differences between the two end points. 

The tendency of the pa7chotio patients was to concentrate 

tbeil' disori:nirlations on units of. small. size, whereas the 
sophisticated.· nol'mElls tended to report their observations 1n 

terms o:f larger and more 1nclus ive units of bebaviox-. In 

addition, it is apparent that tbe total productivity or the 

different oategol'ies of obse:rvex-a, shown in the "Total" 
column, differs among them~ The total number of .units dis ... 

criminated ,. bowevei-, is not of itself a meaaul'e of organiza-

tion of the behavioral sequence, since dif'f'el'ent patterns C?f 
perceptual Ol'gan1zat1on mar add up to the same gross total. 

Following the presentation ot the movie• each obS&l"Vel' 
was asked to give a brief sum.mart or what bad happened in the 

movie. The .~11':ferencea among the observers were not quant1•· 
fiable, but tbe7 indicated that the normals organized tbeil' 
retrospective reports in relatively large behavioral units 

whereas the psyobotios were eit~er unable to give a sumnary-
or reported chieflJ small units• An example of the failure 

in this respect by- one of the psychotic obsel"Vers appeal'& _in 

the following exchange between tbe expe~imenter (E) nno the 
observer (0)1 

01 Well• it didntt seem to me that the different things 
he done bad any order to them. Seems like they just 
p1oked out the things that he done and showed tbem. 

EJ Well, can you think or any or-der that 1t could have 
bad? · 

Oa No. air; nothing I can think of. 
Ea Anything at all? 
01 I dontt know; Doctor_ what it was supposed to be. 
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Es Well, I thought you just might have some idea in 
your. mind as 1t was going along. · . 

Ot It didntt seem much like an orderly movie to me. 
When youtve seen ao many movies., you lmow., you can 
sort o.f••ob., 10u oan kind ·of expect $ome ot the 
things that will happen in a :rnov1e-•or in anything 
that rou do. · 

In addition to tbe dif ferencea a~ready mentioned between 
the nol"lllal and psychotic observers in spontaneous and retro-

spective discrimination ot units, the pilot data showed 

differences consistent with other expectations of the study. 

Some dif.ferenoes were apparent 1n the reporting o:f s,mpatbetio 
emotional involvement with-the tribulations of the little 
angel; in the anticipation of major plot developments or of 

the steps leading up to such developments, and in the accuracy 

of attribution of goals to the little boy. The pilot data 

thus support the case that the "structure" of ongoing social 

perception is z-elated to total social adjustment, and they 

indicate that these relationships may be recorded and quantified. 

Bypotbeses 

To a.ntioipate some details of the expe·r1mental design, 

the behaviol" presented to the observers consisted in each case., 

in action by the behaver in solving a problem. Each exper1• 

mental situation thus contained one episode. The discriminable 

molar parts of this episode were transitive sections and :phases*t 

The first three b11>otheses concern predicted dif£erenoes with 
respect to such units repol"ted by normals and sob1zopbren1cs 

in their spontaneous perception of the ongoing be.hav1or. 

* For definitions of these temst er. pp.z,-2, 
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Evidence bas .been· adduced thus far to _suppol't the pro• 
-'· 

position that naive obse!'Vel'S generally perceive the actions 

of others in terms of behavioral units of tbe molar order. 

The evidence·in the pilotexperiments suggests that sch1so• 
pbrenics do not differ from normals in such discrimination of 

molar units• It was noted there that, whereas the normals 

tended to organize the stimulus pattel'll. both spontaneously 

and in retl9ospect • in more inclusive unite• all the sub:ects, 
spontaneously repol'ted whole actions of. the molazt order. 

These data az,e consistent with clinical findings., The 
d1st1nctionma,- be made in clinical experience between schizo• 
pbrenics who are "in contact" with reality and those •ho are 

not• It appeax-s to be true that schizophrenics who are in con• 

taot# l'atber thart hallucinated or witbdl'a'fltl;. ordine.l'l1ly perceive 
the actions of persons rather than of isolated parts of persons, 

i'uzttber, they perceive such actions as meaningfully related to 

a structured environment rathei- than as isolated and meaningless 

detail. 

These considerations lead to the expectation that schizo~ 

pbrenic as well as normal observers would ordinarily d1sor1m1natE 

molar units in the behavior of others. Additional demands are 

usually- imposed on the observer, however, in social perception •. 
. . '• 

It was noted above (Obapter II) that interaction with others in 

aooordanc~ with social reality requires some degree of com-

munality between behaver and observer as regards individuation 

of types of molar units. Comfortable social relationships 
require that the perceiver nnd the peroeived agree 1n diagnosing 
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directional shifts • in tbe bebaverts stiteam or action; that they 

diso11im1nate .units or approximately the same size; and that 

they apprehend in epproximately the same degree tbe relative 

potency ot different units. It is in these ~aspects that the 

schizophrenia would·be expected to diffel' from the normal. 
Hypothesis 1. Both normal and scb1:aophren1o observel"S 

will report toe a1sor1m1nation of molal' units. 

Organi2ation or the perceptual field when the stimulus 

pattern 1s extended in time. as it is 1n social percept1on1 

11equires that the observer discriminate 1'8lat1vely large units 

such as episodes and transitive seot1ons rather than quite small 

units suoh as phases. To the observer who disor1m1nates chiet'lJ 

phases.,. the bebaviott of others 'l'ould app~nl' phenomenally aa & 

piecemeal,. step-wise sequenoe of actions. It would lack much 

of its ooberenoe and meaningfulness. This is precisely the 

experience that 1s here considered to be obaraoteristio for 

the aob1zophren1c. The expectations in: this regard• as to size 

or unit discrimination by the two groups of obseztVars, aN 

stated in the next hypothesis. 

Htlotbesis 2. The normal obseners will report more 
transl ve sec1:i1ons than will the acbi£opbren1c observers J 
the sch1zopbrenios will report more phases than will the 
normals. 

In normal social perception there appears to be ver1 

little discrimination of the molecular manifold which mediates 

the perceived molar behavior. For example, we l'arely "see" 

the separate letters that our bands write when we oompoae a 

sentence. Fol' this rea$on it is to be expected that in their 
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:reporting of their perception of another personts behavior the 

noI'lllQl obsel'iV&rs will rarel:V- mention the molecular detail of 

the stimulus pattern.- The schizophrenic, on the other hand, 

may be expected to include mention ot such detail. The ex-

planation for this must remain a matter of speculation; but 

on a descriptive level it may be suggested that the schizo•· 

phrenic cannot maintain the level of ox-ganizat~on oontimouslz: 
requi:red for the diso:tt1m1nat1on of mola:r units. 

Hn,otbesia 3. The schizophrenic observers will spontaneously 
report a grea.te:r-1nc1denc$ of molecular detail than will the 
nomal observel'S. 

Following Cantril (12), it 1s considered that social per-
ception is uniquely characterized by the emotional overtones 

incident to the processes of 1nteN1ctive behavior. The schizo• 

phrenic is notoriously lacking in the capacity for such in-

volvement. It would therefore be expected that bis descriptions 

of the behavior ot another pel'Son will be relatively lacking 

in statements that imply sympathetic 1nvolvement·w1tb the aims 

and actions of the obsel"Ved person. 

HI£otbes1e 4. The scbizopbrenio observel'S will report 
fewer nstanoes indicative of empathic involvement with the be• 
haver than will the nol'm8.l observel'S. 

The anticipation of the future is closely related to the 

veridical perception of the present and the constructive ut1• 

lization of past perceptions, If an obsel'Ver fails to organize 

bis present perceptual field into units larger than phases, or 

if' bis peroeption is restricted to moleculal' detail, be will 

have very little basis upon which to build constructive 
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anticipations of the future J the world will appea:r to him as 

a sequence of meaningless detail with little likelihood of 

obange in the future. Likewise, if be bas failed to organize 

bis past experience into meaningful and manageable units, be 

will be unable to make use of the past to help him in antici-

pation of the tutul'e. :rt follows then, from the hypotheses 

above, that the schi~ophr&n1c will show deficiency in both 
of these respects and that bis anticipations of future develop-

ments in the beh~vior of another pe-rson will suffer in 

consequence. 

Two hypotheses concemed with anticipation are stated. 

The first refers to anticipation of the broad outlines of tbe 

behavior or another person. The s.econd refers to moment-to• 
n1oment anticipation of the actions or another.., 

Hypothesis 5. It' given an oppoP'tunity to pl'ediot the be• 
havior of, another person, the schizophrenic observez-s will 
have more difficulty with the task and/or be more inaccurate, 
as judged in the light of later events, than will the normal 
obsePVers. 

RH:othesis 6. The sob1zopbren1c obse:rvei-s will spon• 
taneousy report-fewer instances of moment-to-moment'anticipa• 
tion of the actions of the person they are obse:rv1ng. 

The systematic relationships between spontaneous and 
retrospective perception are important aspects of the process 

ot social perception. It was suggested above that these two 

aspects s~and in a complementary relation to each other and 

that in combination they result in effective organization of 
perceptual experience. It; would appea:r that in the social 

perceptiott of normals, material organized on one level our1ng 
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spontaneous peztception is combined and thus re-organi~ed into 

large!' units during 1'8troapective pex-ception of the same 

material. The next hypothesis makes this expectation explicit 

in terms of action units. 

:Hypothesis v. The normal obsertel'S will report a greater 
incidence of transitive sections and a smallel' incidence ot 
phases in retl:'Ospective than in spontaneous perception of the 
same stimulus material,. 

Theoretical considerations and olin1cal findings lead to 

the expectation that sohizopb:renios do not profit bf a com• 

plementary relationship between spontaneous and retrospective 
peroeption. For this reason it would be expected that 

Hypothesis 7 would not bold for the schizophrenic observers. 

H~othesis a. In the case of the scbizophrenic observers, 
the dlt erenoes oetween the incidence of transitive sections 
and phases in spontaneous and retrospective pol'ception will be 
smaller than in the case of the normal observers. 

The E.xpel'iments 

The ex.perimental design cons~eted of ten replications of 

a test situation., each involving a matched pair of' observers 

who simultaneously observed the problem•solvins behavior of a 

third subject (t_be bebavel') • The obsewel'a were a aohiio• 

pbrenic as experimental observer and a nol'D18.l as control 

observe!'. The pair members were matched in every case tor age 

and education. For the first four test situations the behaver 

was a normal who bad no advance knowledge beyond his initial 

inst:ructions. In the last six situations an actor was uaed 
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as the behaver*, Verbatim records were secured from the 

observers (1) while they described the behavior,. (2) while 

they .recalled it during an interruption,. (3) while they anti• 

cipated the ensuing behavior, (4) while they described the 
final behavior during the solution to the problem,. and (5) 

while they recalled the total course of the behavior~ For 

each test situation a record was secured from each of the two 

observers for each of these five periods, Vei-batim records 

also were secured from the four naive bebavers while they re• 

called their own behavior during the intermption and again 

at the oonolusion of tbe situationJ no data were secured from 

the actors, 
The test situations consisted of two problem•solving se-

quences, in each of which the behaver attempted to solve the 

problem as the observers watched. For tive teat situations 

the observers saw a rea1~11te sequence in which the behaver 

worked on the fil'St problem, :followed by a movie 1n which the 

behaver worked on the second problem. For anotbe~ five test 

situations other pairs of obeervel'S saw a real•life sequence 

of the seoond problem• followed by a movie .of the fil'St problem. 

In the remainder of this obaptel' a description will be 

p:resented 1n greater detail of the aspects of the expex-imental 

design summarized in the preceding paragraphs. 

* No significance attaches to this division of tbe ten test 
situationsJ it was a result of the availability of skilled 
actors. 
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The Test Situations. A "psychological analysis of the -------
task" (44, P• 658) in terms of the rationale and expectations 

discussed above, leads to a ntunber of criteria to be satisfied 

in a study of social perception. The behavior sequence to b8 

obsel'Vad must have a definite beginning and end; it must be 

complex enough that the actions of different bebavers will 

vary while they .pursue the same goal; it must invoke sustained 

effort and interest on tbe pal't of the bebavers and the c:,b• 

servers; it must be susceptible of variation and/or interrup-

tion by the experimenter for bis purposes; and it must be 

within tbe common experience of all of the observers. 

The type of situation that appears to best satisfy these 

criteria is one in which the behaver attempts to solve a 

problem requiring observable bodily action, The experimenter 

can be assured tbat the actions of a behaver at work on a 
problem will be limited bf pre-arranged goals; but at the 

same time the behavers are free to act spontaneously Ylitb1n 

the limits set by the problem and by_ their instructions. 

The interruption of a sequence of problem-solving action 

further provides an opportunity for securing retrospective 

perceptions based on the observers• incomplete understanding 

of the situation at that point. If the behavior is interrupted 

when the observers bave grasped the nature of the problem but 

bave not ~s yet arrived at its solution, it is to be expected 

tbat their recalls during the interruption will differ from 

the recalls at the end of tbe total problem-solving sequence. 

A comment obtained from a control observer during one test 
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situation indicates the kind of reorganization that was ex-

pected to occur after the solution to the problem became part 
of tbe subjeots' past experience: "Ob,· I see it now--tbe 

reason he tried to blow on one string was to make it swing so 

be could tie them together."• 

~he first problem used consisted 1n a variation of the 

well•known string-tying problem devised by Maier (35). A 

diagram of the situation is given in Plate I. It will be 

noted that the original arrangement by Maier bas been com• 

plicated by the addition of a continuous string, a padlook 

to weight down the center of the string, guards to prevent 

the ends of the string from slipping througb the hookeyes, 

and an additional length of string clamped to one of the ends. 

The bebaverts task was to tie the two ends of the string to• 

gether. Since he could not reach one end while he held the 

otbe11, the problem could be solved only- 1f be weighted one 

end with the pliel'S, swung tba weighted st~ing like a pen•· 

dulum, end caught it while holding the other end. The intro-

duction of the oompl1cat1ons served to make the problem too 

difficult tor the behaver to solve in the limited time allowed 

before the interruption. 

* Two of the 20 observers, both normala, corl'ectly anticipated 
during the initial recall period the correct solution to the 
problem. Their subsequent records were noticeably lacking 
in mention of phases and relatively high in frequency of 
mention of causal explanations. 
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,., The seoond problem{~ confronted the behaver w:tth a ring• 

stand and a number of objects that were some distanoe away f:rom 

a platform; the diagram of the arrangement is given in Plate II. 

The bahaverts task was to drop the white rubber ring over the 

x-ing-stand without getting off the platto:rm or resting bis 

weight on the floor in any way. This problem could be solved 

only by tying together the piptt and the ruler, and the only-

string available for this purpose was one from which a sign 

bung against the wall near the platform. The "embeddedness" 

of this string.in the context of the sign was expected to 

militate against pel'ception of it in the context of the be• 

havez,t s problem. 

Both problems appeared to satisfy the criteria mentioned 

above. The, difficulty of the problems, and the resouroetulness 

required for their solution, provided ~or determined and varied 

effort to reach the pre-arranged goals. Thua, tbe behavers 

were observed to lay on tba platform and strain to reaob tbe 

ring ... ~tand, to stand thoughtfully, to bold one string while 

reaobi_ng vainly for the other, and the like. The behavior 

usually entailed gross physical movements, so that the be-

baver•a actions were easily deteatable by- the obsel:'Vers. Both 

problem situations provided an opportunity for the obsel'Ver, 

who bad no initial knowledge of the bebavezt1 s aim, to perceive 

the behavior in any way be chose, as a meaningless sequence, 

as a series of units differing in size, or as an ?rganized 

* Taken from an unpublished study by Scheerer, f!., W1tk1n, H., 
and Sobel, H. 
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sequence of behavior with a defined terminus. In both problem-

situations the behaver acted alone, without interaction with 

the observer. 

Subjects• As indicated earliex-,. two groups of observers 

were used, clinically normal persons and chronic schizophrenics. 

The normal subjects were personnel of a veterans• hospi-

tal*• All bad satisfactory work records and were considered 

to be maintaining normal social adjustments in their everyday 

affairs. No attempt was made to distinguish .among the normal 

subjects on the basis of personalit1 organiaation or level or 
adjustment. 

The experimental observers were chosen to satisfy several 

criteria. All were well-oriented and fully in contact; all 

were able to attend to the experimental situation without un-

due distraction; all were able to verbalize coherently; all 

bad been definitely diagnosed as schizophrenic on the basis 

of judgment by the psychiatric staff of tbe hospital and bJ 

psychological testsH; all agreed in advance to participate 

in the experiment. The observers of both groups were males 

in good physical condition. 

The performance required of the observers is judged to 

have been a function of many variables with importance for 

personality organization. These include intelligence and 

* Winter VA Hospital, Topeka,, ~nsas. ** The IQ.ts of the experimental obse?'Vers, as tested by the 
Wechsler-Bellevue scale, ranged from 95•127. One obsel'Ver•s 
IQ was 95; 6 were in the range 100-110; 2 were 110•120; 
one was 127. 
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the nonpsychologioal behavior correlates of age and education. 

It has already been suggested that.social perception may be a 

function of genetic development; it seems reasonable to assume 

in addition that other· factors influencing the formation ot 
the adult personality also play a part in the development of 

· ability to perceive. the ·behavior of others. Education is one 

such.- facto?", and it is one with wbicb others of importance are 

highly correlated. Es.ob experimental observer, therefore, was 

matched with his control partner on the basis of age and 

education. 

Matching of contI"ol and experimental observers was less 

than ideal in a few cases owing to the difficulty in obtaining 

·subjects. wbo satisfied all the nritel'ia and were willing to 

participate in tbe experiment. In all doubtful cases any 

presumable "advantage" waa given to the expe:rimental observer. 

The matching data on tbe ten pairs of observers are pre-

sented in Table II. 
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Table II ---
Age and Education of Experimental and Control Observers 

Age Scbo~l Years Completed 
Observel' 

Pair E.xper •. Obs. Control Obs. Expel'• Obs. Control Obs. 

l 28 28 14 12. 

2 53 33 12 12 

3 28 26 15 l2 

4 24 24 11 10 

5 29 27 11 12 

6 35 35 11 12 

7 27 33 11 12 

8 21 21 9 8 

9 27 25 11 12 
10 39 38 7 7 
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Experimental Arrangement. The diagram of tbe experi-

mental arrangement 1s given in Plate III .. 
For eaQh test situation the experimental apparatus was 

set up in advance at one end of the large room. During the 

presentation of the behavior, to be observed the verbatim 
'' 

records of the two ~bbservers were secured by means of the 

microphones sbown in Plate nr. The bebavel' and control 

observer spoke into microphones held in their bands and were 

thus awazte that their responses were being recorded. The 

microphone for the experimental observer was concealed 1n a 

lamp on the tabl~ at which be sat (No. 5 in Plate III) and 

bis responses were written down by the experimentel', who sat 

with him at the table, The recording of a subject•s responses 

in an experimental situation, regardless of the technique 

used, mar arouse anxiety in any case. Since the present study 

required vet-tbat1m records, however, the indicated arrangement 

was adopted• It was felt that of the two recording techniques 

ostensibly used, the one involving a concealed microphone was 

somewhat less anxiety-arousing,, so that again any presumable 

"advantage" was given to the expe:rimental obsener. 

At the conclusion of the real-life presentation the ex-

perimenter set up a folding sctteen at the tar end of the large 

room, and the movie of the other problem was then projected 

through a large window from the room in wbiob the control ob• 

server stood. 

The arrangement was such that tbe two obsel'Vers were able 

to view the behaver and the movie from exactly the same 
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Plate III 
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horizontal angle and from very nearly the same distance; 

the distance from the movie screen to the experimental ob~ 

server was 21 feet, and to the control observer 22½ feet. 

The control observer was able to see the experimental ob• 

server; the latter, however., did not know that the control 

was present, since the small window between them was soundproof*• 

Experimental Procedure. Each of the ten test situations 

followed the same sequence. The observers watched and reported 

on a real-life situation and then repeated precisely the same 

procedure while they watched a movie of the other problem se• 

quence. For the first five test situations the real-life 
,,,..--,-~ .--- .... 

behavior consisted 1n the attempted solution of the rins pro-

blemJ this was followed by a movie of tbe attempted solution 

of the strins problem. Fol' the last five test situations this 

sequence was reversed; the real-lite behavior oonsisted in the 

attempted solutiott of the· st~1nta problem, follot11ed bt a movie 

of the z:,ing problem. 
The two movies were made by pbotog~apbing the actions ot 

naive bebavers as they attempted to solve tbe two problems. 

The movies were made on silent film, thus eliminating all 

* The experimenter was able to verify this fact, sinoe .be sat 
at the table with the experimental observer. ·1n the final 
test situation, however, the control spoke in a loud voice 
so that be oould be heard indistinctly through the window. 
The remarks of the experimental obseI'Vor during the test 
situation made it clear that be assumed some person was 
holding a conversation in another room. 
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auditorJ cues*• No observers were present during tbis be-

havior; but in every other respect the experimental procedure 

was duplicated. The two movies required minor cutting and 

editing so that the elapsed times were identicalH. 

For each test situation the procedure included an initial 

period of behavior which was d$scribed as it occurred by the 

two observers, an 1ntewuption during wbiob tbe observers re-

called tbe behavior tbe7 bad just seen and also stated their 

anticipations of tbe ensuing actions of the behaver, a second 

period in which the problem was solved while the observers 

again watched and described the behavior as it occurred, a 

final period in which the observers recalled the behavior 1n 

both the first and second problem-solving periods, and an 

open-end interview. 

The interruption of the first period occurred at an 

elapsed time of 7f25" for both movies and for all the real-

life s 1tuations. 

During the interl'llption the behave~ was given speo1f1c 

instructions for the solution of the problem so that be could 

go back into the room and solve it without difficulty in the 

second behavior period, The time required for this solution 

* Auditory cues were also eliminated for the control observers 
during the real-life situations. Such cues appeared to be 
minimal even for the experimental observers during the real• 
life situations. 

-lHP The shooting and editing of the movies was. done by Mr. Ben 
Bravenoe and Mr. Steve Martinek of the Medical Illustration 
Laboratory, Winter VA Hospital. 
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varied; ·ror· the ten real-life situations, the range was 2•2an 

to 3 1 31". •The time for the solution period 1n the movies was 

for tbe·strin5 movie, 2'12", and for the ring mov1e,·lt57". 

The experimental sequence for the p~esentat1on of the 

movie was the same as that for the real-life situation. There 

was an initial period of behavior lasting 7'25", at which point 
tbe projector was stopped and tbe observers recalled the· 
initial period and anticipated the behavior in the rest of 

the movie. The movie concluded with the solution to the pro-

blem, after which the observers recalled the total movie and 

were interviewed. 
The time required for each experimental situation, in• 

eluding the initial instructions, the real•life behavior, the 

movie, and the interview, varied from 50 to 60 minutes, de• 

pending on the productivitr of the observers and the time 

required for the two solution periods. 

For tbe first four experimental situations, 1n which a 

naive behaver solved the problem, recall of bis own actions 

was obtained during the interruption and again at the con• 

clusion of tbe solution period*• ·During the last six experi• 

mental situations, 1n which an actor was used aa the behaver**• 

*Forbis ass1stanoe 1n securing the data from the control ob• 
servex-s · I am indebted to Dr. Leon B. · Cohen of the Psychology 
Service, ·winter VA Hospital. The same services for the naive 
bebavers were capably·performed bf Miss Jennie o. Visser of 
the Social Work Dept •• Winter VA Hospital. 

ff Situations 6 and 10 were acted by Mr. Bernard McGinnis and 
situations 51 7 1 8 and 9 b7 M~-·steve Martinek, both of the 
Medical Illustration Laboratory, Winter VA Hospital. ·Be• 
bavior of the two actors did not d1ff$1' significantl7, as 
judged bf comparisons of the "official" units of their 
behavior. 
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no recall data were obtained from the beba'Ve?i., 

The focus of this study 1s upon the perceptions reported 

by the. observers. For this reason the five periods into which 
eaob situation was divided will be denoted in terms of the 

observers t tasks. Thus, the initial behavior period will be 

designated as the first period of spontaneous perception by 

the observers or, in abbreviated form. SP/l. The period of 

initial recall by the observers that followed this will be 

designated es R/lJ the period of anticipation by the observers 

as AN; the solution period of behavior, during which the ob-

servers again reported theil' spontaneous perceptions, as SP/2; 

and the final recall period as R/2. This terminology applies 

to both the rieal-iife and the movie presentations. 

With the help of the expeliimenterts two assistants it was ' . 

possible to give instructions ·to and seoul"e data from the 

three subjects simultaneously in each.test situation. The 

full experimental sequence will be summarized now and, following 

this, the types of data obtained will be reviewed. 

After the two observers and, 1n the first tour test situa-

tions, the naive behaver bad taken their places (cf. Plate III), ., 

tbe experimenter briefly outlined the main points of the 

procedure. The two observers wer$ told that someone was going 

to come in the room and do something, and that they were to 

watch him and describe, as the action went along, all the dif-

ferent things the person did. The behaver was given the 

problem to solve and told to go into the room and solve it as 

well and as rapidly as he couldJ be was given a 3 x 5 card 
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with instructions typed on it to take into tbe room with him. 

The behaver entered the room and pl"oceded to wol'k nt the 

problem while his actions ware desoribad b1 the two obsel'Vers. 

At the elapsed time of 7'25", be was called out of the room 

and asked 'to recall all the different things he bad done. The 

two observers were simultaneously asked for theil' recalls and 

then asked to anticipate what the ensuing behavior would be. 

The behaver was given speoif'ic instructions for solving 

the ·problem, after which be re-entered the room. The two 

observers we:re told to describe again, just as ther bad betor$, 

all the dif'ferent things the bebave:P did. When the behaver 

had solved the problem, be loft the room and was asked for his 

recall of the different things be bad done in~ behavior 

pet'iods. The observers, meanwhile, were asked for their re• 

calls of the total behavior. 
The two observers were then told tbnt the :next paist of 

the experiment would consist of a movie of someone doing some• 

thing, and that their task would be to do the same thing they 

bad done in the real•life situation. The experimental' set up 

the screen ana the observers aesoribed the 7 1 85" sequence of 

behavior in the first period. The movie wae interrupted and 

the observers wel'e asked for their recalls and anticipations. 

The solution period of behavior was then shown while the ob• 

servers described it. Finally, tbe obsel'Vers reported what 

they were able to recall or the enti~e movie. 

Open-end interviews of the two observers followed. In 

these interviews, the observers were called upon to expx-ess 
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freely tbeil' reactions t attitudes, and .feelings about the 

experiment, the behavior• the behaver, and the problems. The 

questions* in the interviews were aimed. in an increasingly 

directed manner, at eliciting the observers t feelings of' 
participation in the expe~iment and involvement with the 

persons tbeJ had observed. 

Types !?£ Secured. In the observation of the real-

lite situation five types of data were seoureds tbe spon-

taneous perception of the initial behavior period (SP/l)• the 

initial recall of' this behavior (R/2), the anticipation of the 

bebavei-t s actions (AN), the spontaneous perception o.f the 

solution period (SP/2), and the recall ot the total behavior 

( R/2). The 11ame five types of data also were secured for the 

movie presentation. 
Initial and final recalls were secured .from the naive be• 

havers in the tirat four test situations. In addition, initial 

and final recalls were secured from the two naive behavers who 

acted as subjects tor the movies. 
Episoded records of the bebavio~ sequences in the two 

movies were obtained. These were used to guide the quanti• 
tative analyses of the observers' reports. The episoding was 

done by a trained obsel'Ver who watched the movies and mad& bis 

observations as if' the movies were samples of real-life be• 

havior. Re edited and episoded bis observations by the 

* These questions are given in Chapter IV, pp./30 
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techniques represented. in Chapter. II*, Behavior units of the 

real-life situations.were diso~imin~ted by the experimenter on 

the be.sis of the recalls by tbe -naive behavers in the first 

four test situations ancl the pz-e-arranged ·behavior of the 

actors in the last six situations. 

Summal'Y" 2!, Experimental Al'rangement. Verbatim records 

for ten pairs of matched observers were obtained trom eaob ob• 

server in eva:ry pail' while both obser-ved, described and rG• 

called the behav1Qr of a person in two oonsecutiV'e problem 

situations. Eaob pair of observers watched a l'eal-life per-

formance of one problem.solving sequence and a movie of the 

solution of another pl'OblemJ the two problems, one a variation 

of Me.3.er• s str1ng•ty1ng. task and the other a problem requiring 

the subject to place a-ring over a stand 1 were alternated for 

the first .five as against the le.st five test ,situations. 

'l'betwo groups of observers -oon~ieted of ten cbr.onio 

schizopht'&nic hospital patients who were individually matched 
for age and education with ten clinicallJ normal hospital em-

ployees. The bebave:rs in the f' irst four test situations were 

clinically normal hospital employ-ees who were naive 1n regard 

to the experiment; 1n the last six teat situations, the be-

havers were two actors who had rebeavsed tbei~ problem-solving 

roles. 

* I am grateful to Mr. Phillip Schoggen of the Midwest Social 
Psychology Field Station for his co-opal'ation in obtaining 
anci episod1ng these reccfrds • They are presented 1n full 
in Appendix.a 



Analytic Procedure 

The fil'St step in analysis or the verbatim ~eoords of 
the ten pairs of obsel"Vers consisted in a quantitative 

ordering of the repo:rted descriptions. The records contained 
only descriptions of the stimulus pattel'n, 1.e., of the ob• 

served behavior. The schema discussed in Chaptel' II was 
applied to the stimulus pattem with the result that molar 

units of diff'el'ent sizes were d1sci-1minated. Thus, fol' ea.ob 

sequence of behavior described by the observers there was 

formed a list of systematicallJ 1centif1ed molal' units. These 

lists were scrutinized and a score value of one was assigned 

to an observer for ever:, explicit mention of a unit in each 

size category. The scol'ing technique is descl'ibed below in 

greater detail. An observer was credited with a separate 
score for each mention of a given type of unit. As a result, 

the totals obtained in some cases exceeded tbe number of such 

units discriminated 1n the "official" epiaod1ng of the stim-

ulus pattern. 

The treatment of the absolute unit d1scx-1minat1on score 

totals thus obtained consisted in detemining the proportion 
of the obsevvert s total unit d1scr1m1nat1on soore represented 

by bis score on each unit val'iable. These proportions al'e 

designated as percentage scores on the unit discrimination 

val'iablea. Fol' example, an obsel'Ver who reoeived a total 

absolute score of 10 on the toul' unit discrimination variables, 
' 

and an absolute score of' 2 for discl'1m1nst1on ot Episodes, 
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received a percentage score of 20 on the Episode variable. 

In addition to the four variables of unit discrimination. 

the observers X'eceived acoJ:iing credit on seven additional 

ancillarr variables• These are listed and disou·ssed below 

in detail. The absolute score totals for each period of 
recording on each ancillary variable were transfonned into 
percentage totals b7 dividing them b:, a measure of the obser--
ver• s productivity for that period. To obtain a standardized 
measure of the p.roduot1v1t7 of each observer. the reool"ds 
were divided into segments called 1tems 1 and the total of 

the items was made the denominator of the fraction expressed 

by the peroentage score. Every such item consisted in a 
single allusion to a part of the perceptual situation, bJ 

a sentence Ol' a clause. Examples of the items are. as follows• 
»tocks on dooiw 
Kind of sidestepping up and down the platform. 
Bis finger slides down the cord 
Another try 
Be bolds a oal'd in his band 

It was not intended that the items have psyabolog1cal sign1f• 

1oance J they- provided onl7 a convenient measure of' the produc• 

t1vity of' the observers• 

For each period of recording, the absolute score on 
each ancilla:ry variable was divided b7 the item total to 
produce a percentage score. For example, an obsel"Ver who 
produced an item total of 46 and an absolute score of G on 

one variable, received a percentage score or 13 on that 

variable. Percentage scores were obtained 1n this way on 
all of the variables tor both the real life and movie 
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presentations• The percentage scores provided for oomparisons 

between the two obse!'Vers of each pair, between the two groups 
of obse~el'S I and between the different periods of eaob ob• 

serverts total record. 

The procedure of itemizing• scoring, and transforming ab-

solute scores into percentage scores was followed for the 

variables that refer.red to unit d1scr1m1ne.tion as well as for 

certain other related variables. These will be discussed 1n 

turn. 
1. The symbol §.p_ was used to score episodes, units that 

were considered to satisfy the criteria of constancy in direc• 

tion, potency of the wbole greater than potency of its paxats, 

and occurrence within the bebaviox- perspective of the behavior. 
One including episode was discriminated by the expexaimenteN 

for eaob problem situation, Puttin~ Ring 2!!.. Ringatand for the 

,:.ing problem and !71ng Ends 2£.. Strins Together. for the string 

problem. The expel"imanter discriminated also a number of 

episodes enclosed within the total sequence but segregated from 

the including episode by direction or potency. For example, 

the action ot the behaver in pausing to light a. oiga!'ette was 

considered to be unique in direction and to oompxaise,, therefore, 

an independent ep1sodeJ some instances in which tbe behaver 
became quite deeply involved in efforts to take a major step 

in the problem-solving procedure, as when one of tbe actot-s 

* As indicated previously, each of the two movies was episoded 
by a person with speoial·training and experience 1n the use 
of' this.unitizing method. 
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st.t'ained for tbree minutes to recovex- the ring tbat bad dropped 

off' the pipe, we~e discriminated as independent episodes on the 
basis of potency. 

An observer who mentioned anr of these units was credited 
with a score of one on tbe fil?. variablej sacb·additional 
scoi'able mention of the same or another episode was given an 

additional score of one.· To receive credit the obaervett bad 

to indicate either that the unit defined the total sequence of 
behavior, 1n tbe oase ot the including episode, or, that the 

unit was separate from the total sequence. Two examples of 

the episode, L1Sht1nq Cigarette, will 1n~icate the distinction 

here; the first example was given credit; tbe second wa~ not: 
"Looks at the strings, puzzled, scratches bis·bead. He 
stops wbat bets doing and lights a cigarette, then grabs 
the south string and tries it again~" 

"Looks from one string to another, lifts bis band to his 
face, cant t••pulls · a paok ot cigarettes out, gets bis ·· 
lighter, lights it, reaches up and grabs the long col'd." 

To .receive credit for mention of the including episode the 

obserter had to indicate that the unit defined the total se-

quence of behavior. For example, the obsei:-ver, bad to state ·for 
the strinS, problem that the bebavel.i was engaged in tying, or 

trr1ng to tie, the two strings togetbel'. There were numerous 

instances in whiob observers strongly implied such discrimina-

tion but credit was not given in these cases unless the 

statement explicitly defined the unit as the including episode. 

'rhe following statement, fol' example, was~ given credit. 
"He carries it ovel', stretches it to the other-•tben 
gets the other one and pulls it towal'd the first one." 
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An~ credit of l was assigned, however, to this statement, 

"Walking back and· .forth between the strings. What bets 
doing there is gett1nr those two ends tied togetbez-. 
Can't do it, though, no way at all,." 

There occur~ed .four instances in which the control ob• 

se:rver. apparently "leaping ahead" of tbe behavior be was 

watching and attempting to draw conclusions without muoJ;i evi-

dence, reported an episode as such although 1t·was .factually 
1,· ("', I • ,. 

inoorl'ect. For example, one observer said, a.ftel' a few minutes 

o.f observation of the behavior in the ring problem, 

"Well, what bets trying to do there is get all the 
objects back on the platform with him." 

This was not credited with a score .for mention o:f' tbe including 

episode, although it appears to represent tbe same perceptual 
'• . ' 

and organizational processes as would an objectivelJ "correct" 

perception. No provision was made in tbe present studl" for 

dealing with "errorstt of this sort; it was :felt that the 

question of what constitutes adequate information for the 

perceive!' merits separate study. 

a. The capital letter T was used to designate transitive -
sections within the including episode of' each problem.solving 

sequence. It will be reoallad that the transitive section is 

defined as a sequence of :minimal molar units, or phases, bound 

together by a superordinate sub-goal, the whole being lower in 

potency than the including episode. An example of a transitive 

section was the action bf each behaver in which he paused to 

study the cal'd of. instructions J the sub-goal in this case 
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was presumed to be "understanding the instructionsP or possibly 

"getting additional clues from the card of instructions"•. . . 

Other examples of transitive sections were the steps taken by-

the bebavers in the process of achieving the 1'1nal goal. Fol" 

example., 1n the rins pt-oblem the sequence of actions involved 
•, .. 

in securing the pipe, 1n order to tie it to the ruler, was a 
trans i.t 1 ve sect ion• 

The score fo'Z' the I variable was given when the observer, 

l) combined subordinate divisions into larger wholes as they-

had been so. combined in the standard episoding of the obsett-ved 

sequence; and., 2) specificallJ ident11'1ed the combination in 

terms ot a goal supel"ordinate to the goals of th~ phases but 

subordinate to the goal or the including episode. For example, 

one transitive section of the action on the string problem 

consisted in the behavior of untying t_be pliers,, which bad 

previously been tied on the long string,, taking the tool over 

to the short string, and then tying it to the latter in order 

to overbalance the weight of tbe padlock and so bring the 

short end of the string within reach. The following descrip-

tion of this behavior was credited with a T score. -
"Takes the pliers off and puts them on the short string--
that way he ts got it down where he can reach it when he 
figures out bow to get bold of it•" 

A description of the same behavior that was not given 

credits 

"Unhooks the pliers from the one be tied on before. He 
takes it and brings it o~er and ties it on the other 
one. It drops the string down, he grabs it and gi-ves 
it a push." 
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3~ The symbol Rh was used to refer to the phases, or 
minimal molar parts of episodes, disorintinated in the standard 

episod1ng, Many different phases ooouwed in all of the be~ 
havior sequences, e,g., the actions of swinging one end of the 

string; lmeeling on the platform, and taking the sign from 
the wall. It was not difficult to find such d1sor1minations 
in the observers, reconls. In order to receive credit on 

this variable, an observer bad to describe a molar action, 
1.e., an action-in-context by the behaving person. A E!!, 
credit for mention of an action, discriminated by the experi• 

mentor as a phase, was not given when the stimulus pattern 

was described either 1n terms of the "behaviortt of an objeot, 
such as the pipe or padlock, or in terms of the action of a 
part of the bebavert s bod,-. Examples t 

For the phase, knocking block off rinffstand.·tbe ob• 
server said, "Reaobes out 6ardvnt6 e pipe, The 
block falls off.n 
For the phase, scratohinf bis bead_ the observer said• 
"His band rubs against b sear-;,r-
4. The symbol !2. was used to refer to molecular behavior, 

i,e., action of an independent or subordinate part of the be• 
baveztts bodz,-, or to molecular detail or tbe situation. This 

variable waa not treated by, the episoder s inoe the schematic 

analysis used aims at discriminating molar behavior-situation 

units. However, references b7 the observers either to molecu-
lar behavior or to molecular detail of the situation were not 

dli'fioult to spot. Tber included statements such as, "His band 
comes down the string"j explicit mention of objects or details 
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tbat wEu'e clearly onlr background for the behavior• • .g., e. 
statement during the movie, "You have spota <>n your screen"; 

and reference$ to such background detail ot the behaver as the 
color r,f bis sboes .- . 

1?h'11 foul' unit vaztiables discussed tbus fa:tt refer to as--

pects of the stimulus pattern d~soribal:>1& by means of tbe 

analytic schema outlined in Chapter II" 4t tua)' now be asked 

wbetbeJ.i by means of tbese variables we exhaust the mea$u?'able 

ehal"ti.cte:r,istios of naive social pel'OE!tption. Are there other 

-variables that may be derived tr<>m inspection of tbf3 avllilablG 

material that may be useful 1n an exploratory 43tud7 or tbe 

perception of bebavtorf The data at ba~d :1n the ever)day $X• 

pei>ienoe of norm.al pex-sons,. as well as the data of tbe pilot 

&xperiments, indicate that attention_to otbei,,, empiricall7 
manageable, variables should enr1ob the findings or this re-

search.- Seven •neilla~y variables were adduced_. chiefly fz-om 

insp$Ct1on of the verbatim recol!'ds of ,obsa:rvei'a in tbe pilot 

expet-iments. !fhese will be discussed 1n tu:rn., 
a. the symbol E was used to score any mention bf the 

observezts ot the continu$t1on or repetition ot notion. The 

use of tbe tel'mS ttaga!n" or "st111n ab.d au.eh expressions aa 

"keep$ :reeuU.ns• wer$ Gao:red in this wa7. Eacb aoorable m.ention 
rec$1ved a ex-edit of one; th, l'f!Cords usually contained a large 
numbel- of such etatements. 

'lbe reporting of' the repetition o:r continuation of an 
action appears to comprise the simplest war the pel'C~ivel' can 

organize a stimulus pattem that 1s extended in time 1k 0h11dtten 
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usually. report a directed sequence of actions by a series of 

simple declarative sentences and the connective "and"• It 
was thus to be expected that all observers would use this 

mode of organization. The relative simplicity of this or• 
ganizational level, however, would lead one to expeot that 

the experimental observers would use 1t more frequently and 

that the oontl'Ol would use it chiefly when they were unable 

to organize the stimulus material in any other way. 

8. A small circle (o) was used to symbolize mention of 

the relevant 11aet1on" of an object in the behavioral setting. 

In the tn>es of situations used as stimu.lus patterns the 

movement of physical objects often bad some relevance to the 

solution of the problem. Oomment about objects in the setting 

was, in fact, oonnnon. For example, the penultimate attempt 

by one behaver to achieve the goal in the ring problem re-

sulted in a sudden lunge that dislodged a wooden block mounted 

on top o.f the ringstand. The comment by- both observers; "Tl:'e 
block .falls off ,'t was given a score of one on this variable. 

Credit was given only when the described movement was relevant 

to the action of the behaver. The statement, ttTbe window-

shade ~attles,n was not considered relevant and was scored 

as a reference to molecular material in the situation (!2_). 

The instructions to the observers mentioned only the 

action of tbe behaver, not o.f the objects with which he had 

oommeroe during bis behavior. Thus, in the example given the 

obsel'Vers bad a cboioe between saying, "The block falls off," 

and "He pushed the block otr.n Some interest there.fore attaches 
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to obse!'Vationa l'eferring to relevant "activity" by inanimate 

objects 1n the behavior setting. 

7. The symbol em was used to refer to expression of em• -
patby with the behaver. Descri-ptive statements indicating 

that tbe observer 'fias in some degree emotionally aroused and~· 

as 1t were 1 participating in the efforts of the behaver were 

each credited with a score value of one on this variable. A 
clear example of this kind of participationg ocoux-red in the 

following. 

"Re bas it on-•no, be doesn•t-- Abt be missed it\ There--
now, there be•s got it." 

This score was used rather liberally. It was applied to 

any statement that implied empathic involvement• including 

relativel)" neutral expressions. Expressions of emotion, such 
as laughter, were also credited with a score on this variable. 

8. A capital G was used to score an observe rt s explicit - . 

attribution of a soal to the behaver. The commonest example 

of this was the expl"esaion. "He' a trying to ••• " or "He 
attempts to.,. ,11' It bad to be clear from the observe rte state-

ment tbat be had assigned a goal to the behaver, as distinct 

from merely anticipating the behaver•s action. Tbe goal 

assigned did not have to be clearly stated no:r to be "correct" 

in the light ot later action by the behaver. 

In every discrimination of a molar unit in the perceived 

behavior of others, there 1s implicit reference to a goal; this 

follows from the theoretical basis of the concept, molar be• ----
bavior unit. The present variable of goal attribution is thus ----
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seen to .be oonoemed with goals that are perceived as sought 

but not as yet reached in action. In contrast with the per-
ception and reporting of a molar,bebavio~ unit, wbe~e the 

. . 
goal-directed action_ but not tbe·goal, is described here• in 

the explicit attribution of a goal, the obse:rver describes the 

intended terminus, but not· the action, of the unit. . Foi-

example,. a pe:rceivei- may describe a mola:z- unit in tbe be• 

bavior of another in the terms• "He crosses the street" J or 

he may refe:tt to the te:rminus -of the action in the terms, "Be 

tries to :reach the other side of the street". ·In every case 
of goal attribution there appears to be perception or an 
incipient action unit. The occurrence of a statement saorable 
on this variable would thus appeax- to be a spontaneous. contx-1-

bution by tbe observer; in terms of bis understanding of the 

situation and of bis expectations, be perceives and reports an 

action unit as 7et onlr partially "given" in tbe objective 

stimlllus pattem. 

9 • The symbol an was used to x-efel' to explicit antfci• -
pation bJ the observer of ensuing action by the behaver. To 

obtain credit on this variable, the observer bad to use either 

the future tense, as in, "He will tie them togetb~r now," or 

an equivalent expression, such as, "He's about to ••• n ox- "He•s 

going to ••• " A score was assigned only once for eaob time tbe 
obsex-ver anticipated, regardless of bow many steps or actions 
were anticipated at one time. For example, the statement, 

"He• s going to grab the ·pipe and then the ruler and tie them 
together," was given a score value of one. Since this variable 



was distinguished from the one of explicit goal attribution, 

and different scoring symbols were used for the two, it was 

possible tor a single statement by an observe.I' to be given 
" 

oredit fo'l! both goal attztibution and anticipation of action, 

as in the expression, nHets going to try to ••• 0 

Statements scorable on this variable rarely ooout'I'ed 

during tbe periods of recall, for obvious reasons. Olosely-

related to tbesG statements was a Eel'iod of anticipation (AN), 

immediately following tbe initial recall procedure, in which 

the observers were asked speoifically to anticipate the actions 

of the beba.ver when he returned to bis task. 

Spontaneous anticipation of action s.i;>peai-s to be ?ief'errable 

to perception of means-ends relationships• Purposive actions 
are usually seen as e. series of steps "pointed to\Vard" a ter• 

minal pointJ tbe individual steps are seen as means toward the 

accomplishing or the goal. Explicit reference to this 

character1at1c of subordinate parts of larger action wholes 

:ttequires that the pel'Ceiver be able to organ12:e a sequence of . 
parts in terms or their relationship to the whole. Thus, a 

statement by an observer that received scoring credit on this 

variable appears to be a function of the organizing tendencies 

here assumed to be obaraoteristic of clinicall7 nomal persons. 

'l'b.1s expectation is, 1n fact, made explicit in hypothesis No. a. 
10. The symbol co was used to refer to an observer's - . 

spontaneous comment about the bebaverts action. A comment 

about the behaver as a person, however, was scored either as 

em, in case it expressed an empathic invol~ement with the -
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behaver, or as !2,, in oase it referred to molecular detail 

such as the behaverts clothes. Typical examples of statements 

given credit on this variable were* 

'"Not· a very successful try." 
"He uses all bis rea~h to try and grab it. tt 
Statements soorable on th;s variable appear to i1ep,:,esent 

a freedom on the part of an observer to add to the limited 

responses required by bis instructions. An observerts task, 

conceived in a narrow sense, required merelJ that be concern 

himself with reporting the parts of the behaviol' perceived; 

be was not requil'ed to add spontaneous comments, to pass 

judgment on perceived actions, or to offer opinions on the 

adequacJ of the bebaver•s attempts, 

11. the symbol ex was used to rater to an eXplanation -
by an obaerve:r of the behavior or the problem. No distinction 
was made between an explanatory- comment about th& sequence or 
behavior and an explanation of the mechanics of the problem 

arrangement, Here are typical examples of these two kinds or 

statements. 
nae got disgusted ·with bis tailu~e, so he qu1t.tt 
"The padlock pulls the string back up, so it wont t stay-
down while be jumps for the other." 

A score was assigned on this variable vegardless of whether an 

observer: was objectively- correct in bis explanation. 

Like spontaneous comment about, this variable also appears 

to be in part a function of freedom to :respond with more than 

was required by tbe instructions. But statements scorable on 

th$ explanation variable are more structured than non-explanatory 
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comments l they represent an attempt to make explicit aspects of 

tbe situation peroeived to fol'm a causal oha1n. D1£i"erent de-
terminants ot cognition oould aot to b~ing about an answer to 

the queationj whz. 1n addition to the question what. suob 

dete:rminants appeal" to -include a predominant intere!Jt in the 

mechanics of the p:t'Oblem rathei- than 1n the purposes ot tbe 

behaver, an attitude ot confidence that the 1ntenelat1onsh1ps 

of tbe peN$iVed action wholes have been grasped, ttnd a Dt'3&d 

for additional perceptual data with which to make sense out of 

the pe:l'ceiVJd action .sequence. 

Statistioal Teats 
The quantitative ordering of the dat& 1n the present stud,-

does not utilite tests of statistical s1gn1!'1oanoe. With the 

available datt, the problem or comparing the absolute and per• 

centag& s<:ol'es made by the paired obs&l'V$l'S on each of the 

eleven va1-iables appJrantly oannot be met in such a way as to 

satisfy- the criteria neoessar:, fov the most commonly us.ad tests . . 
of signifioancG, It bas to be %'8oogn1zed, for- example, tbat.tbe 
actual population is not known for any of tbe unit vattiablee f 

thus, one o.annot say how many phases "actuallJ11 occurred in the 
--

behavior continuum of the behavio:r,. even with the help of the 

episoding procedure. There is then no finite basis for oom• 

puting whether the differences between the two obsel'Vers ot • 
pail- are O:t" are not due to chance., 

!t is true that techniques are available for oompa:rison ot 
quantitative resuits from two grQUpa of individuals in wh1oh no 

assumptions need be made :regarding the population from which 
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the 1nd1viduala al!e draw1i. Those tecbtd.Q.ues involving sequ.en• 

tial analysis of rank-ordered scores are ruled out, of course, 

where the pa1~d obsel'Ve~ az-e matched, as 1n the pl'esent study. 

Rowever, it is possibl~ 'to use a sign1f:1canee test involving 

comparisons of the suocessive l)J.ait'B of observers. ,Sy this 

m&tbod one tests the null bn,otheais that no difference exists 
. ' . . , . . .. ' 

between the paired observexis on a given var1$qle; 1.e.,, tbe 
chance that the e.xpe1'1ments.l observel' will exceed the ,control 

is exactly equal to the ohance that tb• converse will occur. 

If, then; to tak$ one example, 9 of the 10 controls fxceed their 
partners, tbe probability that this could not ha-ve occurred bf 

chancEt is given bf expansion of the binomial. 

Although ste.tietical treatment is possible bJ means of the 

teohn14U8 desor1bed; it was .felt tbat in a study aimed pi-ii., 

maril7 at e.xplo:ring, issues •nd investigating procedures, common"" 

sense judgments based on inspection of the data would be more 
' . 

fi-u.itful than p:recise eont'irmllt1on of the obtained l:'~sults. 

Support :tor the signil'i<Hmoe of the observed results would seem 

to be adduced in the degree tbat tbey al'e consistent with one 
a:nothe~ and with the hypotheses and expectations of the study,. 



Chapter IV 

DATA AND RESULTS 

Sample Excerpts 

The. x-aw data ot the stud7.oonsisted in -vei-bat1m de• 
scl'iptions of. action by the pairs of observers, which. weN 

compal'ed with the units discriminated ,by means or a standard 

sch$me and were. further scored on seven enoillary val"iables. 

The cbaraoteristics.of the data may best be given by repre-

sentative excerpts. 
For comparison of the standard ep1soding scheme with the 

obse:rverst, reports there is presented, first, a set of excerpts 

oons1at1ng in a portion of tbe episoded record of one of' tbe 

movies 1 followed b7 a descr1pt1on'of' tbs same behavior b7 a 
control and then bJ an experimental o'bsel'Ver •. The appropriate 
identif1ing symbols are given for the record. of the movieJ 

the observerst·descr1ptions are presented with appropriate 

scol'e credits.* The excerpts are taken from the.data of test 
situation 7; they describe the beginning or the solution 
period of' the ring problem. 1dent1t'1ed in the experimental 

results as SP/2. 

* For explanation of the identifying symbols used in tbe 
standard episoding scheme• see Appendix B. For explana-
tion of the scores assigned to the observers t records,. 
see Obapter III. 
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Excerpt ~Episoded Movie Record 

At this point a blank strip appeared 
on the r11m. 

Immediately after the blank strip 
ended the subjeot reappeared standing 

~--------- on the platform by the sign which 
bung on the wall, 

'-!.)-

c The subject removed the piece of 
'< « string, maybe 10 .inches long, wbieb 
.1: c bad been attached to the sign. 
1 ..... Q 

·Ti, 
LE 

':2_ The subject then took the string and 
"',_1 ________ tb. en tie. d tbe ruler. to the end of · I 

~I the .Pipe .with the string. -~ 
' 

Excerpt .from Oontrol Obse?'Ve:r•s Description 

ph 
r, r 

T 

ex 

co 
T 

an 

Well• here· is the picture of this 
room again, the fellow 1s back 1n 
thei-e. 

The sign tbere--looks like be is 
got a cord there now•-whetber be 
got it off tbe sign that is banging 
up there or not; it was too quiok 
fox- me. 
He is wrapping it around tbe tube, 
again• and again~ like an exten-
sion on the tube. He must have.· 
the l'Uler tied to the tube so he 
will have an extension of about 
oigbt more inches to reach the 
peg-~see; the pipe is too short 
to reach. 
He bas just about got it tied now•• 
there, a good job. Thatts what be 
did, be made an.extension to .reach 
the peg••now this ring is out on the 
end of· 1t. He 1s still standing up• 
though. Now he :ts going to lay down 
where he·oan get a little closer to 
that peg. 
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Excerpt f!2.!!E.;perimental Obsel'Ver's Description 

Well, the sign was on the wall, 
and--went pretty fast there. 

Looks like he's over to the place 
on the floor and bas the--a pipe 
1n bis hand, and something else 
that seems to be plastic, a ruler. 

ph Puts·the ruler on the end or the 
pipe, be has·the string there too. 
The thing is, before be had the 
ruler on tbe end of the pipe•-
Well • now the ring 1a on the end of 
the piece be tied to••I mean the 
piece there that•s tied to the pipe. 

For comparison of the spontaneous description of action 

by a normal observer with bis recall of the same action, there 

is presented a pair or excerpts taken from the data of test 

situation 9. The exo&rpts desor1be,_f1rst, the final portion 

of the SP/l period of the real life presentation of the strinG 

problem, followed b7 the final portion of the R/1 period. 

ExcepPt ~SP/l Pe~1od 

pb Now he's getting back on the chair 
r, 
co 
ph 
0 
ex 
T 

0 
r, 
E 
0 

em 

G 

again•-oh, almost lost bis balance 
there, prettr close. 

Reta jerking on the string, what he•s 
after there is to make it go thl'ough 
the loop-•oome loose and have enough 
length, I guess, to tie them together. 

Re's ti-Jing to ease the string 
through, keeps trying, so be can 
grab both ends and reach, that's 
bis problem-•tbe string just stays 
there, it won't move. 



ph 
r 

pb 
r 

pb 
r, co 
T 

G; r, 

ph, ;r;-

an., pb 
em 
0 

pb 

co 
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Pulled the pliers out of -bis pocket 
again. 
Then.got back-off the chair, got 
back down off of it. 

Now bets reading the card like be 
cJid before, .must think he'll find 
out there bow to do it. · 

Tries again. expects._ to be able to 
res.ch it--stringts still two incbAS 
short. 

. . '. .· :·. 

Now gets back up on the chair again. 

Goins to use the look. twists the 
string around the· 1ock•-ab•ah, 
there, it slipped. 

Now bets going out the door. 

Exoe?9Pt r:rom .!!L!, Period 

r, 
E 
00 

T 
ph 
em 
0 
ex 

T 
co 
00 

o,. 
r 
T 
pb 

G 

r 

Kept going baok and forth and trying 
to do it; get both ends together to 
tie tbem,but he never could get it 
:right. 

The closest be got to a way to do it 
was when be slipped the string through 
the loop up there, and be got dis-
gusted with that when it slipped, it 
wasntt ·stiff enough to go through b7 
itself. 

He looked at the instructions there to 
get some help, that was the only 
place he could get it, maybe, ·but I 
guess the answe:t'f wasn•t there. 

Tried to use tho lock like _befo?-e• 
Finally, after- all or this,. I mean, 
working on that loop to get enough 
string to reach -both ends, be walked 
out ot the room. 
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Quantitative Anal7Sis 

The pi:aesentation of the quantitative results will follow 
tbe plan of the analytic procedure outlined in the preceding 
chapter. There are pi-esented, first, the data on the pro-

ductivity of the observers, based on the item totals foz, each 

pez,iod of reporting, and then the pel'Centage scores on the 

unit variables and the ancillary variables• .Consideration 

based on the pereentage scores will be given to comparisons 

between the two groups of observers tor each reporting period 
of the two problem situations, :to differences• between the 
observe1'S of each ·pair, and to 1ntm-observezt comparisons 
among the dirterent reporting periods. 

Itemizing 

The beginning step in ordering the data consisted in 
changing all of the verbatim reports to a !'orm which was 

easentiall7 neutral in style and which permitted the assign-
ment of scort, values to the discriminated items. It will be 

remembered that scores could be assigned either to single 

items or to co:mbinations of items. Two examples will illus-

trate the method of itemizing the verbatim descriptions. Ont 
is an excerpt from ;the record ot an expeztimental obsel"VerJ 

the excel'Pt 1s presented in both verbatim and itemized form. 

The second example presents in verbatim and in itemized form 
the material obtained at the same time and in response to the 
same stimulus pattern fztom the control observer ot the pair. 
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A naive bebavel' bas just entered the room and is beginning 

to solve the 1•1ng _problem. 

Experiments, l Oba e rver 
FJ:loolcs on· aoo~-tums over to 
bis right, steps up on plat• 
form. Reads a paper, a piece· 
of' paper. Has on brown shoes, 
some kind of'. a brown• grey suit, 
white and green necktie,• a 
white shirt, wears glasses. 
Puts the cal"d in his pocket. 
Ras a rlng in bis left .hand-• 
pioks up a ruler, holding 1t 
in both · hands • Moves to the 
right on the stage. Stands 
on the stage•-he is thinking 
and wondering-•bolding the 
ruler 1nbis left hand. Looks 
to the ttight. Stands still; 
puts the ruler in bis· right 
band and takes the card from 
his-left pocket of his suit•• 
reading th$· card. Remains on 
stage. Puts tbe card· back in 
his pocket. 

1. !hooks on doo:r 
2. Turns over to l'ight 
3. Steps up on platform 
4. Reads a paper. 
5., (Wee.rs .brown shoes ••• ) 
a. Puts card in pocket 
7 Has 'ring · in hand 
a. Picks up rule!' 
9. Holds ruler in both hands 

10~ Moves to right on platform 
ll~ Stands on platform 
18. Thinking and wondering 
13. Hold 1ng ruler 1n left band 
14. Looks to the right 
15. Stands still 
16. Puts 1'1ler in right band 
17. Takes card from pocket of 

suit 
18. Reads card 
19. Remains on platform 
20. Puts oard back in pocket· 

Control Observer 

He is now entering the room. 
Approaches the platform-~ 
stands on the platform~ He 
has a card in bis band• Ret s 
looking around at the objects 
on the . floor. He is· now · 
read 1ng the card• . Puts the 
card in his pocket•-looks at 
the objects on the floor•• 
glances at the door. Picks 
up a stick that is leaning on 
the door••looks as thougb it•s 
a ruler--grips it in bis band. 
Still observing the objects on 
the floor, still gripping the 
ruler, observing the objects 

l Enters the J:toom 
9; Approaches the platform 
3~ Stands on the platfom 
4; Has oard, in bis band : · 
s. Looks around at. objects on 

. the · f loox-
6. Reads the cavd 
"'/., Puts. card in bis pocket a. Looks at objects on th$ 

· flool" 
9 Glanoes at the dooP 

lO~ Picks up a stick 
ll~ That is leaning on the door 
12. Looks as though it 1 s a 

ruler 
13. Grips it in bis band 
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on the tloor. Takes the ruler 
in one band by the fingers. 
Kind of. sidestepping up and 
down the platform, looking at 
the objects on the floor. 

14. Still. observing objects 
on the floor 

15. Still gripping the ruler 
16. ·Observing objects oxi. the 

floor 
17. Takes ruler in one band 
18. Kind of sidestepping up 

and down the platform 
19 • Looking at objects on the 

floor · 

It will be noted that in. the itemized versions all verbs 

have been changed to the present tense., tbat some paraphrasing 

bas been done, and that material not directly relevant to de• 
soription of action, such as the comments on the bebaverta 

clothes by the experimental observer, bas been identified 

parenthetically ratbatt than quoted in .full. 

Productivit7 Data. 
The itemi~ing pl'Ocedure furnishes a standardised method 

or determining the productivit7 of' individual observers. The 

item totale for eaob period of the observers' records are the 

measures of their productivity and provide the basis for de-

riving the percentage scores• These item totals a.re presented 

1n Table III~* 
* Two ettrors 1n administration were discovered aftezt all of the 

data bad been gathered- For the control observei- 1n the real 
life presentation of the tenth test situation, the R/2 period 
consists of a X'ecall of the solution period beba~ior only. 
rather tba_n of both periods of behavior; this cell in the 
table 1s markecl with a single asteztisk. For the experimental 
observei, 1n tbe real life presentation of test situations, 
the R/2 portion was inadvertently omitted) this oell in the 
table is marked with a double asterisk. 
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TABLE III 

NUmber of Items Reported by Each Observer in Esch Period, 
for Both Problems, and for Real-Life and Movie Sequences 

Obs• Real Life - Ring Problem Movie - String Problem 

SP/1 R/1 SP/2 R/2 SP/1 R/1 SP/2 R/2 

0 1 46 20. 67 49 85 39 24 55 
E 1 54 25 71 47 103 28 33 41 

C 2 101 46 85 65 100 24 35 42 
E 2 27 20 33 26 64 17 27 23 

0 3 61 19 35 52 86 46 17 53 
E 3 52 21 41 44 66 15 20 27 

0 4 53 28 24 31 33 24 20 36 
E 4 30 20 13 39 69 41 24 52 

C 6 102 44 55 62 127 36 36 51 
E 5 58 70 45 79 86 49 23 34 

Real Life - String Problem Movie - Ring Problem 

SP/1 R/1 SP/2 R/2 SP/1 R/1 SP/2 R/2 

C 6 53 24 21 47 51 18 22 28 
E 6 50 29 18 91 26 26 36 

a 7 145 31 22 43 88 58 34 53 
E 7 68 22 25 42 62 44 21 46 

C 8 96 65 44 125 75 87 44 117 
E 8 39 13 17 36 45 15 20 35 

C 9 117 41 42 72 89 49 32 69 
E 9 84 29 35 71 93 41 22 59 

C 10 170 76 77 40* 143 69 45 116 
E 10 39 19 26 26 57 23 24 23 

Oba. Column: test situations. 
C: control observer E: experimental observer * Observer recalled SP/2 alone; cf footnote, p. 9 3 ** No recall was obtained from observer; of footnote, p.73 
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Two general findings emerge from the total data on the 
productivity of the observers. First, there is the wide range 

in productivity• even within each group of obaervel'S • the 

experimentala and the contl'ols. Each group was relativelf 

homogeneous as regards those faotora presumed most a 1gn11'1cant 
in social perception, and in the case of the movie presenta• 
tion all of the members of the group were reacting to what was 
objectively the same stimulus pattern, Yet for tbe i'ive control 

observers who saw the movie of the!!!!! problem. tor example. 
the range of item totals for the initial period of reporting 
was 51•143. 

The second general finding from the productivity data is 
that the control observers were almost without exception more 

productive than the experimental observers. A comparison of 

absolute scores between tbe two obsel'Vers of a pa1z- or between 
,, 

tbe two groups of obsex-vers, if it failed to take into acoount 

these differences in productivity, would give undue weight t~ 

the score totals of the observers who produced more material. 
For example, it one observe?' produces 100 items and bis partnex-
60 during a period of repoi-ting, it follows that the absolute 
scores of the more productive observe~ will also be higher on 

most of the variables, since be makes more scorable statements 
than bis partner. Tbis argues for the use of percentage scores 

rather than absolute scores in quantitative comparisons between 

observers. 
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Of the twent7 observers, all but two produced a su:t,-

stantially higher 1tem·total in their.spontaneous records 

tban in tbeil' recalls• That is, in 18 of the 20 oases, the 

item total fol' the SP/l period. is laz-ger than for the. R/l 

period,. and for tbe combined SP/1 and SF/2 periods it is 

large:tt than fox- tba 1V2 pe:ttiod,. The t,ro exceptions ave., 1) 

the experimental observer in test situation 41 whose R/2 

total in the real life presentation 1s 39• as compared with 
his (SP/1.,', Sf/2) total of 33J and, 2) the control observer 

in test situation a, whose R/2 total for the movie presenta-

tion is almost the same, 117; t1s bis (SP/1 ,' SP/2) total of 

119. What. this means is that the observers., when asked to 

recall the behavior thef bad just finished describing, used 
appreciably fewer items than in their spontaneous descriptions• 

This is consistent with generally :recognized characteristics 

of recall; me.n:r details d:rop out, many others are reorganized 

and oomb!naa. 

The raw quantitative data, consisting of the absolute 
score totals on tho different variables obtained by eaoh ob• 

seNer~ are given in Appendix A. For the reasons stated 

above, these data are of little direct use in quantitative 

comparisons. The tables that follow therefore present 
percentage scoves rather than absolute sool"es. In these 

tables the data for the real life and movie presentations are 

not considered separately. It appeared on examination of the 

tables for absolute and percentage scores that the differences 
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resulting from the two methods of presentation were negligible 

and could be ignoNd in quantitative comparisons• 
Before turning to the tables of percentage scores, it is 

neoessatty to consider certain features of the behavior pre-
sented to the obsel'Vers in the two problem situations. The 

differences between the two types of stimulus patterns pre• 
sented by the separate problems will be seen to be reflected 
in the data baaed on the observerst perception$. 

The behaver at work on the strina problem cbaracteristi-
oally moved in man7 different directions, often with little 
apparent purpose. He frequently repeated what might well have 
seemed like the same purposeless actions. There was in bis 

behavior little manifest strain or effoxrb until be was close 
to the solution to the problem, In brief, the behavior in 

tbe string problem situa~ion presented a stimulus pattern 
that was ratbe:tt difficult for the observer to organize into 

meaningful units. 
In the ring problem, on tbe other band, the bebaverts 

actions were usually somewhat more circumscribed. He spent 
most of his time in a limited area, facing in one d1reot1on 
and obviously straining t~ reach objects that were quite 

apparent to the observers. The lal"ger action -wholes were 
determined rather strictly bJ the different objects that be 
attempted to use. The ring problem thus appeared to present 
a simplel" organizational task. It allowed the observers 
greater opportunity to organize perceived parts of behavior 
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into lal'ger wholes, to percElive che.nges in the direction of 

the bebaverts aotions, and to "go alongfl with him as be worked 

toward bis goal. 
Tables IV-XIX px-ea&nt the pe:rcentage scores obtained by-

es.ch observer on all of the analytical variables f'or the 
. ' -~' . , .. 

several. reporting periods .of each p!>oblem situation. · The 

percentage soore entries 1n thees tables. al9e expl'essed to 

tbe nearest whole percent J for example•. the · decimal equivalent 

or the entry 4 is .04. 
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Tables IV ... xI 

Legend· 

Ep Episode 

'I' Transitive seotion 
pb Phase 
mo :Moleoulal' unit 
O Control (normal) observer 

E Experimental (scbiaopbren1c) observer 
N Absolute number of behavior units 

Nported 

Pc Percentage soore 

N.B. Except where otherwise indicated, all of the 
values in the tables al'e percentage scores. For each 
subject, control or exper1111enta1, evex-y percentage 
score on a given variable waa obtained by dividing 
the absolute score on that variable by the total 
numbex- of all units · disoriiminated by the observer 
in the given period. 'I'bus, the percent entries 
total 100 b7 l"OW. 

* No recall was obtained from the experimental 
obse?'Vel' 1n the R/2 po:riod of ·the real life pre-
sentation of test situation 6. For this reason 
the results 1nvolv1ng_tb1s period are based on 
an N ot 9 test situations. 



i UNIT VARIABLES 
TEST EP T J>h mo 

. SITUATIONS C E C E C E C E 0 

I C 10 12 76 a 
E 5 8 70 111 

2 C ll 0 f1'1 0 

E 8 0 92 0 ..... C g 3 0 0 100 0 - E 0 0 92 9 

4 C 0 11 89 0 

E 10 5 86 0 

5 C 9 7 80 4 

E 3 ll 74 21 

8 C 17 0 83 0 

E 8 1.5 77 0 

C I 8 90 0 7 E ..... 0 6 H 0 .... 
C :::; 

8 0 21 79 0 
..:., E 20 30 20 30 C ... C 17 17 66 0 m: 9 E 6 19 119 6 

10 C 0 9 80 11 

E 20 10 60 20 

C 115 26 268 8 
ALL: I E 12 1.5 H6 21 

C 15 8 86 3 
ALL: Pc E 6 8 76 11 

C > E 15 4 8 0 

C < E 4 4 2 6 
C = E 1 2 0 4 

Table IV. l'eroen,11119 loorH of aon,rol an4 11:perlaen,ai 
ObH"ere on Dill' VarlablH tor ille U/1 ,erlo4 

ot tile 1ir1q l'robl• 

ALL: N 
C E 
n 

:17 

35 

lll 

37 

2f 

9 

20 

415 

M 

ti 

l..15 

52 

17 

24 

10 

23 

16 

415 

10 

317 

194 

--. g , . Uflif VAR1.i&Lt$ . 
TEST a:.: EP T ph mo 

SITUATIONS CCI C E C E C E C E 0 

I C 0 17 83 0 

E 0 0 96 4 

2 C 0 38 n 19 ... E .... 17 60 :13 0 
:::; C 0 20 80 0 
..... 3 E C 0 0 87 13 ..... m: C 0 57 43 0 

4 E 43 ,ii 0 14 

C 8 42 42 8 
5 E 18 18 0 64 

C 27 27 46 0 
8 E 9 23 6" 5 

C 215 50 215 0 
7 E 0 25 75 0 

C 6 29 58 6 
8 E 8 26 67 0 ..... ;: C 17 42 42 0 

0 9 - E 4 19 74 4 

C 7 22 63 7 
10 E 18 27 27 27 

C 12 44 73 7 
ALL: I E 8 26 102 10 

C 9 :12 64 5 

ALL: Pc E 6 18 70 7 

C > E 4 8 2 2 

C < E ' 2 7 6 

C = E 2 0 l 2 

Table V. ,eroeniage BoorH ot Oonirol and 
ObH"el'I OD 11n1, Var1abln tor ine U/1 ,er1o4 

ot tile !!!'.! ,ro bl•• 

' ALL:- N 7 
C E 
12 

27 

16 

6 

10 

115 

7 

7 

12 

11 

11 

22 

12 
8 

17 

12 
12 

27 

27 

11 

136 

146 

I-' 
0 
0 



Ki UNIT VARIABLES .... 
TEST EP T ph mo 

, SITUATIONS C E C E C E C E 0 

I C 20 27 6, 0 

E 1' 1' 67 1' 

2 C 0 100 0 0 

E 60 60 0 0 .... C 23 ;::: 3 0 .,., 0 
0 E - 0 0 100 0 

C 60 0 60 0 4 E 12 0 88 0 

C 8 17 75 ,0 5 E 17 0 70 8 

C 0 0 100 0 
8 E 1' -&3 '3 0 

C 11 08 33 0 
1 E 0 100 0 0 .... 

C :::; 0 '° 56 0 
8 E l'I 17 60 17 ...J 

C .... C 11 66 33 0 a,: 
9 E 10 ,o ,o 10 

C 0 ,2 58 0 
10 E 33 0 67 0 

C 8 32 ,9 0 
All: N E 9 13 3-& ' 

C g 36 55 0 
All: Pc E 16 22 5'1 7 

C > E ' 7 3 0 

C < E 5 2 5 4 

C = £ l l 2 6 

Table Vl, Jleroen\age looNe or Oon\rol and Exp..,l.aen\al 
0bH"•r• on '17111' VSJ'iabln tor \Ile R/1 Period 

ot \Ile 1\ring 

ALL: N 
C E 

16 

7 

3 

2 

13 

2 

' 8 

12 

1.2 

l 

'I 
g 

3 

11 

6 
g 

10 

12 

3 

89 

60 

UNIT VARIABLES 
TEST i Ep T ph mo 

SITUATIONS a:, C E C E C E C E 0 

C 0 50 50 0 I ·--·- ---
E 0 l'I 67 17 

C 0 100 0 0 .... 2 E 75 0 25 0 
:::; C 0 60 50 0 
...J 3 E 0 100 0 C 0 
"'-' a,: C 0 50 60 0 

4 E 0 6'1 33 0 

C 16 54 31 0 5 E 0 22 67 11 

C 25 76 0 0 
8 E 40 20 40 0 

C 0 50 50 0 
1 E 10 20 70 0 .... C 0 58 42 0 g 8 E 25 50 25 0 - C 22 06 11 11 
9 E 20 20 60 0 

C 19 31 50 0 
10 E 60 0 60 0 

C 8 48 32 l 
ALL: N E 7 16 33 3 

C 9 56 36 l 
ALL: Pc E 12 27 66 6 

C > E 2 g 2 l 

C < E 5 1 6 2 
C - E 3 0 2 7 

Table VII, Peroentage 800N1 ot Control and Experimental 
0bee"ere on Unit Variablu tor t:Oe R/1 Period 

ot the !!!!!, Problem 

------
All: N 

C E 
8 

6 

6 

" 
a 

2 

8 

3 

13 

18 

4 

5 

10 

10 

12 

" 
9 

0 

16 

2 

88 

69 

..... 
0 ..... 



!! UNIT VARIABLES 
TEST i:i: EP T ph mo 

SITUATIONS C E C E C E C E 0 

I C i6o '° 20 0 

E '° 10 50 0 

2 C '35 25 50 0 

E 0 25 75 0 

C 0 25 75 0 ; 3 0 E l<l 0 - 0 86 

C 0 25 75 0 4 E 17 1111 50 C 

C b.• 29 117 0 5 E 0 0 100 C 

C 0 ~00 0 0 8 E 20 20 80 0 

C 7 110 55 0 
1 E 0 50 50 0 .... .... 

C 0 u 65 0 :::; 8 E 0 67 1111 0 ...J .... C Its 117 50 0 a:: 9 E 0 1111 67 0 

C 11 22 72 0 
10 E 25 25 117 111 

C 8 211 '1 0 
ALL: I E 8 111 1111 l 

C l 112 57 0 
ALL: Pc E 14 25 59 2 

C > E ' 5 II 0 

C < E II II 7 l 
C - E II 2 0 9 

Table VIII. Peroentage ot Control and Experimentol 
on Unit tor SP/2 Period 

or Probl• 

ALL: N 
C E 
5 

10 

8 

• • 
7 

' 
6 

7 

II 

l 

5 

6 

2 

11 

6 

8 

6 

18 

8 

72 

119 

UNIT VARIABLES ... 
TEST i:i: EP T ph mo 

SITUATIONS C E C E C E C E 0 

C 10 50 40 0 
I E 25 75 0 0 

C 9 64 27 0 .... 2 E 0 50 50 0 .... 
:::; C 0 00 0 0 
...J 3 E 0 58 50 15 .... a:: C 0 55 67 0 

4 E 0 100 0 0 

C 0 60 40 0 
5 E 0 10 80 10 

C 25 711 0 0 
8 E 22 22 56 0 

C 0 60 40 0 
1 E 25 25 50 0 

.... C ~o ,o ,o 0 
; 8 E 55 67 0 0 0 - C ~o ,o ,o 0 9 E 0 50 50 0 

C 119 57 14 0 
10 E 25 50 0 25 

C 7 511 18 0 
ALL: N E 5 20 112 5 

C 12 57 Ill 0 
ALL: Pc E 8 55 511 5 

C > E 5 7 3 0 

C < E 2 3 7 II 
C = E 3 0 0 7 

Table IX. Peroentage or Control and B:xper1mental 
on Unit tor t:ne BP/2 Period 

or tile !:!!!I, 

ALL: N 
C E 

10 

12 

11 

' 
II 

8 

5 

2 

5 

10 

' 
9 

5 

4 

5 

5 

5 

' 7 

' 
58 

60 

I-' 
0 
C\) 



UNIT VARIABLES .... 
TEST i:: Ep T ph mo 

SITUATIONS C E C E C E C E 0 

I C ~5 33 42 0 ----- -··-
E 0 0 10( 0 

2 C 0 43 57 0 

E 25 0 75 0 

C 0 16 85 0 ;: 3 0 E - 0 33 67 0 

4 C 11.0 70 20 0 

E 11 33 66 0 

5 C IH 44 11 0 

E 21 7 65 7 

6 C 0 •o 60 0 

E • 
1 C l2 36 53 0 

E 14 57 29 0 ..... C 46 54 0 :::; 0 
8 E _, 17 67 17 0 

C 
C 6 56 38 0 ... 9 E 11 50 38 0 

C 0 50 50 0 
10 E 0 100 0 0 

C p.1 64 61 0 
ALL: N E .g 26 39 l 

C 9 43 48 0 
ALL: Pc E 12 35 52 l 

C > E •l 5 4 0 

C < E 4 6 l 
C = E 0 0 8 

• ar. legen4 tor Table• IV-XI 

Table X. feroentage of Control an4 Experimental 
Obeernr• on un1t Var1ablu tor ti1e R/2 fer1o4 

of ti1e etr1ng Problem 

ALL: N 
C E 

12 

10 

7 

4 

13 

3 

10 

9 

9 

14 

10 

• 
17 

7 

26 

6 

18 

18 

4 

4 

126 

75 

UNIT VARIABLES 
TEST i Ep T ph mo 

SITUATIONS C E C E C E C E 0 

I C 9 164 27 0 

E 0 20 BO 0 

2 C 0 pa 22 0 ·~ E ..... 0 100 0 0 
:::; C 0 71 29 0 _, 3 E C 0 0 100 0 ... C 0 71 29 0 4 E 11 66 22 11 

C 127 ~· 9 0 5 E 12 6 18 65 

C 16 f;4 31 0 6 E 0 17 60 33 

C 9 ~6 36 19 1 E 13 26 63 0 

C 13 ,so 31 6 ;: 8 E 0 20 40 40 0 - C 30 ,so 10 10 9 E 11 25 53 11 

C 16 .2 42 0 10 E 33 67 0 0 

C 115 32 4 
ALL: N E 9 30 n 5 

C 13 Jj6 28 4 
ALL: Pc E 11 36 48 6 

C > E 3 8 3 2 

C < E 5 2 7 3 
C = E 2 0 0 5 

Table XI. feroentage Booree of Control an4 Ex:perlllental 
Obeer"Hre on Unit Var1ablu f'or ti1e R/2 Per1o4 

or ti1e .£!!!& Probln 

ALL: N 
C E 

11 

5 

9 

6 

7 

5 

7 

9 

11 

17 

13 

6 

11 

8 

16 

5 

10 

19 

19 

6 

114 

86 

1--' 
0 
(N 
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'Tables XII-XIX 

Legend 

Relevant "action" of behavioral objects 
Repetitive or continuing action 

Empathic involvement 
Reference to bebaverts goal 

Anticipation of bebaver•s action 

Spontaneous, relevant comment 

causal explanation 

Oontrol (normal} observex-

Experimental (scbiaopbrenic) observer 
Item total for the given period 

Percentage score 

N.B. Except where otherwise indicated, all of the values 
in the tables are percentage scores. For each subject, 
control oxa experimental, every percentage score on a given 
variable was obtained by dividing the absolute soox-e on 
that variable bJ the observer's item total for the given 
period. Thus, the percentage entries do not total 100 by 
row. 

* No recall was obtained from the experimental observer in 
the R/2 period of the real life presentation of test situa• 
tion 6. For this reason the results involving this period 
are based on an N of 9 test situations. 



ANCILLARY VARIABLES 
TEST i 0 r em G an co ex I SITUATIONS C EC EC E C E C 

I C l 19 0 7 l 

E 0 10 l 9 

2 C 0 26 0 l 0 

E 0 B 0 6 ... C 0 2 0 l 0 
i 3 E 2 2 - 0 0 

C 0 9 0 0 0 
4 E 0 9 0 • 

C 2 5 2 7 0 
5 E 7 0 13 5 

8 C 0 9 0 9 0 

E 0 • 0 • 
C l B l 6 0 

1 E 0 12 0 • ... ... 
:::; C 0 19 l 15 3 
_, 8 E 0 5 5 10 
C ... C 3 27 3 13 2 "" 9 E • 14 2 7 

C 0 18 l 7 2 
10 E 3 8 13 0 

C 9 U9 ~l 71 9 
ALL: N E 3 68 12 '5 

C l 15 l 7 l 
ALL : Pc E 0 9 • 7 

C > E 3 5 2 5 

C < E l • • • C = E 6 3 • l 

Table Ill. leroentage 8oorH of Control and bperillenhl 
0bH1"9er• on .t.noillal'J Var1abl•• tor tile IP/1 

or etr1ng Probl-

E C E C 
5 l 

l 7 

0 l 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 3 

' 3 

6 0 

l • 
• 0 

0 12 

• l 

0 7 

6 l 

3 3 

11 2 

0 13 

7 l 

0 10 

52 9 

3 38 

5 l 

0 • 
• 2 7 

l 6 2 
7 2 l 

ALL: N 
E C E 

811 

0 103 

100 

0 64 

811 

0 66 

33 

l 69 

12'7 

2 811 

53 

0 52 

146 

0 88 

96 

0 39 

117 

0 8' 

170 

0 39 

1012 

3 ,no 

0 

ANCILLARY _VARl~L~§. i -~-~-~ 

TEST 0 r em G an 
SITUATIONS CD C EC EC E C E C c:, 

I ~C 0 13 • 0 0 

E 0 13 0 0 

2 C 2 3 5 7 0 -----.... E 0 • • • ... 
:::; 

3 0 2~--- • 3 0 - . _, E 0 12 • 0 ... .... 
C "" 0 • 2 15 0 4 --
E 3 13 10 23 

5 C 0 12 • 8 l 

E 5 10 5 7 

C 2 8 0 14 • 8 E 0 10 • 10 

C 0 11 1 9 2 
1 E 3 13 0 11 ... C l 13 0 11 3 

i 8 E 0 11 0 11 - C 3 14 1 11 2 
9 E 4 11 2 9 

C 0 10 8 8 6 
10 E 0 16 • 18 

" C 7 114 6 69 17 
ALL: N E 10 71 15 58 

C 1 14 3 9 • ALL : Pc E • 12 3 10 

C > E 3 • • • 5 

C < E 4 5 5 • l 
C - E 3 l 1 2 4 

Table Xlll. Percentage Boore, ot Control and. Experimental 
Obeorver• on Ano11lar7 Variable.., tor the SP/1 Per1od. 

ot the £!gg_ Problem 

E C 
• 

0 

8 -
0 

0 
--

0 

9 

0 

u 
3 

2 

0 

~3 

0 

• 
0 

7 

0 

IL3 
0 

•& 
3 

9 

1 

co ex ALL: N 
E C E C E -- ·-

0 •• 
• 0 54 

0 101 
-----

7 0 27 

0 61 ----
0 0 52 

2 53 

20 10 30 

1 102 

3 0 58 

0 51 

10 0 91 

5 88 

2 0 62 

0 75 

2 0 45 

• 89 

9 • 93 

1 143 

7 0 57 

9 809 

35 6 569 

1 

6 l 

6 3 
3 1 
l 6 

..... 
0 
CJ1 



I ANCILLARY VARIABLES 
TEST 0 r em G on co 

SITUATIONS j C EC EC E C E C E C 0 

I C 0 2, 5 
-~--

E 0 7 0 11 

2 C 0 17 0 0 

E 0 2' 0 8 .... ;: 
3 C 0 11 0 7 

E 0 20 0 7 

C 0 2& 0 17 4 E 0 10 5 0 

5 C 0 H 0 11 

E 0 H • 12 

C 0 13 0 0 6 E 0 H 0 7 

C 0 19 5 10 1 E 0 23 0 5 .... .... 
::::i C 0 H 0 17 
..... 8 E 0 a 0 a C .... C 2 20 7 12 - 9 E 0 10 0 10 

C 0 12 • 9 
10 E 0 16 0 5 

C l 6' LO 40 
ALL: N E 0 36 2 21 

C 0 18 2 10 
ALL : Pc E 0 H l 8 

C > E l • • 5 

C < E 0 5 l • C = F 9 l 5 l 

'h.bl• XIV. 1eroen1iage sooree or Control and Ezp 
ObeerYez•• on .&no1llary Variable• tor the R/1 Per1od 

ot 'Che 1tr1y Probl• 

0 5 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 7 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 8 

0 

0 • 
0 

0 3 

0 

0 3 

0 

0 ~7 

0 

0 113 
0 

0 

0 

0 8 

0 

0 • 
0 • 10 2 

ex ALL: N 
E C E C E 

0 ,. 
7 0 28 

8 2, 

0 0 17 

0 •8 

0 0 15 

0 2, 

0 0 '1 

0 38 

• 0 •9 

0 2' 

10 0 29 

3 31 

18 0 22 

3 55 

0 0 13 

2 '1 

10 0 29 

0 78 

16 0 19 

8 408 

17 l 282 

l 

6 0 

• 
0 
6 

12 ANCILLARY VARIABLES i --- --TEST 0 r em G an co ex SITUATIONS ... C EC EC E C E C E C E C E 0 

I C 0 20 0 5 
- -

E 0 20 0 0 

2 C • 33 0 4 --~ ~--- ----- ---.... E 0 10 0 5 .... 
::::i 3 C 0 0 0 0 

. E -~-..... 0 24 0 0 C .... C • u 0 l4 - 4 E 0 10 10 l5 

5 C 0 18 2 9 

E 0 19 ll 6 

6 C 0 39 0 17 

E 0 19 0 23 

1 C 3 14 7 10 

E 2 ll 0 7 .... C 0 10 0 l4 ;: 8 E 0 7 20 0 13 - 9 C 0 27 0 12 

E 2 7 0 12 

10 C 0 • • 7 

E 0 13 • 9 

C 5 In 9 •• ALL: N E 3 •8 11 26 

C l 11• 2 10 ALL : Pc E l l5 • 9 

C > E 3 5 2 • 
C < E 2 • 2 4 
C - E 5 l • 2 

Table XV. PeroentMe Soon• ot Control Md &:xperlmental 
ObeerHre on Anclllal"J' Variable• tor toe R/1 Period 

or ti:l.e .!:!Y. 

0 ~o 0 
-

0 4 0 

0 0 0 -- -

0 5 10 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 4 0 

0 15 5 

0 9 5 

0 10 l 

0 6 6 

0 12 0 

0 L9 5 

0 7 0 

0 ~o l 
0 20 0 

0 • 
0 20 2 

0 9 0 

0 9 0 
0 lso 10 

0 31 5 

0 • 2 

0 10 2 
0 4 5 
0 4 2 

10 2 3 

ALL: N -
C E 
20 

25 

,e 
-·---r-----

20 

19 

21 

28 

20 .. 
70 

18 

26 

58 .. 
87 

16 

•9 

41 

69 

23 

'38 

305 

1--' 
0 
0) 



Xl ANCILLARY VARIABLES 
TEST i 0 r em G an co 

SITUATIONS C, C EC EC E C E C 
I C 0 13 0 8 17 

E 0 18 3 12 

z C 0 9 3 0 3 

E 4 4 0 0 .... C 0 l2 0 0 0 g 3 E 0 0 0 0 - C 0 10 0 0 0 
4 E 4 4 0 4 

C 0 11 IJ.7 0 3 5 E 0 0 1' 0 

C 0 0 0 10 0 
8 E 0 6 6 6 

C 0 • 0 0 0 
1 E 0 8 0 0 .... .... ::::; C 0 11 2 16 6 .... 8 E 0 l2 0 • .... C 7 H 6 6 0 "" 9 E • 11 C 0 

C 0 18 3 • 0 10 E 0 19 12 0 

C 3 33 12 20 8 
ALL:I E • 22 ' 7 

C l 10 • 6 2 
All : Pc E 2 • ' 3 

C > E 0 7 • 4 

g f 3 3 3 2 
7 0 3 • 

Table xn. R•roentage ot Control and .bper1Hntal on .&no1llal"J Varlabl11 tor tbe D/2 Period 
ot the .m.!!I 

E C 
8 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

114 
0 

6 

0 

10 

0 

6 

4 

116 

l 

5 

0 

4 • 
l 2 • 2 

ex All: N 
E C E C E 

4 24 

0 0 33 

6 36 

C 4 "7 

0 17 

C 0 20 

6 20 

' 0 24 

3 36 

C 0 

0 21 

6 0 18 

0 22 

E 0 215 

• " C 0 17 

0 42 

: 0 36 

l 77 

4 4 28 

7 338 

7 2 248 

2 

3 l 

5 

l • 

ANCILLARY VARIABLES 
TEST ir: 0 r em G an 

SITUATIONS C EC EC E C E C C, 

C 2 10 3 6 9 I E 7 lE l 13 

C l 12'1 l 2 5 z C" ---.... E 0 3 0 3 .... 
C ::::; 0 • 0 0 0 .... 3 E 5 0 0 • .... C • 8 0 • 0 "" 4 E 0 15 0 8 

C • 13 0 6 0 
5 E 0 0 2 0 

8 C • 4 0 • 0 

E 4 15 0 8 

C 0 8 6 0 • 1 E 0 19 0 0 .... 
8 C 0 8 6 9 7 g E - 0 10 0 6 

9 C • • • 0 0 

E • 6 0 5 

10 C 2 3 11 11 7 

E 8 215 17 8 

C 10 n 17 21 ~8 ALL:I E 12 33 • 18 

C • • • 6 • All: Pc E 4 10 2 • 
C > E • 5 5 4 5 

C < E 4 5 2 5 0 
C = E 2 0 3 l 5 

Tabll XVII. Soorea or Oontrol Rnd .Cxperlmental 
0bRervere on AnoUlary Var1abl89 tor tne 9/2 Period 

ot tne !:!!!!. Problem. 

co ex 
E C E C 

22 12 
----

0 13 

7 4 

0 • 
3 0 

0 0 

4 0 

0 0 

7 • 
0 2 

• 0 

0 15 

12 • 
0 6 

7 0 

0 6 

3 0 

0 H 

18 2 

0 • 
46 17 

0 22 

10 4 

0 7 

8 • 
2 l 
0 5 

E 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

3 

l 

All: N 
C E 
67 -----~ I-------

71 

83 

33 

36 

41 

24 

13 

55 

45 

22 

26 

34 

21 .. 
20 

32 

22 

•• 
24 

441 

316 

I-' 
0 



!! ANCILLARY VARIABLES 
TEST I: 0 r em C an co 

SITUATIONS C EC EC E C E C E C 0 

I C 2 ~6 • 2 • 6 
- ------ --

E 0 12 0 5 0 

2 C lo ~2 0 0 0 5 

E 0 • 0 0 0 ... C 0 8 0 6 0 • i 3 E 0 • 0 - 0 11 

C p 1• 0 6 0 17 
4 E 2 10 0 0 0 

C 8 18 0 10 0 10 
5 E 0 12 • • 0 

C lo • 0 6 0 4 
6 E . 

C lo 2 7 0 7 ... 1 E 7 .... 0 19 0 0 
:::; C 0 114 0 13 0 6 _, 8 E .. 0 6 0 3 0 ... - C • 118 3 4 0 18 

9 E 3 • 4 H 0 

10 C 0 0 0 • 0 • 
E 0 23 0 0 0 

C • 92 5 37 2 .. 
m:1 E .. .. 4 14 0 

C e 16 l 7 0 8 
ALL: Pc E l 13 l 4 0 

C > E •3 7 2 5 l 7 

i f •l 2 l 2 0 0 
06 0 6 2 8 2 

• Ot. let•n4 tor table• IJJ.-nx 
Table XVIII. Peroentage Soor•• ot Oontrol an4 i:xperlmental 

ObH"ere on Ano111Al"J Variable• tor tiile R/2 Period. 
of t:O.e 

ex ALL: II 
E C E C E 

• 55 

2 0 n 
5 ,2 

0 0 23 

0 53 

0 0 27 

• 36 

0 2 52 

0 51 

6 0 M 

0 47 

0 '3 

7 0 42 

0 125 

• 0 36 

l 72 

7 3 71 

0 40 

0 0 26 

6 564 

13 • 352 

l 

4 l 

l 
5 

I ANCILLARY 
TEST 0 r em C 

SITUATIONS C EC EC E C E C 0 

I C 0 -55 0 • - ---
0 

E 4 38 0 0 

2 C 0 "° 0 5 0 .... E 0 16 0 0 .... 
C :::; 

3 0 115 0 2 0 _, E C 0 H 0 0 .... C 0 11• 0 10 0 - 4 E 3 24 0 10 

C 2 3 2 8 0 5 E 0 18 6 • 
C 0 114 0 21 0 6 E 3 H 3 14 

C 4 Bl 2 6 0 1 E 2 15 7 0 ... C 0 114 0 • 0 ;; I E 0 14 0 • 
9 C 4 BO 0 • 0 

E 3 H 2 10 

10 C 3 111 7 7 2 

E 0 •• 0 • 
m:1 C 10 10 2 48 2 

E 81 7 28 

C 12 7 0 7 0 ALL : Pc E 2 19 2 6 

C > E 4 4 2 5 

C < E 3 4 3 3 
C = E 3 2 5 2 

Table XIX. fercenhg• looree of Control an4 
Obeener• on Anolllary VarlabU1 tor tile R/2 Period 

of the £!!!I 

VARIABLES 
an co 

E C 
20 

0 

5 

0 

8 

2 

10 

0 

18 

4 

18 

0 

B 

0 

11 

0 

20 

0 

16 

0 

86 

4 

13 

l 

l • 
2 l 
7 0 

ex 
E C E 

-o __ 
6 0 

2 

4 4 

0 

2 0 

0 

5 8 

2 

17 3 

7 

H 11 

2 

2 0 

l 

20 0 

l 

17 0 

0 

• • 
11 

4& 12 

2 

10 3 

3 
5 
2 

ALL: II __ 
C E 

--~---~--
47 

66 

26 

52 

44 

31 

32 

62 

79 

28 

36 

53 

•• 
117 

35 

69 

•• 
116 

23 

642 

43' 

I-' 
0 
CD 
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Percentage Soores on Unit Variables. 

'!'ables IV•XI present the percentage scores on the. foul' 

variables of unit discr1m1nat1on, 1.e., episodes (Ep), tran-

s 1t1ve sections (!), phases (E,), and molecular units (!!!2). 

The entries 1n the.se tables wel'e obtained by dividing the 

absolute score on each variable by the total of the absolute 

scoi,es on the four unit variables. for a given period• Fol' 

example, .in the $P/l pei-iod of the string problem (Table IV) 
the control observer received a total absolute score of 41 
on the four unit d1scr1m1nat1on variables and an absolute 

score of 4 on the EP variable J thus, bis percentage score on ..... . . 

the report$d discrimination or episodes was 10. 

It will be :remembered that the observers received a score 

credit of one for each sool.'8.ble mention of the unit in question, 

so that 1n some instances their score totals for a variable 
exceeded tbe number of such units determined bJ the standard 
episoding scheme. The percentage scores are therefore to be 

considered as representative of the proportionate emphasis 
given bf each observer to the units of different size, ratbe~ 
than as absolute indicators or the number of units they dis-

criminated. It is also to be noted that the behavioral 
sequence in each problem situation consisted in but a single 

including episode and, on a few oocasions, an included and 
contained* episode segregated bJ potency. The opportunities 

. . . . . ' . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . ' . ' * For discussion of these tel'mS, of. Chapter II. 
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presented to tba observers fordisorimination or episodes 

were tberefol'e· minimal; the findings from Tables IV~xr are to 
be interpreted with this oonaiderat1on.1n view, 

In the exposition of·tbe results from.these tables, we 

shall oonsidezt, first• the data for the normal observers. It 

is to b& expected that these data will provide nol'?llative re•• 

sults to be used as a·basel1ne for comparison with the deviant 

population represented by the schizophrenic observers. In. 

addition• on tbe basis of the data f:rom the normal,observei-s 

it ma7 be possible to i'aise eome fundam~ntal, ques~ions con-

cerning the structure of normal $oc1e.l pettception. Foll.owing 

the oonsideration·ot the data on the normal observers, com-
parisons will be·made between the results for the normal and 

sobizopbrenio observers. The discussion of tbe results will 

be organized ·around t1:te hypotheses of the studJ, as these were 
stated in Ohapter III. 

Results for. control (normal) observel's. Hypothesis l was -· 
stated as followai 

Both normal and soh1zophren1c obsez,vers will report the 
discrimination of molar units. 
The data for all of the periods in respect to diserim• 

!nation of molar units by the normals show the following 

findings: 
1. As·a gr-oup, the control obser'Vers mndo a large numbe~ 

of scorable references to behavior units of' the molar order; 

for example, 1n the SP/1 period of the string problem, as shown 
in Table IV, they made a total of 268 tteferenees to phases 
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alone. The average numbei- of' soorable references per period• 

for each control obsel'Ver 1s approximately 12. 
That the control observers t ref'erenc$s to the bebavers t 

actions were predominantly in terms of molar units 1s further 
indicated by reference to the mo columns or the tables. The -
group percentage score for mention of' molecul$r units is iero 

in four of the eight periods; the highest such score for- any 

period is 5. 

The general finding that the control obse"ers aisorim.inatt 
molar units is, however, not supported to the same extent for 
units or different size. Tbe range of group percentage scores 

for the eight periodl;l on the variable 1s 5--l3J on the ! 
val'iable it is 8-50, and on the e variable 36-85. Th& order 
of emphasis on units of different size, as shown by the 

relative group perc&ntage scores on the different variables, 
is, 1n decreasing order of emphasis, phases, transitive sec-

tions, episodes, and molecular· units• 

It is to be noted that the control observers emphasized 
phases more in tbe string problem than 1n the ring problem; 
also, they tended, although in lesser degree, to emphasize 
transitive sections more in the ring problem than in the 

string problem. In this connection, the reader's attention 

is called to the discussion above on the differences in per-
ceptual material presented to the observers in the two problem 

situations• 
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2. Variability within the group trend for d1aorim1nation 

of molar units appears to depend on the tn,e of unit con-

s 1dered. Of the tan control observers, 4 d1sol'im1nated no 
episodes at all, whereas each member of the group discriminated 

at least some phases and transitive sections. On the Ep -
variable individual percentage scores range from 0-50; on the 

T variable, 0-100 with considerable variation among individuals; -
and on the E!!. variable, 0-100, with the individuals olustered 

in the range 40•60. 

Expectations concerning the relationship between spon-
taneous and retrospective perception in normal observers were 

stated in Hypothesis 7 as follows: 

The normal observers will report a greater incid&nce of 
transitive sections and a smaller incidence of phases 1n 
retrospective than in spontaneous perception of the same 
stimulus material. 
1. Comparisons of tbe group percentage soores between 

tbe periods of spontaneous perception and recall appear to 

support the expectations of the hypothesis. From SP/1 to R/1, 

the 1 score shows an increase of 28 for the string problem and 

33 tor tbe ring problem, while the E!!_ score shows a decrease 

of 30 for the ~tring problem and 18 for the r1n~ problem. 

From SP/l to R/2, the increase for the I score is 35 for the 

string problem and 24 for the l'ing problem, while for the Ee,_ 
variable the decl"8aaes are, l"8Speot1vel~, 37 and 26. Finally, 

from SP/2 to R/2, the increases tor tbe ! score are 11 and •l, 
while for the ph variable score they are 9 and 3. The reader -
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will note that in 5 of the 6 comparisons listed fo?t each 

problem situation, the decrease or increase is less for the 

rins: problem; that is, the hypothesis 1s supported to a greater 

extent by the results for the string problem than for the rins 

problem. 

To be noted also is the finding that increases in T scores -
and deoxaeases in Rh scores are least from the SP/2 to the R/2 
periods. This suggests that as each problem sequence pro-

gressed th$ normals used recall less as a means of organizing 

actions previouslJ perceived. The results for the individual 

observers provide further evidence corroborative of this 
conclusion. 

a. Results for the individual control observers are also 
consistent with the statecl_expectations. A total of 20 test . . . 

situa_tions are available for comparison of spontaneous and 

retrospective perception. or these, when.SP/1 is compared 

with R/1, 16 show an inorease tor discrimination of transitive 
sections, while 17 show a decrease for discrimination of 

phases. Nineteen of the 20 situations show, from SP/i to R/2, 
an increase, again, in proportion of transitive sections and 

a decrease 1n proportion ot phases. When the SP/2 and R/2 
periods are compal'ed, 12 of the 20 situations show the expected 

direction of change for both transitive sections and phases. 

The reiatively small differences between the SP/2 and R/a 
periods are consistent with the similar findings for the con• 

trol observel'S as a group. In clal'ification of these results 
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it will be noted that, in 18 of the 20 situations, the in• 

dividual·pel"Centage score is b1gberon the Tvaz,iable'and -
lower on the: Ea variable in the SP/2 than in the SP/1 period, 

which is to say that the normal· observers emphasized the 

discrimination of transitive sections and de-emphasized the 

discrimination of phases in both the SP/2 and the R/2 periods. -
Differences as expected between spontaneous. and retro-

spective perception are also indicated in respect to propor-

tionate emphasis on phases and transitive sections. Of the 

20 test situations for the SP/1 period, phases are chiefly 

emphasized in 161 transitive sections in 5. while the similar 

figures fo~ the R/l period are, l'espeotively, ? and a. Again, 

the dU'f'erences between the SP/2 and R/2 periods are not so 

great; here, in the SP/2 period phases reaeived the greatest 

emphasis in 8 test situations and transitive sections in 10, 

while in the R/2 period the figure fo'l' phases is 6 and for 

transitive sections 11. 

Comparison 2£ control experimental obs&'l'Vers. H1,PO• 

thesis l, in which it is stated that schizophrenic observel'S 

will report the discrimination of molar units, appears to be 

supported bf the data (Tables IV•XI). Gl'oup scores on the Ep -
variable range from 5•15 for tbe eight reporting periodsJ the 

range for the t variable is 8-35, and for the J?!: variable 

48-75. These results are similar to tbose for the control 

observers, with the exception of tbe pb variable, where the 

controls show a wider range, 36•85. It will be recalled that 
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the average number of molar units per pe~iod discriminated by 

the normal& is approximately 12; for the aebiaophrenios it is 
approximately 9. 

Although it was expected that both groups of observers 

would discriminate molar units. specific expectations wer~ 
stated as to differences between the gl"oups in size of unit 

emphasized. Two such expectations are stated in Hypothesis s. 
The normal observers will report more transitive sections 
tban will the sob1,ophren1c observers; the sob1zophren1ca 
will report more phases than will the normals. 

1. The direction·ot the group differences on the T and -
l?.!!, variables is consistent with these expectations. Of the 8 

reporting periods, the normals exceeded the schizophrenics in 

7 periods on the T variable while the schizophrenics exceeded - -

the normals in 7 periods on the val:'1able. 
The magnitude of these differences, however, 1s seen to 

vary with the problem situation. On tbe T variable the dif• -
ferences 1n favor of the nomals tor the four periods of the 

strins pl'oblem are O, 14, 12, and 8 J for tbe l:'ing problem 

these differences are 14, 28, 24, 21. Similarly, on the I?!! 
variable tbe dii'ferences in favor of the schizophrenics are, 

for the strins problem, •lO, a, 2, and 4j for the rinS problem 
they are 16, 20, 22, 20. The reader will note that the g:roup 

differences-are always larger for the rins problem, although 
they are still consistent with expectations. The difficulty 

that the string problem posed as an organizational task may 

well have contributed to lowering the scores of the normal 
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gl"oup and thus to lessening the:. differences between tbe two 

gztoups. 

2. The peroentage sool'es of 1ndividualobsel'Vers in the 
two gl"oups. as represented by comparisons between the two 

members of each pair, also appear to be consistent with expec-

tations.. Of the 20 situations in wb1cb one member of the paizt 

may exceed bis partne:r-,. we subtract those in which the scores 

of the two observers are equal. Then, on the!_ variable, the 
normals exceed their partners in 12 of 18 -situations 1n tba 

SP/1 pel"iod, in 16 of 19 situations in the R/1 pe~iod, in 12 

of 18 in the SP/2 period, and in 13 ot 19 in the R/2 period. 
Results on the variable for the four periods show that the 

schizophrenics exceed their partners in 9 of 19 situations, in 

11 of 16, in 14 of ao, and in 12 or 19, respectively, The 
small number o:f individual differences in the expected diltec• 

tion fol" the Eh variable in the SP/1 period may be explained 

when it is recalled that in this period of the strin5 problem 

the nomals produced a relativelf high score for discrimination 

of phases. This 1s refiected in many specific findings in the 

results• 

Hypothesis 3 stated the expectations concerning differences 

in emphasis on;moleoular units. 

The s~izopbrenic observers will spontaneously- report a 
g:reate~ inoidenoe of molecular detail than will the 
normal ·:obsenel'S. 

l. In all 8 of the reporting periods the group score 

for the normals on the mo variable exceeds that of the 
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schizophrenics., Since in no case were any of the group scores 

greater than 11, the magn~tude of; the difference. is always 

small. 

2. The findings for individual observel'S suppoiwt the 
results adduced from the group comparisons• In the SP/1 

period., for example, the nomal observer exceeded bis partner 

.in 12 of tbe 14 situations in wbiab the discrimination of 

molecular units . occurred l results for the R/l period are on 

the same basis 6 out of 7 • for the SP/2 pei-1od 4 out of 4, and 

for the R/2 period 4 out of 6. For the control observers the 

range of scor.es is 2•19, with most of the. individual scores 
·,· 

less than ll. For the experimental observers• however;. the 

range of scores is 0-30; in 17 situations tbe score .is moJ:te 

than 11, and in five situations it is more than 20. The latte:r 

statement means tbat there were five situations in which a 
schizophrenic devoted one fifth or more of bis description of 

' . . 

action to units of the molecular- ordel'. Finall7, for tbe 

normals there are onlr 2 s 1tuat1ons out of a total of 40 in 

which the mo score exceeds tbat on some other variable, while -
tor the schizophrenics there are 13. 

Hypothesis 8 stated the expectations concerning the re-

lationship between spontaneou$ and retrospective perception 

for the scbizopbrenio observers. 
In the case of tbe sobizophrenio observers, the difference 
between the incidence of transitive sections and phases in 
spontaneous and retrospective perception will be smaller 
than in the case of the normal observers. 
l. Re~ults for the two groups of obse?'Vers are presented 

in Table xx. 
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·Table xx. -Differences in Group Percentage Scores 
on the T and 2!!_ Variables Between Periods of Spon• 
taneous'"'."end Periods of Retrospective Perception. 

String Problem Ring Problem 
I' 

T variabl$ Ra variable T variable Ea variable - -
0 /28 -30 ,'3S •18 

SP/l• 
R/l 

,'14 /9 E •18 -14 

C /35 -37 ,'24 -26 
SP/1-

Fi/2 
/27 ,'17 E •23 -22 

0 ,'11 .. 9 --1 -3 
SP/2• 

R/2 ,'lo ,'s E .. 7 .. 5 

o. Control observers 
E. Experimental observers 

The plut entries refer to'differences 1n favor of .the periods 
of spon aneous perception; the minus entries refer to dif• 
ferencea in favor of the periods of retrospective perception 
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The reader will note that with the exception of the two 

SP/2•B/2 comparisons for, the l'ins: problem, the difference for 

the group of normals is always gl'Elater; 1n accordance with 

expectations. The differences between the groups become pro-, 

gressively smaller, however, as . comparisons are made which 

involve tbe final period or reporting. The generalization 

stated above for the normal observers alone appeal'S to refer 

to both groups; 1.e., as each experimental situation prooeeded 

both groups of observem tended to emphasize larger molar units. -
Thus, fol' the later periods of reporting the differences be-

tween spontaneous and retrospective perception are lessened. 

2. When the intra-group results for the sohi!ophrenics 

are compared with those for the normals, a similar generaliza-

tion is again suggested. Comparing SP/l and B/1, the schizo-

phrenics show ll of 20 situations in which the T score -· 
inc;easesJ the comparable figure for the normals is 16 of 20., 

On the .Ra variable the schizophrenics show a decrease in 12 of 

ao situations, while the figure tor tbe normals is 17 of 20. 

Fo:r the SP/1 and R/S pel'iods, similarly, the schizophl'enios 

show 14 of 19 increases on the T variable and 16 of 19 de• ·-
creases on tbe variable, while the comparable figures for 

the normals are in both oases 19 of 20. Finally. the com• 

parison of SP/2 and R/2 shows, for the echizophren1ca, 9 of 

19 increases on the! variable and decreases on the E!! 
variable, while the figures for the normals are 12 of ao. 
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It will be noted, again, that when comparisons are made 

between tbe earliett report1ngperiods the group differences 

are quite large, whereas· comparisons of the later reporting 

periods show smaller differences between the two groups. 

Percentage Scores on Ancillary Variables. 

Turning now to Tables XII-XDC• wbicb present the percentage 

scores on the seven ancillax-y variables,. they will be con• 

sidel'ed, .first, in reference to the expectations stated in 

Hypotheses 4 and 6, and following this in reference to addi-

tional relevant findings. 

The percentage scores 1n Tables XII•XIX were obtained by 

dividing the absolute score obtained by each observer on each 

variable by bis item total for that period.* For example, in -
the SP/l period of the strin5 problem (Table XII) the control 

observer 1n test situation l reoeivec.1 an absolute score of' 16 

on the r variable. His item total fott that period was 86J bis -
percentage score was thus 19. The entries are 1n each case 

rounded off to the nearest whole percent; the decimal equiva-

lent of the example quoted is .19. It is also to be noted that, 
as in the case of the variables for unit discrimination, the 

obsel;'Vers received a score credit or one fo~ eaob explicit 

mention that was soorable on one of the ancillary variables. 

The percentage scores 1n Tables XII•XDC thus represent 1 not 

* This procedure differs from that used in obtaining the per-
centage scores on the variables for unit discrimination, 
in Tables·IV•XI, Of. the explanation or tbe latte~ pro~ 
cedure# P• 109. 
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$bsolute indicators of the different variables. but rather 

measures ot the observers t proportionate emphasis in tel'llls of 
the different variables. 

Hypothesis 4 stated the expectations aoneerning the em -' . . 
variable, wbioh refers to statements axpressing empathic in• 
volvement with the behavett. 

The sob1.t:opbrerij.c observers will report fewer instanoes 
indicative of empathic involvement with the behaver than 
will the normal observers. 

1. Neithe~ group of observers made man7 statements 
eoorable on this variable; in none or the periods ot reporting 

did the group percentage soore exceed 4. The group score .for 

the nomals exceeded that of the sob1zopbren1oa in 3 of the 8 
periods; the scb1zopbren1o group exceeded tbe normal 1n 3 

periods J and there were two periods in which their scores 

were equal. The magnitude of the group difference, however, 
is in no cas$ greater than 2 percentage points. 

2. Results for individual obse?'Vers s1m1larlr show verr 

small differences. Most of the individual scores are in the 
range 5•10; the largest individual sc:ore is obtained by a con-

trol observer (Table XVI. teet·s1tuation 5) whose score is 13. 

There are a total of 46 situations in which the score of one 

observer 1s greater than that of bis paxwtnezt, and of these 46 

there are only 25 in which it is the normal who exoeeds the 

a obizophrenic • 
These results a.re not consistent with tbe expectations 

stated in Hypothesis 4. It ma7 be suggested# by we.7 of 

_()le.r1f1cat1on,. that the relat:tvely non-emotional stimulus 
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patterns presented to the observers did not call fo:rth suf~ 

f1c1ent empathic involvement in any of them to provide for 

scores bigb enough to demonstrate existing differenoes be-

tween the two gl'oups of observers. It is also possible that 

the single score used, and the single gl'Osa variable con-

sidered, did not allow for accurate summation or tbe empathio 

involvement actually felt by the observers• Finally, there 

1s the possibility that the hypothesis as .. stated does not 

conform to the psyobologicel realities of the obsel'Vezts who 

were tested; tbe.t isj it may not be true that no:rmals exoeed 

schizophrenics in the capacity for empathic :tnvolvemont. In 

anT case, the results on the em variable do not provide -
definite evidence in answer to the question raised by the 

hypothesis. Further evidence, in the form of the qualitative 

data discussed below~ will allow a more definite conclusion 

to be drawn. 

Hypothesis 6 stated expectations conce~ning the obsel:'V'erst 

moment.;.to-moment anticipation ot perceived action. This 

hypothesis refers only to the periods of spontaneous percep-

tion, since it was not to be expected that such anticipation 

would occur in the o'bserveI"S' recalls. 

The scbizopbrenio observers will spontaneously report 
fewer instances of momont-to•moment antioipation of 
the actions of the person tbey are observing. 

l. GJ:-ciup seoros on the an variable were not large, the 
. -

bighast being. 4. However, of the 4 pe!'iods of spontaneous 

perception, tbe group score of the normals exceeds that of 
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the schizophrenics in all 4 oases. The normals made a total 
of 62 references in the 4 periods that were soorable on this 
variable; the schizophrenics made only 7 such references. 

a. There aztE!) a total of 14 situations in which one ob• 
server exceeds bis partner. In 13 of these situations it is 

the normal whose score is higher, 
These results suggest that, although there was not a great 

deal of emphasis bJtbe observers on moment-to-moment antioipa• 
tion, such emphasis as was shown occurred almost exclusively 
in the normal group. 

. 
The results for the remaining five ancillary variables 

will now be considered. 
l. The r variable, for reference to the repetition or -

continuation of action, was the one most frequently used by 

both groups of obsel'Vers. or a total of 80 situations, there 
are 51 in which the nol'Ille.ls receive a higher soore on l' than .-
on any other ancillary variable; for the scb1zopbren1os the 

comparable figure is 46• The differences between the two 
groups, while never higher than 6 percentage points, favor 

the normals in 7 of the 8 periods. It may also be noted that 
1n 2 of 4 periods for the normals and 1n 4 of 4 periods for 

the sobizopbren1os the, group $oores a~a sligbtl7 higher fol' 
the ring than for the string problem. 

s. There were relatively few statements by either group 

of observers that were scorable on the variable, referring 

to relevant "action" by objects in the behavioral setting. 
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Group percentage scores are never. higher than 4• No cons is• 

tent differences are apparent between the two groups o~ be• 
tween individuals of the groups in any period. 

3. on the _g variable, scored for explicit mention of the 

behavel't s goal, tbe group scores are in the range 5-10. Tbc:t 

group differences again are negligible. However, although 

none of the observe·its emphasize this variable to a great ex-
tent, three fourths of the individual scores being less than 

10, it may be noted that theita are relatively few oases in 
which an observer never made explicit references to the goal 
of the behaver. With tbe exception of the SP/2 period of 
th& st1"1ns problem, when half of each group receive no score 
on this variable• there are only 9 of 70 situations for the 

normals and 11 of 69 for the schizophrenics in which the 
variable was not used. 

4• Gl'oup scores on the co variable; wbicb was scored for -
relevant comment about the bebaver•s actions, were in the range 

s-12. Small but consistent differences 1n favor of the normals 
appear between the two groups of observers; in 7 of 8 periods 

the group score is 2•4 percentage points higbett for the nol'• 
mals. The factors contributing to these differences are more 
clearly evident when the individual scores are compared tor 

the different periods. There are 9 string problem situations 
in which a normal received a score of zero1 as against 15 such 
situations for the scbizopbrenios; comparable figures for the 

rin! problem situations are 3 for the normals and 4 for the 
scbizopbrenics. Thus, the more frequent failure by the 
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schizophrenics to make relevant comments about actions of the 

behaver in tbe stl'1na problem, which was the more "difficult" 

of. the two, contributed t'o tbeir slightly lower group soores. 

A second oont111buting factor is seen when pairs of observers 

are compared. In the SP/1 arid R/1 pei-iods of both pl'oblems 

the normal obaerve:r exceeds bis partner in 16 situations, and 

the schizophrenic exceeds his partner in 17 situations. In -
the SP/a and R/2 periods, however, the normal exceeds in 30 

situations and the scbisophrenic in only 5. Surmnar1zing the 

results for the co variable, the small but cons is tent dif ... 

.f'erenoes in favor or the normal gvoup appears to be attzt1• 

bu.table to their excess emphasis on spontaneous comments in 

the more difficult organizational task and as eacb experi• 

mental sequence proceeded. 

s. The final ancillary variable, ex, referring to causal -
explanation ot the bebaverts action or of the mechanics or the 

problem was, again, little manifest by the observers• Gmup 

scores are in no case higher than 4, nor is tbere a consistent 

trend in group scores favoring one or the other of the two 

groups• However, consideration of the individual comparisons 

reveals consistent differences favoring the nomals in every 

period, although these are too small to be reflected in the . 
group scores• In tbe string problem the normal observer e.x• 

. 
ceeds the sobizopbrenio in 19 of 23 situations, and in the 

i-ing problem in 15 of 24 situations• FurtherJI the number or 
observers in each group who received zero scores on this 

va~iable is consistent with this trend. Of a total of 80 
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situations 1n whiob a normal had opportunity to receive a score; 

there were 58 in wbich bis score was serof the compal'able 
tigure fo-s, the· sobizopbrenics is 60 of 79 situations. 

Qualitative Analysis 

One aitn 111 the pi-esent study is to explore the procedures 

for and tb& Jl'&Sults ot a quantitative evaluation of tbe peJ:t-

ception of h\lman action. For this reason the initial t:tteat-. 

ment of the dat• consisted in Nduc1ng it to quantitative form •. 

However, othexw portions of the data concerning which expe~ta• 
tions bav& been stated &l"e not amenable to quantif1oation. 

The fil'St suob po11ti-on~·was obtained during the period 1n wbi~b 

the observel'a anticipated the ensuing actions of tbe behavett. 

Anotbel" consists in the obseners• responses to the op~n-end 

!ntervie1t with which ea.ch test situation was concluded. 

"Antioipationtt Period Data 

Dnmed1atelr atte:r the obsel"Vers had 1' inished theii, initial 

recall of tbe observed bebavioJt1 they were told that the se ... 
,,' 

quence was going to begin again and thef were asked what they-

thought tbe behaver was going to do next. H7Potbesis 5 stated 
tbe expectations concerning differences between the t,ro groups 
in suoh ant1o1pat1on. 

tt given an opportunity to predict the behavior of anotbeit 
pettaon-., the scbi~opbrenio observers will have more dif• 
ticult:, with the task and/or· be more 1naccul9Qte:, es judged 
in the light of later event$, than will the normal 
observe1'S,, 

Th& tesponaes weH counted as sucoesses 1n case tba ob• 
server l) referred to a specific means fo~ solving the problem, 
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2) stated: the major goal of the. behaver, as, tt:ge• 11 just kaap 

trying to tie the strings togethel',n or• SJ made a positive 

comment about the beha1v()r· or. his problem,. as, "m,, ll get the 

job done•" A. iiosponse was counted as a failttJ:io -if .the ob• 

server l.) refused to answer or stated that be bad no idea at 

all, or, ?) 1.te.t'ertt&d to irrelevant material o:r actions, as, 
n:e:e•ll light a eiga~tte.tt. 

Sooret1 on this basis,. tbe normal obsel"!el'S bad onl7 2 

tallurea out of a total or 20 opportunitif:S. Bt oonti'a.st the 

seb1zopbren1os had a total ot 12 failures. Examination of the 

tn,e ot response ottered by individuals ot the two groups in• 

dicates clearl7 tbe differences between the normals and scbitlo• 

phrenics. The two responses scored es .failures on the part of 

the nonnals Con$!sted :tn mild adinise ions that tbey could not 

answex,. These we!'&,. "Fool around with the cord oome more-• 

other than that t wouidn•t bave the least ides.," and, "Keep 

trying to l'eacb the iting, ana I don•t know what he'd do after 

that •11 In the responses ot tbe sobizopbttenies ,, on tbe othel' 

hand, tbere was evidenced a general ai:r of pu~&lement and Utt• 

certainty, even in the cases where tbe7 were able- to produce a 

suceessful response,. l!:xpressione sueb as• ttcan• t tell,., 11 Just 

a poor guess," and "Only• possibility, tbat•s ·all," oocurred 
' ' 

in all but two of tlle scbizopbrenic 1'$Sponses, whereas they-
. 

occurred in onl.1 one normal. In addition, none of tb~ 

nol'mals' responses consisted in a confession ct complet~i in• 

ability to give an answ$r; whereas 6 ot the schisopbrenic 

responses did. Typical responses by the aohi11lophren1cs 
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indioating this inability were, "oh, I don•t have the slightest 
~, . 

idea," and, "I don•t know•-what am I supposed to think, bow 

would t lmow?" 

Fti,rtbel" tvidenoe fol' differences between the gl'oups is 

found in irrelevant suggestions in 7 of the responses bJ the 

s chizopbrenios and in none br the normals • The irrelevant 

answers by the sob1.zopbren1cs are of partioulai- interest in 
the .light of the1zt otbe:rwise completely coherent and appro-
PI'iate reactions to the experimental situation during the 
other reporting periods. The following is a partial listing 

of the irrelevant anticipatory suggestions made by the ex-

perimental obsel'Versa 
Find some one else to do it 
oot some extra material 
Repair the lights 
Move the camera 
took st the floor 
Quit 

The cbaraoteristio common to all of these suggestions is that 

tbeJ are outside the limits of tb.e experimental situation, a 

situation to which these observers had been responding 
adequately during the preceding reporting periods and to which 

tbe7 were able to retuX"n appropr1atel:, 1n the ensuing obser-

vation period • 
There 1s the possibility that some of the irrelevant 

responses were attempts at jokes or expressions of hostility 

toward the experimenter• Two facts need to be noted in this 

connection. First, none of tbe normals responded in this 

manner; and, second, the schizophrenics did not appear to 
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express either humor or hostility- during the other periods of 

the. experiment. The suggestive relationship be~ween, the 
tailure of the scbiiophrenics in the "anticipationn period and 

their similar failure as shown in quantitative form by their 

scores on the anticipation variable indicates that organit.a-

tional dei'ic~encies, rather than transient feelings, were 

responsible for these·results. Findings in t~e quantitative 

analysis above have indicated that in genel'al the cfontrol 

observers organized the stimulus patte:rn in la:i-gel' wholes than 
did the expe:r-imental observers. It may be suggested at this 
point that deficiencies 1n organization of the present per-

ceptual field are related to an inab111t7 to organite the 

immediate future 1n a meaningful l'elat1onsb1p to the present. 

Presented with such a task, the expel'imental. observel"S were 

apparently unable even to make an adequate guess J their re-

sponses were 1n many cases either immediate admissions of 
failure or else the random choices evidenced as irrelevant 

responses• 

Inte:rview De.ta 

At the conclusion of each test situation, that is, after 
both the real life and movie presentations were concluded, the 

observer waa told that tbe experimenter was finished. Be was 

then engage.d in an open•end interview I informal in tone I de-

s 1gned to allow bim to express attitudes toward and feelings 

about the experiment, about the problem situations, and parti• 

cularly about the bebavers be bad observed. 
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Tba questions of the interview were used·as guides fol' 

the· in~~rviewel' in obtaining progressively more stru.'otu~ed 

answers •i• Thea·e questions were phrased approximately a~ 
follows: 

How do you feel about the whole experiment? 
What ideas·do you have about it? 

Was there anything you. thought or while it was going on 

that Jou didn't get a chance to say? 

Anything about the experiment? The problems? The 

bebave:ct? 

How did you feel about the problems? The behaver? 
' Did you have any ideas or feelings about him while he 

was going through the problems? 

Sometimes you feel detached from something you•re 

watobingJ sometimes you feel right "in there" with 

the person, &a though you t l'e doing it with him. 

Did you have · anr feelings along this line while it 

was going on? 

The observers were encouraged to express themselves freely. 

The specific direction or the questioning depended on the di• 

raction of tbe obaerver•s answel'S. 

It was expected that the .feelings expressed would reflect 

pertinent differences between the two groups of observers• and 

* I am indebted to Dr. Leon Cohen, of the Psychology Sel'Vice, 
Winter VA.Hospital, for his interviewing of the control 
obs ervezts • 
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this expectation is in large measure supported by the inter-

view data. or the ten control observers, all but three 

spec1f19ally mentioned that du~ing their observation they bad 

bad definite feelings of being "1n there" with the behaver. 
or the experimental obset"rers., on the other band, eight ot the 

ten were unable to answer tbe question oti stated flatly, after 

D1uch 4uest1on1ng, that they recalled no such feelings. 

The flavor of the different types of responses may beat 

be given by direct quotations from the verbatim records• The 

parenthetical material in each quotation 1s the remark or 
question by the interviewel', The quotations will be seen to 

fall roughly on a see.le of steadily increasing "empatbytt 

within each group. 

Oontrol Observers 

nNo,. I didn't teel anything••! didn't think the problem 
was ver~ important be was working on." 

"I figured, why didn't be take the chair• the ens7 war•-
(f'eel anything about it?) No; just cur1os1t:r. (De• 
te.ched?) Yeah, thnt• a it•" 

"Like I would sar--what was done wasn't real· exoitement 
so you couldn't get real excited about it t like in a· 
football game. I mean. youtre tense all the way 
through, eapeoially- in a football game. (Were you .. 
tense here?) Well, when be reached out there several· 
times, why I more or less hoped betd finally make it. 
(Other times?) Yes•-I was trying to get him to pull 
ove1," this way a little bit farthe?' and make him get 
the thing around the ~1ngel'--I mean batting for him 
because he was really trying very bard•" 

"oh, I dont t know, I felt like I was right with him--out 
there with him .. tbatts the wa1 I felt about it~ I 
mean--I didn•t--tbatta about the f'eeling I bad. 
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(Amplify that?) Well, I felt like tbat--well, I can•t 
say I was right with him, but I felt like that I was~ 
just as much as•-you know; I feel like I was doing it 
myself-- I mean, be was doing it, although I felt like r· was_ .tt 

Expe:rimental Observers . 

"No, no ideas. _ (~) No nothing. (About the man?) The sur•s all right. (Think of him doing tbos,e thingsi) 
Wall• ldnd of' mental routines, tbatts all. (Ideas .about 
him while be was doing it?) I donrt have an:r••I thought 
be was a ijOOd guy, all right, probably a pretty smart 
fellow. _(How•d you feel about b1m?) What"do you m6an? 
(Detaobed, or 1n there with him?) Well, really, I don• t 
have no answ•r • I don' t know wba t you mean." 

"I did care wbe-tber tbe_r did or didn•t sucaeed in the 
first one. (Amplify?) Well, I thought it was practi• 
callJ impossible for him to do it because be didn•t 
have intelligence &nougb to think of that--putting a 
pair of pliers on the end. ·(Feeling you wanted him to 
sucoeed?) Yeah. (?) Well, es I took it--I didn't 
really think be could do it with the pliers. I don•t 
think I would ever have thought about 1t myself." 

(Feel one way or the other?) Yes, I thought they could 
have done those things a lot easier. ·It seems as though 
tbe7 just dilly dallied a· lot••I mean, they seemed to 
lmow what they were·doing, but it was as though tbe7 
were trying•-I mean, it was as though they were not-• 
Well, they were sort of••it was either-• I don•t 
(laugh)•" 

'!'he las.b two quotations from the experimental observers 

are the only instances 1n which a feeling or empathic ttp~rti• 

cipation" with the behaver was even partiall:, verbalized. In 

the next to the last quotation it seemed at first that tbe ob• 

se:r-ver was expressing some such feeling, but further probing 

revealed that bis emphasis was on success or failure, or the 

techniques requisite for success, rather than on any feelings 
. . 

that he may have had, In the last quotation, the complete and 
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embarl"assed confusion of the observer suggests that he may have 

been trying to v-erbalize such feelings but was unable to~ 
As exemplified in the tirst·quotation from the experi-

mental observers, it is· appal'ent that· in eight out of· the ten 
cases they were either unable to express a feeling· o.f parti-

cipation with the behaver or, more important, they were unable 

to understand a question that asked for- such expression. 'l'he 

tone of their replies suggested that the ideas were foreign or 

meaningless to them. The control observers, on the other band• 

in some oases failed to express feelings o.f participation but 

in ev&l'f instance they were apparently able to understand the 

question and to deal '9'fith it in terms of tbeil' unique :reactions 
,, ·-
to the total situation. 

The :results o:f' a. qualitative evaluation of the interview 

data appea:tt to be inconsistent with those obtained 1:>Y examina• 

tion of th~ quantitative :results on the~ variable. The 
explanation for this disorepano7 probably lies in the two 
different techniques used to evaluate, empathic involv'ement bJ 
the observem. The qualitative analysis indicates rathe~ 

clearly that tbe normals were able ~o understand the meaning 

of a question of involvement and to express feelings or em• 

path:r to a greater·extent than were the schizophrenics. In 
the light of this conclusion, it may be assumed that the 

. 
quantitative technique for evaluation o.f euob feelings was too 

gross or inaccurate to elicit similar results. There remains, 

of course, the possibility that the quantitative va~1able 

accurately expressed the feelings of the observers !!_ tbet· 
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perceived and the interview expressed their feelings with 

equal acourac7 in retrospect• Thia possib1lit1 1s not 
seriously- considored by tbe writer, in view of the ful'tbel' 

unanswered 4uestions that it poses concerning such dis• 

ozaepanoies between spontaneous and retrospective pezaception. 

Summary of Experimental Findings 

The findings in respect to the hypotheses of the study 

we re as follows 1 

Hypothesis l, that both normal and schizophrenic ob• 

servers would discriminate molar units, was found to be sup-

ported by the data. There was a small difference between the 

two g~oups of observers, in favor of the normals, in the 

number of molar units disol'iminated. 

Hn,othesis 2 1 that the normals would show a greater em• 

phas1s on tl'ans1t1ve seot1ons and the sch1.zopbrenios on phases,. 

was supported by the data• The differences between the groups 

were not striking~ however; 1t was suggested that the groups 

were not sharply diffel'entiated but showed some overlap in 

this respect• 
Hypothesis 3, that the ech1zopbren1cs would show a gl'eater 

emphasis on molecular units, was stronglJ suppol'ted bJ the 

quantitative results. 

Hypothesis 4, that the normals would show more evidence 

of empathic involvement with the behaver, was not found to be 

supported by the quantitative results; no differences were 

found between the two groups of observers. It was suggested 
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that this finding ma1 ba.va been due to the inadequaof of the 

measure used, to a type of perceptual task which did not call 

forth such involvem&nt on the part of the observeita, or to the 

fact that the hypothesis was not in accordance with the 
psyohological reality. Qualitative analysis of the "interview" 

data, however., 1nclioated that the normals were able to express 

auoh feelings to a e1gn1f1cantly greater extent than were the 
schizophrenics• The discrepancy between the results of the 
two techniques for evaluating empathic involvement was ex-

plained on the assumption tbat differences existed between the 

groups that were not revealed bJ the relativel7 gross quanti• 

tative treatment" It is therefore considered that the results 

are not decisively contrary to the hn>otbesis. 

Hypothesis 5, tbat the sob1zopbren1os v,ould be less able 

to anticipate the ensuing actions of the behavel's I was found 

to be supported bJ a qualitative analysis of the data from 
the "anticipation" period of :reporting. The failure of the 

schizophrenics 1n this respect, or their .frequent expression 

of irrelevant answers, was discussed in terms of deficiencies 

in organization of the stimu.lua patter1_1, particularlJ as this 

was indicated in tbe quantitative data. 

Hypothesis 6 1 that the sob1zophren1os would show lesser 

emphasis on moment-to-moment anticipation of the behaverts 
. 

actions, was strongly supported. The quantitative results in 

rega~d to this hypothesis, and the qualitative results 1n re-

gard to Rypothesis 5~ were seen to be related• 
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Hypotbeafa 7 1 that 1n the oasi--·or···tffif .. noi,nifls""•tbi:t-e would 

be a decreasing emphasis on phases and an incraaaing &mpbasitl 

t>n transitive seQ.tic;,ns as they turned front tjpontaneoui, per• 

caption to J?ecall ot tbe 11ame mat'erial• wn• euppol'ted b7 the, 
quan:titativt• results. fh1s finding was interpreted to Nfei-

to a tatndenoy on the pax-t ot the normals· to organize theizt 

;,eoalls. ir:t la~ger and mor$ inclu.sive units than they had tbe!r 

immediate perceptions• 
En,otbts1a a, that the spontaneous•reoe.ll difference •ould 

be less in the oaa• of the scb11tophrenics • was supported bJ all 

compariaOD$ exoept thost for' the SP/t and }\fa periods• It was 

auggestEtc.1 that tbel"ewaa a general tendency on the part of 
both normals .ana 1'chimopb~nios to ttmpbe.stze larger aotion 

wholes as .the experimental situation progPessed ~- and that this 

trend tendtZJd to lessen the differences 111 tite of' units iae• 

pol"fied between. tlle two .final reporting pex,iodf:J. In spite of 

this tendenc,-_, howtve~, the ach1:r;opbrenios were seen to tt1ake 

l.ea$U8e tha~d:td the normals ot the oraan1aat1ona1 oppor~ 

tuniti$s otfezted b7 the pezaiods of' ~call..-

Add1t1onal indications with :ttespeet to the 11etruoture" 

of normal perception ot aet:ton units may be summa:r1t:ed as 

follows: 
lti In spontaneous perception the normals empbas1ted 

chiefly tbe cU.scr1minat1c>n of phases o~ minimal molar units, 

to a lease~ e,ctent the d1sori1d.r1at1on of transitive sections 

or molar units of intermediate site,. and to a small ext49nt 
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tbe disol"im1nat1on ot episodes J tbey made almost no reterellce 

to molecul$1' ttn1ts. This ol'de:r of emp}:u:uaii! 1 aa t1rell as the 

finding that the _nor.malt disct'iittd.nai:ied a high percentage ot 
phases, otte;n as high as 80$. or all the aot1on units dia • 

cr1mtnai;ed, wei-e <l1scus~ed in Pespect to tbe spec1i'lo per·•· 
c.eptual task oontrontirig the obsel2Vers _. Tht · behavioral 

sequtiloa consisted 1n but a aingle inoluding episode J the two 
pl'Oblent situations differed 1n theiit· organ1eational simpl1oit7. 

Both of tbes• faotol'a we:rt assumed to be s1gn1fie~nt for th$ 

spec1f1G obtaintd results. 
a. .In :retrospective percttption the nol.'mtlls again <31.S• 

cr1m1nated relatively small pex-centages of episodes ozt 

molsculal" units; the &mpbas:ts on transitive $e,ctions or 

phases app,utred to be ,$ function ot · the perC$p'bual situation. 

i. the empbaais on d1sci-1m1nat1on ot transiti'fl& seotions 
1ncre.as,u3 tb~ough the toux- iteporting periods nnd was greatest 

in the final period.,: 

4. '!'here was a greateP entpbt.uJ1s on episodes in reoall 

than ln spontaneous peroept1on. 

s. The:ttt was a general tendency to incre~se the si~e of 

units disoriminated as each problem situation prOgl'essed. 

~he findings for the ttnoillary variables, in addition to 
those discussed above; were as follows. 

1. The .? variable, tor mention of cont1nu1n~ actlon1 ~as 
empb•s11ed to a great extent by all the observ(Jr~. Howev&l'., 
tbel'e 1tero no ditf trenoos between the twQ groups • 
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2. Wbei-e was 11ttl~ obsewel' use of thee, va:riable, fo'I!' 
mention of' ,the :!'elev-ant tt.ae~ion" ot objects• 

s._ On tbe ! va:r1abie, for mention of the bebaverts goal, 

there •~re no ditfe~noes betw1en th$ two gl'oaps . of observe:rs. 

Howevel'; there Wt1l'e Vf!J?!7 te• zero pettcentage scoNs on this 

•e.riabl&; that 14, goals· 1ie:re mentioneq explicitly by nearly 
all ot the Ob$ er'V$IJS • 

4. Emph~s1s on the co variable, !'or J:lelevant oomment - . 

about tbe behavt>r, appe•r•d to depend on the pl'oblem • ituat1on 

and on the individual obsel'Ver.. 'l'h& oontr.oi observe:rs usually 
ab.o•ed .a greatel'J iuie ot th1s <val'iable-, and the c11t:f'e:ttencs$ in 
favor e>t the <:u,'tntrols inQi,eaaed tht-ough tbe four reporting 

po:riods of ea.ob pz,oblem situation. 

th fbore 1!1'a$ little emphaeis on the .!! va:tt1able, for 

mention of• causal explanation, but the control obaervers 
always exC$ede.d the $.Xpet-imentale in their percentage soc>?"es 

on this val'iabl•• 

A final set of t1nd1ngs on tbe ef tect ot the cU . .fterent 

probl$m situations will now be au:mma.ri.ted. The readei;, will 
recall in this connection the discussion above on the rela-

tive ol'4ganite.t1onal "difficulty' presented by- typical behavior 

in the two t,-pes ot pl'oblem eituatio:ns; the xa1ns problem was 
considered ·to confront the observer witb a "simpler" per• 

ceptual task. 

l.. The s~rinS' s:tt~ation olicited discrimination of a 

greatel' number of phases• tbe rins situation greater 
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discrimination or transitive sections• fbis differenct was 

cb.:ietly apparemt in the descriptions by th$ controlJ :rathe?i 

than by the tx:perimenta.ls • 

9. In tbe sti'infi situation ma.n1 ot th& Up&l'imental ob--

servers i'$1led to scoJte <>n the !.2.. variablt; in the rins 

situation, on tbEl otbe~ _bllnd, tner usuall:r emphasized this 

variable to so~ chtgz-ee. 

l. '.fbe l·P/1 period of the ~.tr1ng problem elicited the 

gl'eatest $mpbes1a on phas~s on the part ot both the nol'll'18.1 

and scbisopbrenio obsei-ve:111,. 



Qhapter V 
DlSOUSSIOli 

General Survey of Results 

The Dll\jox- results of the present study were, first,, some 

oont:ttibutiona toward undettStanding certain aspects of social 

peroeption in nomal adults, •nd~ second, indications of 
measurable differences between normals and scbizopbrenioa. 

aesults that t:1ppeared s1gn1ticant were obtained fo't' only- eel'• 

tain of the t:>xperimental ve.l'iables used, namelr, the one 
x>e.ferring to the eubjectat anticipations and tbe four re• 

tarring to their discl'im1nat;on of behavior units de.fined by 

a standard analytical scheme. The indicated findings will 

thel"etore be considered in terma of' the concepts ot the scheme. 
On the basis ot a scoring system that described the pro-

portion of each obsel'ver•s total response devoted to ant1o1• 
pe.tion and tbe pl'Opo:tttioii of his total refe:ttenoe to behavior 

units devoted to units of different size,· the dnta indicate 

thats i) both normals and sch1zopbren1ca deecPibed the 

11otion of-otbe~ persons ohie:f'l.r in tel'l'US of units of the 
molar order, although, 2) the perception of the normals con-

sisted of moN large units and less small units; 3) the 

acb1tophren1os reported a greatel' px-oport1on of molecular 

units; 4) botb groups of' observevs mentioned proportionately 

more large units and f ewex- small uni ts 1n Neall tbAn in 

immediate pe:ro$ption of the same material,- although, 5) the 

diff er$nce between immediate and reoall was g:rea.tell fol' tbe 

140 
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normalsJ 6) the nol'mals wer& able to anticipate future action, 

whereas the scb1zopbren1cs were not. 

Oertain conclusions, based 011 tbe rational$ or tbe 

unitizing scheme presented in Obapter !:t., may no• be drawn 

from the data. It appears, .first, that tor adults who .are in 

contact w:ttb :reality,. as both groups of observ&r& wette, the 

pex,ceptual field presented b7 the behavior ot another is ex-

pel"ienced •:a articulated. Specit'icall7, the cont1nuum ot 
.anothe:r• s behavioxa appears perceptually to have parts wh:tob 

are tbeftlselves o~gan1zed wboleSJ it 1s neitbel' an unb:roken 

stream noi- an arTay ot independent molecular unit,. Evidence 

for this conclusion is found 1n the tact that all of the 
obsex-vers apontaneouslr discriminated segments :tn the per-
oeived behQvior. ibe7 bad, apparentlf t no difficulty 1n 

responding to 1nstru.ct1ons reqniring them to report "all the 
different things tJ the behaver did •. 

It appeal'&, fttrther, that fop adults who are in contact 

with re111ty the •spect of the world being cons1deNd hers is 

experienced as meaningful. Both groups ot obsel"Vers descl'ibed 

the lotions of othel' persons in la:rJge pa:Pt by statements tbat 
' satisfied the cr1te:r1a tott units of the molar ord&r. The 

reader will l:'eoall the definition ot molal' behaviors 1t 

takes place in reterenoe to a psychological environment that 
. 

the 'behe.ve:r has cognitively st~otured into persons; things, 

and events with meaning for b11U. on the basis or the ob-

setteN • spontaneous ~ports it therefore seems ziieasonable 

to oonclud~ that th& perc&ived actions $ppeared to them as 
···-~ 
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mtaningtully zitJlated to a structured psyobological environment. 

Tb.& finding that botb groups o:t. obse.rovers discriminated 

predominantly behavior units o:f the mola.i-a rather tban the 

molecular ol'.'der ·1ea.ds to additional implications. The molar 

behavioral unit is goal•directed. That the bebaviol' of others 

is spontaneou$.l7 ptrcei-ved· in this manner suggests tbat for 
the obaerve:ra the aotions of' other persons appea.Ped to have 

purpose, to ~pe,1nt towardf1 terminal points rather than to be 

m.erEJl)" a a:equence ot directionless tnovements. The lllolilr 

behavior unit, ~uo, eove~. a span of title-~ That ·molar unitE.J 
w&re discnminated by the observers suggests that tbey spon•· 

taneousl7 perceived,. not merely the instant ot the present,. 
but action wholes transcending the pl'esent .• 

the observers ot both groups were able to discriminate 

molal' behavior u.n1ts of different site; i.e •• phases, trans1• 

tive section$ and episodes. l:t thus appears that social 

perception that is in (lontact with reality consists of more 

than a sequential listing of units that EJatisf'y the criteria 

of tbe molar Ol'der~ ~be action wholes thus d1soPim1nated 

appeared to the obsel'vers ,as 1nterl'e1ated 1n e. hieraliohy of 

1nclus1veness. It will be recalled that th& tl'ansitive 

section •as det1ned as e sequence in wh1cb phases $!1$ linked 

together with a goal subordinate to tbat of the . inoluding 

episode but superordinate to that or the pbaset.- That tbe 

observers disci-1m1natecl units of d1:t'fer&nt sizes !mpl1es that 

tbe7 perceived th& actions of the bebavetts aa or-gan1zed 

s hml taneous 17 in a numbe:r of ways t as minimal uni ts, i.e., 



phases, as transi~ive sections linking together some of the 

pbas es , and a.a episodes that inoluded the units of less er s iie • 

It did not appear contradictory to the observers that a be• 

haver was, for example; wrapping tbe string around the pipe as 

part of a. sequ&nce the goal.of which was to lengthe1:1 his reach 
in or-der to achieve a still more inolusive goal of putting the ---- ... ' -~ . . 

ring on the ring-stand. Rather, these complex interrelations 

among clearly disorimin«ted .units of different size appeared to 

the observers as "normal" aspects of the perceptual field. 

The observers increased their proportion of re.ferenoes to 

larger units es each expel'imental situation progr.essed, that 
is, aa the:r aeouwlated sthulus 1nfomat1on and became more 
tamiliap with tbt situstion a.nd the task. This suggests that 

I' ''7 

social pePcept1on needs to be oonsidered, not as a fixed set 

of proces,es more· or less automatically- brought into play in 
. . 

response to perceptual demands~ but more generall;y- as a oon-

ti:rming interaction between the stimulus pattern, on the one 

hanct, and a pe:t'o•iver., on the otbel"• whose perception is 
attc;red by the use he bas made ot previously presented pat-

tex-ns. fbere ie specific e~iclence in the studJ, in f'aot, 1n 
the obsel"V'ers t extensive use of minimal molar units when thef 

described the initial behavioit period of the stI'ing pl'Oblem, 

that in th$ ease that the perceptual i'ield 1$ too "difficult" 

to organ110 imrltediatel)', the perc:eiveX' will collect stimulus 

information and make use of it at a later time. The f 1nding 

that both gztoups of observevs emphasized l.argar units 1n re""'• 

call than in spontaneous perception provides add1t1one.1 
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evidence. that what is p$rct1ved at one time is organized 1nto 

new and largei- •holee when it becomes neoess&.ry to perceive th8 

·same material 1n retrospect. 

This wney of tbe: results of the study suggests tbat tbe 

analysis of social perception lliay profitably utilise the con• 

.cepts of the analytical scheme adopted here fo'l'tbe desc:rip• 

tion of ongoing ~l::u1v1or. · Thus, it may be considered that the 

f 1eld or so~ial.. p'3:rtcept1on is a'l'ticulated; that it consists ot 
mean1n5fulpaxsta; that the parts ave o~sanized in a hie:ttarohr 

of action wholes; and that. ditfex-ent levels, of' ol'ga11:iaation 

Jna.f exist • t diffElrent times 1 as a function, in pat'tj of the 
perceivei,ts. :velat1onsb1p to the perceptual taak confronting 

him., 

Major Points of Di.t'fe:rence Between 
Normal ana Sob1aopbl'enio Social ferception 

Anal,-sis of social peroeption by the pl'esent method pro• 

vices a tool for ttgetting into» the world of another parson, a 

result to be otbevw1se achieved only b7 tbe use ot ·1ntrospeotive 

c!ata.. The· 'l:inique experience, of the sch1itopbren1c is fot-eign 

to tbe normal·person and for this :tteason difficult to under• 
stand, even -to the ex.tent that one nonnal person understands 

another. ComparativfS obsel.'V'S.tion of the two gi-toups in the 

study, and th& eonolu81ons to be drawn f:rom them, offer some 

useful hints to%' ooz,relation w:tth findings based on clinical 

expel'ionoe • 

The inost stJJikl.ng di.ffex-enoes in social pel'Ception between 

the two groups of obsel:'Vera 11ei-e seen to be, first the 
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sohi1opb:rae-n1cs t greatei- · p:roportionat& discrimination of molecu-

lar units and minimal mola~ units; second; their essential 

failure in anticipation; and third• 1rhich may be related to the 

second., their lesser ability to organise the ongoing stinallus 
patte?'n 1:nto la:,ger units in retrospect than ht spontaneous 

pettoept!on. 

'l'b& 1mplioat1ona or the tind13:1!ts for the normals bav$ been 
antieipat~d in the present obapteit. !rhere it was a~gued that 

the noi-ma1 adult who is in oontact with realit)' perceives the 

behavior of others as meall1ngf'ul and as organi~ed in inter-
related b1era:eob1es oi' action •holes that extend through time, 
It may now be seen that• although these findings are appli-

oe.ble to both groups of observe:tts, oertain addit1on".ll con-

clusions mar be dvawn as regards tbe sob1zopbren1os. It 
appears that for the sob1:sopbren1c the world is to a greater 

extent limited to the immediate p:ttesent.. What happens at the 

moment may be clearlr perceived; tbe peroeptual field may be 

articulated in mean1ngtul fashion. But such organization has 

limft-,<1 t1t>s to eitb&tt tbe po.st OP th$ future.. It baa p~imar1ly 

immediate, concrete tneaning ratbeP than s1gnif1oance that 
t:ranacends the immediate. 

It seems pertinent to ask, then: 'lo wba.t extent can the 

present have richness ott value 11' it has minimal ties to the 

.future or the past? One is led to believe that the appa:rent 

otrgan1~at1on of the presently existing tiel.d as shown by the 

sohizopb:rfnio is bat-:ren, In Koffka' s term, the "manli'eirt 

o;i,ganization'' of the scb1zoph:ren1c•s world bas about 1t the 
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<,µality ot seeming mechanical. Koftka describes such a wol"ld 

in the f ollow!ng manneva 

"Pictui-e a person endow$d with. consciousness• but witb .... 
out an:, kind of manifest organization... This person 

. would be surl'ounded by objects and we>uld feel himself 
approaching one, avoiding anotbe:r, having pleasure in 
one set of eo:nd1t1ons and being angry 1n·anothezt. But 
that would be all. Re would, let us sa:r, .feel thirsty 
and drink $- glass of water, and then teal his thirst · 
quenched, but be would· not know that be drank the watEtt• 
because be was thiX"Styj nol' that his thirst vanished 
'6ecause of tbe dztink •• • In the ·wol'ld of our imaginary 
person there woula be no rorces. one billiard ball 
would l'Uil,: eotne in contact with another, stop and the 
other would begin to roll.. A pure sequence of events-. 
~o trains would. oollioe, leave the tracks, tbe oars · 
turn tll:t"ble ·and become wrecked 1 anothel' mere sequence• 
We need not continue. . The behavioral world of th1a 
person would be poo~er· than. ours in the · same ·p:ropor-
tion 1n. ·wbioh bis phenomenal. behavior would be. For 
we experience manifest ox-ganization also 'in ou» be-
havionl env'ironment., there also •not oulJ the result 
is expei-ienoed, ·but a1so '1erJ much of its nwby" and 
tthow" is felt ••• , (25 1 PP• 383•4•r Italics. in original). 

fh$ experienoe described here may be duplicated in the 

statements o£ many aobi.zophrenics who report that events tt just 

seem to happen" or who desc:ttibe events as occurring ''tort them 

rather than "with" thE>m. In productions of aobitopbren1c 
. ' 

patients such as Themat~e Appe:roeption Test sto:ries. in whioh 

it is assumed that they d$p1ot the world as it exists fo'f:t them, 

people ma)' be c!escri'bed as oontaot1ng each other without inter-

action an~ often with no apparent purpose; social relation-
ships are minimal or absent; and in the more extzse?ll$ eases 

the actions• and interactions of persons are deaori bed as though 

the latter were, in tact, mere billiard balls. For, example, 

the following atory wa.a told by a scb1~opbrenic to a TA11' cal'd 

that pictured a roung man and an older woman in attitudes 
suggestivs or a quarrel ol' s tragedy:· 
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"Wbatts bappened tbeX'e? Eviclently- the !'ello1' pictured 
here bas told this woman he, s going to do something she 
doeent t appx-ove of.,. At least from the1X' .faces that 
seems to 'be happening tbexae. You want to know what 
happened· before? Evidently they bad to me:et in ·that 
immediat41 place.. 'l:hatts as far as speculation on any• 
thing· like that. oan go with ~nr aocuracy •. And after-
wards, bubf Well, tbeyt ll part again, judging from 
the expl'esslons on theii- f ao()s •" 

There is a.lso abund.int clinical evidence in aupport of tbe 

view that fo:r;rr many- schizophrenics the futu:tte doee not exist in 

meaningful relation to the present,. Many chronic schizophrenic 

pati~nts cal'lllot be madt to ex.press a genuine wish fol' anything; 

ther ma7 demand things• OX' they :may wait . ., expecting thin~e to 

be done for them, but they appeav 1noapable of ttwant1ng"·• In 

the -world ot such a pex-son the:re 1s only a present. He bas 

lost; the abilitT to make oonstructivEt use or bis past.,, he 

oa.rmot ccnoelve of a futul'e, and he cll"itts. in a continual 

present while the real world passes him. by, 

The scb:tzophrenic world p:tte$ented in this descttiptio:n may 

not oor:i:-espond pNais&lJ to the unique worlds of the experi• 

mental observers tested in this atudJ. They may have ve.i:tied 

to gre,ater or less d~gree in their ability to transcend the 

illnnediate pr~sent in their organiaation of the perceptual 

field. But th$ dtii'erences found bet\Voen the two groups or 

observei,s are consistent with tbe more extz,eme cUftErl'$nces 

to be expected between the no:rmal adult and tbe schiitopbrenic 

described a'bovejt 

It mar be objected at this point tbat the expe!'imental 

results fo:r the schizophrenic observers were due to unique 

raotol"S operative 1n thei:r responses to the perceptual task •. 
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Specif ioallJ, it mar be maintained that; in the scbizophrenies, 

ol1n1oal impairment of tbougbt process.es•, 1.e,, thought dis-

o~dex,, unc:lel'l~7 tbeil' apparent inability to ol"gan1z$ their 

pe1'e$ptual .fields on ;a l•vel equal to that. of the nomals. :rt 
is quite comm.on . .,. pal"tj_cularl,- in the olin1cal lite:rature, to 

t1ncl ... g:r-osa oonoept such a& tbou.gbt disorder which is• used· as 

a rubric to embraoe w1.dil areas of'. psychologioal funotioning; 

1.n tbis ·respec; the concept of thought disorder hss a con-

ceptual status eomewbe.t like the olde:rooncept of attention. 

Essentially,, the •ttribltion of the results of' tbe present 

study to detects in thought organization on the p$rt of the 
sctt1zophl"en1ea bidet! more problems than it solves. It shifts 

the expettittlental emphasis away from the. processes of percep-

tion to a sepal"at~ entitt which is named and tben assigned 

causal e:ff.icaey. 'l'he aim in this study-, as stated in the 
historical survty 1n Chapter I, was to explore some problems 

of $Oe:tal pero.,ption in a di:reat~on which will lead to turthe:r 

understanding 0£ its end :results• 

A second answer to this objection is that• if thought 

d1sordel' did :f.odeed exist to such a degree that it p~evented 

the sohizophrenios from thinldng c.learly about v1ho.t they 

aoouratelr perceived,. it should be 1n some ·way apparent !n 

the1l'l total productions. Experienced clinioians should be 
. 

able to detect 1n the extensive data available for each 

subject at least a trace of thinking disorqer profound enough 

to have pervaded tho $nt1re reoords of the schizophrenic 

observers. To this end the verbatim records fol' all of the 
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observ&rs tor tbe two periods of spontaneous perception were 

presented to five clinically t5ined persons. '!'bey- were 1n-

strncted to tlivide the records into two groups,; one a group ot 
chronic sah:1zopbren1os and one n gttoup of clinically normal 

hospital en1pl.oyes. The c:rltei'ion in enoh oase was to be tbeil" 
juctgrnenb as to the extent ot thought disorde~ present. :uono 
of th$ five judges waa able to 4iv:tde the Pecoros on this 

basis, all of tbem insisting that the records oonta1ned 1n-

su.f'fio1ent e'V"idence tor such a div1s1on. The judges wel"e 
then furthel' asked to force a division even if this requ11"ed 

gu~ss 1ng or random cbo1oe. The ~esul ts of the toroed division 

were thllt none or tbe judges made a bette:r than abance Judg• 

ment.. Of a total of 20 possible correct plactments,. one 

judge scotted is. one seoved 101 two sco~d a, and o:ne scored 4 • 

Nor w$tte any of the judges able to find in tbe i,eoords any 
cotlcrete evidence to support the choices at which they bad 

guessed. 

'l'he :t'esults of th& study imply that the level of adjust• 

ment common to the scbizophrenio obse:rve:ra provides them with 

a specific mode of contact with the world or other persons .• 

They are able to al'tioule.te the immediately present perceptual 

t'iold 1 1n the sens• that tbey discriminate largely molar rathex-

than molecular units, but they-· are apparentlj able in lesser 

degree than the normals to· endow the field with the richness 

deriv>ing f:ttom its 1ntei'r$lat1on with a pa.st and a _tutuPe. one 
• can conceive of a still lowel" level or adjustment in which 
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molal' units would not be discriminated at all. on· this level 

there would bt ~iacrim1nat1on obietly of molecu.lalt units, 

linked togetb<,t- in au.t~tic f'$sb1on and incomprehensible when 

commun1oat~d to others. Such a level would correspo,nd to tba-t 

found clinically in sobieopbrenics who ,are out of .contact 111th 

ttealit)", withdrawn or b.alluo.tnat1ng, o.r confused o.nd :1.noobere.nt .. 

'These considerations suggest that the discrimination of 

units of the molar order- in the 1tnmed1ate present mar be a 

kind of "voc$.bulatt1tt of social pe~cept1on. It provides a 

meana by which moment--to--m:oment ~ontact with the world of 

onets fellows is xna1nta1ned • .In addition, it p~v1des a mode 
ot organization of the p~se?It t'ield that is communally- shared 

witb the world or nol"lllS,l persons. The d isc1.91m1nation of 

phases, aa minimal molal" units, might then be considered to 

correspond to a minimal level of appl'opriate oQritaot with 

social rf,Ullit7. Fin11ll7, at a level below this tbe:re would 

· bt, a failure in diacx-1minat1ng molar units and the peroeption 

of :molecular units, corresponding with the inabilitJ to 

communicate c~he rerttlJ or- part1o1pate in appropx-1ate soolal 

rels.tionship,s. 

Some P:rciblems of Social Perception 

Two problems NQ.UiI'e examination in oons idel"ing the im• 

plic:ations .of the study. The first or tbeae was ra1sea in 

Chapter I in tbe d1souss1on of the h!stor1oal background of 

Nsearch in social perception. The question is: What is the 

"structure" of normal social pe:reeption? That is_ bow do 
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normal adults go about the apparently complex job of accurately 

perceiving, and acting in relation to, the behavior of their 

associates? The second problem is related to the first, al-

though it is stated in pbilosopb1cal rather than psychological 

terms. The question here 1st How do we know the contents of 

other people• s minds (39)? It is hoped that tbe present re-

search will indicate the common problem that lies behind these 

two questions and provide '1 basis for answering them. 

Problems of social pereept1on appear to have been stated 

in .various ways primarily because there has been so little 

ooncrete data on the perception of the behavior of other 

persons. Basic to this is the problent of what constitutes the 

stimulus in social pettception. To describe behavior in 

phys ical1st1c terme and then to anal12a social perception as 

a response to physically described entities would be to 

leave the molar behavior of the other person out or the 

stimulus• on the other band, it has not been experimentally 

feasible to analyze social perception in the absence of a 

standardised scbeDl& fol' describing the stimulus. It therefore 

seems reasonable to hold as a starting point that what is 

perceived in social perception is behavior; not another per-

sonts mind nor his purposes but simply overt behaviol'. This 

proposition bas rarely been advanced, with the result that 

social perception bas usuall7 been treated by reference to 

abstracted cpalitles of the perceived behaver. As a conse-

quence, whole :schools of philosophy, whole theories of 

knowledge, and· in one instance at least, in the system of 
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Verstebendepsyebologie• a psycbologioal theory, bave been in• 

voked t°. explain the proe$ss 6r perceiving the aotions of·· other 

pe:Nons • 

Ooncepts ot intuition and of' inference•· in a variety of 

~iaea, have been d$Veloped ·to explain the ability o!.' the 

nox-mal adult t~behave meaningfully 1n relation to-the actions 
of hie fellow$., As an example, Broad de.fends • tbeory ·ot 
intuition in this· wavt "It seems to me to be absolutel1 cer• 
ta1n that .... the belief that a. certain mind is having a certain 

experience on a certain occasion. ( 1a) not reached by- inference!t 

•ven if ( it} can be afterwards justifie~ up ~o tbe hilt bi 
. . 

inf'ertnet" (V . ._ P•· 324. Italics in original). It would seem 

somewhat moite fruitful to'.reste.te this 14$Ue in terms of a 

beh$.v1oral stimulU$ and to obtain experimental date. on the 

pe~ception of the beh11vior of others. By contrast with the 

elabort.tic>n necessitated by theories of inference op intuition, 

then, tbe ttosults or the present study suggest the following 

kind of fonnulit1on. 

lTol"l'lial social pePo$pt1on ct>rts1sts in the ottganie:ntion of 

tbe perceived al,lt.ions of others into Gestalten extended in 

time. In this prooese·the goals of the other person are at 

least implicitly reoogn1aed and bis behavior is pe7oe1ved as 

organ11ed in referenc~ to his purposes. Supporting evid&nce 

tor these propositions may be. fot1nd in the observers' die• 

crimination of goal ... directed units,. in tbei;,:, explicit attri'I" 

but ion ot so•ls to the behavers, and in their ability to in ... : 

tegnt& previouslt perceived actions into pattet'na they ooul.d 
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pi-oject into the futux-e 1n tbe tol"m. of ant1oipa.tiona • Fre .. 

q.uently associated w1tb this proeess is tbtt awareness b)" the 

observe.'.£- ot a sense of part1oipat1ng in the ertorts ·or the 
behave?'. None' of this is reaobed by a process of rational 
1nfer$noe; all of it appears to ocoul' 1mmed1atelr- a.s though 

no altEJl'DAtive 11tert possible• :No:r does it seem necessary to 
' ' 

invoke a $peoi"al. proces$. Qt intuition, or empathy, or ident1-

f1cat1on, to prov1d&, - systems.tie aooount ot the processes of 
soo1al perception~. Fo1- the results of th$ study make it 

evid~mt that the .ftela of eoc1al perception is · spontan~(?USly 

oFganittd in tbt' same mannet- in 1'hioh a ~1ng of dots is pe:tt• 

celved as a ciroltY o~ t,vo successively tlash:tng lights are 

perceived :as ·a aingle moving light •• The action or another 
;pe;tson :ts pt')rcei-ved as 11 untt with clyntunic ol:ua,.-.aote11istioa 
that 11:point it towa»dtt a goal, Normal pei-ception of such 
aotion thus ntted not be considex-ed to l"equ1re unique pr,ooesses 

or invoke special attr1rut&s • It ~qui:r-es only that the per ... 

ce!Vel' make :contztibations equivalent to those made in his 

peroept1~n of' other $patially o:r tempol"ally extended Gestalten. 
' . 

It may b& suggested, in tact, that the ooncEltpt of intui-
tion, and the associated concepts of inference.., public sense,, 
and teleolog1cal judgm~nt, tar1s~ because or a con.f'.usion b$• 

tween insight into one•s own purposes and insight into the 

purposes of others. It is not necessary that a pe:rson be 

· aware of bis own pu~os$s during the time that he is aoting; . . 

this awareness, however, is a necessary aspect of thinking 

about one's e>wn behav1o~. It appears. to be impossible fol" 
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the no:vmal adult to think of his own bebaviol' as purposeless .. 

· Such -1 'sel.f'iOconcept.1.on is found onl7 in ·oases or extreme 
i_ 

. ' 

that one•s behavior 1a purposefu.1 is a central aspect of, 

thinking about one•s own behavior. tb$ assumption is made 

that -perception ot the beba.vioJ:l' of·otbera involves.an 
analogous· pl.'Ooesa · of aws.reness and insight.:· , The consequence 

of tb1s logic is tho point of view which baa tQUnd expression 
in th& concepts mentioned·-.bove• 

A viewpoint in ,agre~ment with that advanced here may be 
found in Allpor-t• s oiscussion of naive judgments of the per ... 

sonal1ty of otbera • Hi.s statements apply equally to naive 

perception of otbez-a• bellav1or. "Intuition.,.means simply 

the ·comp~bension of organiza~ion under a eusta11:1ed interest 

in the struotµ~ ••• 1taelth ·(l, p. 545). lI~ adds., "We cio 1n• 
d~ed ;use cues anq associations.- .but these ••• al?e normally 

subservient to the structuring aetivit7 of tbe mind wbenev~x-

it is guided by- txternal pattern and b7 an interest in what 

is conex-ete" (l,. P• 547). Wbethel" one 1nais.ts on the "com-

prehension of organ1iationu,. in tbe sense that the orga.niie.,-

t1on exists obJeotively, ol' on tbe "stru.otux-1ng acbivit1 ot 
the mind It, i:n tbe sense that -the perceptual• .act is ooxnpletely 

dependent on the perceiverts conti-1but1.on*, is a lnattex- tor 

furtbe~ theoNtical development.. But the normal perceiver 

is not concerned with this distinction nor with tbe iogical 

* Allport (l) ·seems· to vacillate between tbeae two views; 
ot, esp.: PP• 544.,.5. 
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consequences that a:rise fI'PDl it. As Yi,0hlar bas pointed outi 

"The .facts of social lif'Et (1.e., social perception-•J.X,.) ••• 
occur in· the absence of any theottetical concepts •. To a 
theorist,. who sharply distinguishes between perceptual 
data and tacts of subJeot1ve expel'ience 1n others, .a step 
from the foi-mett to the latter mar seem to be entirely 
neeossa:ry it men are to understand es.ob other. But in 
4olill!1on life we pa7. no attention to the · pb1losopb1ca.l 
premises which le$d to this conviction. First of all., 
in common life we are ttaive Realists" (26• P• 240). 

The normal pe:rceiver is aware simply that tbe field of social 
perception •ppea:tta .meaningful; bis understanding Qt others 

tllu$ does not ba'V'e to take place through $D indirt!tct pro_ces s • 

Suggestions for- Ftxture Research 

ln th.is explon.tory study teobniq~es for stud1 of soo1a1 

perot,pt1on 1s pere$ptlon of the be~avior of others have been 
explored and initial data gathel'ed. Man,. other techniques 

are possible, $bd perhaps equall7 useful; many problems :re• 

main unexplo1•Eid • ?be following p~ogre.ttimatic outline :ts 

offered as steps toward the .furthe?'I' understanding of social 

perception. 
1. Badly nffded ai,e additional data on social peroep• 

tion 1n the normal population. Until suob data are collected 

end analyzed normative $tandards cannot be established 

as • baseline fo-r- comparison with deviant groups. The results 

of this.study have indicated that negligible ditt'erences re-

sult from the use of a movie as a stimulue pattern in the 

place of real lift p~esentations • It would tberefoi-e seem 

that « carefully contitived movie would provide a usef'ul 

stimulus pattern for the collection of data on a large 

population of nol'MB.l subjects. 
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2. The pre~ent study has als~ 1nd1eated that basic 

variables of social perception tnolude those rete:rring to 
discrimination or bebs.v1ol' units. The e.ncilla:r,1 va:riablea 

utilized appeal'td initially to have some relevance for the 

pttoC$sses of sooial perception; however, with tbe exception 

of' the f'aotott of ent1o:Lpat1on, 1.e. 1 the !!!. variable, they 

were seen to be of little use in distinguishing the groups ot 
observers. .rt mar thus be suggested that the next steps in 

experimentation on soeie.l perception might well eliminate 
consideration ot the anc11laX7 factors oonsidered here and 

bs .ttestl'1cttd to u total ot five var:t11bles i the four :re~ 

terring to unit el1scr1xn1nat1on, as \lSed 1n this studf, and 

a fifth refe:rring to m.oment-~o..-lilOmant ant1o1pat1on ot the 
bebaverts actions. 

~- The e,tidenc~ tromtbe present study io that the 
problem of producing the :requis 1te behavior on the part of 

the pePSon to be perceived may be solved by the use or a 

skilled actor. His· "role" would consist 1n a series or ti-a!n$ 

of aotion dervised in advance; within the limits of the pre--

scribed units or ep1,sodio sizo, boweve:r,.be would be free to 

act spont$neouslt.r+ The ad-tantagos of spontaneous behav1ol' 

and of e. predictable set or including units in the awaPeness 

of the bebaver would tbue be satisfied: simultaneously. 

4., A movie made according to these conditions would con• 
s1st in a series of episodes so chosen as to demonstrate-

differing contexts, dit£er1ng criteria involved in unit dis• 

orimination, anc1 a variety of personal tool systems for the 



8Xecution ot the molav units. In this way more precise date. 

could be collected on the processes of unit discrimination in 

the norm~l population. 

5. o:n ~he basis of sucb data it should be possible to 

establish normative standards applicable to evel'y'day ~ooial 

perception by nomal adults.• Additional peroeive:P-C}entered 

var1a bles could then be introduced• as~· for example• pe~• . . , 

sonality d!sottdel'S of various kinds, ft:\t1gue, anxiety-, 

organic brain damage, and intellectual d$.t'io1t. In this war 
it may be- possible to d&v$lop syatemetic 1nteztttelat1ona among 

different modes ot social perception and Col'J.Yesponding l~vels 
ct oitg$n1zat1on. 

s. A further step in such a progllam might well consist 

of longitudinal studies in ·which children of different age 

levt1ls are oompa:red in their modes of cU.$cr1m1nat1on of 

$at ion uni ts • 
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TABLE I 

Absolute Scores and Item Totals for Each Observer in the 
SP/1 Period of String Problem 

Item 
Ql.)s • Ep T pb G mo 0 r em an co ex Total' 

C 1 4 5 31 6 l 1 16 0 l 4 l 85 
E 1 2 3 26 9 6 0 10 l 1 7 0 103 

0 2 1 0 34 l 0 0 25 0 0 a 1 100 
E 2 l 0 12 4 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 64 

C 3 0 0 37 l 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 86 
E 3 0 0 22 l 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 66 

C 4 0 1 8 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 33 
E 4 2 1 17 4 0 0 6 0 0 2 1 69 

C 5 4 3 36 9 2 2 6 3 0 7 0 127 
E 5 l 1 25 6 7 0 11 4 l 2 2 86 

C 6 1 0 5 5 0 0 5 0 0 2 0 63 
E 6 l 2 10 3 0 0 2 0 0 6 0 50 

C 7 l 4 47 a 0 2 12 2 0 9 l 145 
E 7 0 l 16 3 0 0 8 0 0 5 0 68 

0 8 0 5 19 14 0 0 18 l 3 6 1 96 
E 8 2 3 2 4 3 0 2 2 .1 1 0 39 

0 9 4 4 15 15 0 4 31 3 2 13 2 117 
E 9 1 3 11 6 l 3 12 2 0 11 0 84 

0 10 0 4 36 12 5 0 31 2 3 11 2 170 
E 10 2 1 5 5 2 0 1 3 0 4 0 39 
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TABLE II 

Absolute Scores and Item Totals for Each Obsel"Ver in the 
R/1 Period of String Problem 

Item 
Obs .• Ep T ph G mo 0 r em an co ex Total 

C l 3 4 8 3 0 0 9 2, 0 2 0 39. 
E 1 1 1 4 3 l 0 2 0 0 2 0 28 

C 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 24 
E 2 1 1 0 l 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 17 

C 3 0 3 10 3 0 0 5 0 0 3 0 46 
E 3 0 0 2 l 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 15 

0 4 2 0 2 4 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 24 
E 4 l 0 7 2 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 41 

0 5 l 2 9 4 0 0 5 0 0 3 0 36 
E 5 2 0 9 6 l 0 7 2 0 2 1 49 

0 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 24 
E 6 1 3 3 2 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 29 

C 7 1 5 3 3 0 0 6 2 0 l 1 31 
E 7 0 3 0 l 0 0 5 0 0 4 0 22 

0 8 0 5 6 11 0 0 9 0 0 2. 2 65 
E 8 1 1 3 1 1 0 l 0 0 0 0 13 

C 9 l 5 3 5 0 l 8 3 0 11 l 41 
E 9 1 4 4 3 l 0 3 0 0 3 0 29 

0 10 0 5 7 7 0 0 9 3 0 10 0 76 
E 10 1 0 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 19 
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TABLE llI 

Absolute Scores ancl Item Totals for Each Observer in the 
SP/2 Pe.ziiod of String Problem 

Item 
Obs~ Ep T ph G mo 0 r em an co ex Total 

0 l 2 2 l 2 0 0 3 0 4 2 l 24 
E l 4 l 5 4 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 33 

0 2 a 2 4 0 0 0 3 1 1 0 2. 35 
E2 0 l 3 0 0 1 l 0 0 0 l 27 

0 :s 0 1 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 17 
E 3 0 l 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 

a 4 0 l 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 l 20 
E 4 l 2 3 l 0 1 l 0 0 2 0 24 

0 5 1 2 4 0 0 0 4 6 l 1 1 36 
E 5 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 23 

0 6 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 
E 6 l l 3 l 0 0 1 l 0 l 0 18 

0 7 1 3 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 22 
E 7 0 l l 0 0 0 2 0 0 2. 0 25 

0 8 0 4 7 7 0 0 7 1 2 2 l 44 
E 8 0 4 2 l 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 17 

0 9 1 3 4 2 0 3 6 2 0 4 0 42 
E 9 0 2 4 0 0 3 4 0 0 l 0 35 

C 10 1 4 13 7· 0 0 4 2 0 4 1 77 
E 10 2 2 3 0 l 0 5 3 l l 1 26 
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TABLE IV 

Absolute Scores and Item Totals for Each Obse~er in the 
R/2 Period of String Problem 

Obs• Ep T ph G mo 0 r em an 00 ex 

C l 3 4 5 1 0 l 9 2 ,2 3 2 
E 1 0 0 10 2 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 

C 2 0 3 4 0 0 0 5 0 0 2 2. 
E 2 1 0 3 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 

C 5 0 2 ll 3 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 
E 3 0 l 2 l. 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 

0 4 .1 7 2 2 0 0 7 0 0 6 1 
E 4 l 3 5 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 l 

0 5 4 4 1 5 0 4 9 0 0 5 0 
E 5 3 l 9 1 l 0 4 2 0 2 0 

0 6 0 4 6 3 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 
E 6 * 
C 7 2 6 9 3 0 0 10 l 0 3 0 
E 7 l 4 2 3 0 0 8 0 0 3 0 

C 8 0 12 14 16 0 0 17 0 0 7 0 
E 8 l 4 l 1 0 0 2, 0 0 2 0 

0 9 110 7 3 0 4 13 2 0 13 l 
E 9 2 9 7 6 0 3 10 2 0 5 2 

a 10 0 2 2 l 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 
E 10 0 4 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 

* No recall was obtained from this observer in this 
period; cf .footnote. P•? ?1 

Item 
Total 

55 
41 

42 
23 

53 
27 

36 
52 

51 
34 

47 

43 
42 

125 
36 

72 
71 

40 
26 
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TABLE V 

Absolute Scores and Item Totals for Each Observer in the 
SP/1 Period of Ring Problem 

Item 
Obs. Ep T ph G mo 0 r em. an co ex Total 
Cl 0 2 10 0 0 0 6 2 0 1 0 46 
E 1 0 0 26 0 l 0 7 0 0 2 0 54 

C 2 0 6 7 7 3 2 31 5 0 8 0 101 
E 2 1 3 2 1 0 0 l 1 0 2 0 27 

0 3 0 2 8 2 0 0 13 l 0 0 0 61 
E 3 0 0 13 0 2 0 6 2 0 0 0 52 

C 4 0 4 3 8 0 0 2 l 0 5 l 53 
E 4 l 3 3 ? 0 1 4 3 0 6 3 :30 

0 5 l 5 5 8 1 0 12 4 1 14 1 102 
E 5 0 2 7 4 2 3 6 3 2 2 0 58 

0 6 3 3 5 7 0 l 4 0 2 l 0 51 
E 6 2 6 14 16 l 0 9 2 1 9 l 91 

0 7 3 6 3 8 0 0 10 l 2 11 4 88 
E 7 0 2 6 7 0 2 8 0 0 1 0 62 

C 8 l 5 10 8 l 1 10 0 2 3 0 75 
E 8 l 3 8 5 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 45 

0 9 2 5 5 10 0 3 12 1 2 15 2 89 
E9 l 5 20 8 l 4 10 2 0 8 2 93 

0 10 2 6 17 11 2 0 14 11 8 18 1 143 
E 10 8 3 3 10 3 0 9 2 0 4 0 57 
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TABLE VI 
Absolute Scores and Item Totals fo'l' Each Observe'!' in the 

R/1 Period of Ring Problem 

Item 
Obs. Ep T ph G mo 0 r em an co ex Total 
C 1 0 4 4 1 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 20 
E 1 0 1 4 0 1 0 5 0 0 1 0 25 

C 2 0 6 0 2 0 2 15 0 0 0 0 46 
E 2 1 3 0 l 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 20 

a 3 0 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 
E 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 21 

C 4 0 4 4 4 0 1 4 0 0 1 0 28 
E 4 0 2 1 3 0 0 2 2 0 3 l 20 

0 5 2 7 4 4 0 0 8 1 0 4 2 44 
E 5 0 4 12 4 2 0 13 8 0 7 1 70 

C 6 1 3 0 3 0 0 7 0 0 1 1 18 
E 6 2 l 2 6 0 0 5 0 0 3 0 26 

C 7 0 5 5 8 0 2 8 4 0 11 3 58 
E 7 1 2 7 3 0 1 5 0 0 3 0 44 

0 8 0 7 5 12 0 0 9 0 0 17 1 87 
E 8 l 2 1 2 0 1 3 0 0 3 0 15 

C 9 2 5 l 6 l 0 13 0 0 11 3 49 
E 9 1 l 3 5 0 1 3 0 0 8 l 41 

a 10 3 5 8 5 0 0 3 4 0 13 0 69 
E 10 l 0 l 2 0 0 3 1 0 2 0 23 
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TABLE VII 

Absolute Scores and Item Totals for Each Observer in the 
SP/2 Period o~ Ring Problem 

Item 
Obs. E·P T ph G mo 0 r em an co ex Total 

0 1 1 5 4 4 0 l 7 2 6 15 8 67 
E l 0 3 9 9 0 5 13 1 0 9 2 71 

0 2 l 7 3 2 0 l 23 1 4 6 3 85 
E 2 0 2 2 1 0 0 l. 0 0 2 0 33 

C 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 l 0 35 
E 3 0 3 4 l 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 41 

C 4 0 1 2 1 0 l 2 0 0 1 0 24 
E 4 0 2 0 l 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 13 

C 5 0 3 2 3 0 2 7 0 0 4 2 55 
E 5 0 l 8 0 l 0 0 1 0 1 0 45 

C 6 1 s 0 2 0 2 3 0 0 2 0 22 
E 6 2, 2 5 2 0 l 4 0 0 4 0 26 

C 7 0 3 2 0 0 0 6 5 2 4 3 34 
E 7 l 1 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 l 0 21 

C 8 l 2 2 4 0 0 8 2 3 3 0 44 
E 8 l 2 0 l 0 0 2 0 0 l 0 20 

C 9 l 2 2 0 0 2 6 2 0 1 0 32 
E 9 0 2 2 1 0 2 1 0 0 3 0 22 

0 10 2 4 1 5 0 1 6 5 3 8 1 45 
E 10 1 2 0 2 1 2 6 4 0 1 l 24 
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TABLE VIII 

Absolute Scores and Item Totals for Each Observer in the 
R/2 Period of Ring Problem 

Item 
Obs. Ep T pb G mo 0 r em an 00 ex Total 

0 l 1 7 3 3 0 0-17 0 0 10 0 49 
El 0 l 4 0 0 2-18 0 0 3 0 47 

0 2 0 7 2 3 0 0 13 0 0 3 1 65 
E 2 0 5 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 l 1 26 

C 5 0 5 2 1 0 0 8 0 0 4 0 52 
E 3 0 0 5 0 0 0 6 0 1 l 0 44 

C 4 0 5 2 3 0 0 6 0 0 3 0 31 
E 4 1 5 2 4 1 1 9 0 0 2 3 39 

C 5 3 7 1 5 0 1 8 l 0 11 l 62 
E 5 1 3 11 5 2 0 14 5 3 13 2 79 

C 6 2 7 4 ,. 0 0 4 0 0 5 2 28 0 
E 6 l 3 2 5 0 l 5 1 0 5 4 36 

C 7 1 4 4 3 2 2 11 0 0 4 1 53 
E 7 1 2 5 3 0 l 7 0 0 l 0 46 

C 8 2 a 5 10 1 0 16 1 0 13 1 117 
E 8 1 2 2 3 0 0 5 0 0 7 0 35 

C 9 3 5 1 6 1 3 14 0 0 14 0 69 
E 9 2 5 10 6 2 2 8 l 0 10 0 59 

0 10 3 8 8 8 0 4 13 0 2, 19 5 116 
E 10 2 4 0 2 0 0 5 0 0 2 2 23 
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APIENDIX B 

Standard Epis oding of Movies and of 

aeal•Lif'e PNsentations 
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Episoding of Ring and String Movies -
Records of the two movies, as recorded and episoded by 

an observer tl"ained 1n the standard unitizing method, al"e 

presented on the following eight pages • 

. The form of the records, and the symbols used, .follow 

the conventions 1nd1oatecl by Wl'igbt and Barker in the manual 
,. 

describing the method (55; PP• 163-180, APP• A and O). The 
following is illt$ndecl only as a convenient explanation of' tbt, 

symbols used here; the readei- is l"eferred to the souttoe men• 

tioned fol" a complete description of' the mechanics of 

$p1soding. 

Tbe continuous vert1oal line in the left mal'gin denotes 

the including episode for eaoh movie. Where ir_:ioluded, or 

included and contained episodes occur, as on P• 1751 they 

are denoted by a vei,tical line to the right of tbe vertical 

for the episode of longer time span. The titles of all 

episodes are recorded on the appropriate vertical lines. 

Horizontal lines extend to the phases whiob 1n every 

case are marked off by a vertical line adjaoent to the text. 

The reader will note the following oonvent1ons1 

-- --- -- A horizontal series of dashes is used to 

1dentifJ a eont1nuat 1ve phase, which refers to behavior still 

1n progress from a previous pbaae • 

•·- .. ---- - - A series of alternate dots and dashes is 

used to identify a summative J?h&se, which refers to the 

repetition b7 the subject of a subordinate action. 
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Tbe brackets to tbe right of the text, togethel" with the 

symbol 'rr Se, denote transitive seotio.ns,. 



• 

--,-- . . . - . 

• 

. 

I 
I 

The prinejpJ.e feature of tht: :r·.'C::, sh::r,m in 
".:J:c movie w.:s ~- raised µle!.,forn ti or _10 
•dws ;,:i.,:h in .:-1• c.:•r of tho room. 
71":i~ pld:.fo:rm was con:pletc.::l~r ba.:·c• ~1t1 
J'lool" o.f the room on f'h,st irr.prcss;tcn 
aedtooj to ~e cluttered ~...-i4th vnr'iOUS e:bject.e .. 
Arr.on:~ -~ht:·3e object• -rtiir.h lit{ ct v,:n~lous 
d:ista.ncci fro:r.i t.,hfil .~lat.form wd'rc;. a rj_nz,,t.;.nd., 
.;. ~~uhbcr rinr,, r.,,.1,al pipe ah'.)l.it_ 3 feet 

1.on:_;1 ' a screen qoQr spring al)(.l ..,. 12 inch 
rule:·. A s:ign_· ~una by.·a string on the -w:all 
ldthln easy. r~~ch of t)1e platform. 

I • . . : •· 
10:09 The door locct-0d near tho ~l~tfo:llm opened 
imd t!-:c su"!Jja::t C."'ltercd the roo:u. 

1·1aD s::10.in:~ a cl;;;i::retto ;=~1,ic9 he c!rri0tl in his 
left~ _.. . . 

7 He welled in• rdher casually, ti~ncin;; around the 
room at the ebject• oo the floor. 

He ap;>arentl;r was act.i~ upder some instructiont"l 
1'.ic!1 had been ~1.iven fo lliri previously. 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

He reache~ in his pocket and pulled out. the 
instruction card. 1 · 

He studied t-hia card briefir and then looked 
aro~d the room aL;ain. · 

I 
The subject ;ot down on hie-ha.es and knees, 
~ached out to the ruler ~-nd p!c~d it up. 

_j 

Ile sat .ba·ck on his haunche~ and sec~d to be 
stUilyin.~ the ~ticti:, explot-in•_·its j_oh!:bilitios. 

He seemed to 1'e di~satisf'ied in so?Je way. 

Tl;.pn he put t!-ie piece of paper dotrn on tho plntfcr-;;, 
no:xt to him and pushed it awey. · 

Ho stoo~ u:, r..d lool,mc! r-rotmd the room. 

Toot1 he l~y down· o~ his stomach 0::.1 ti~c platform ·7 
fao::.ni the cn;:-.ora. 

TR 10:10 The subject, lj~in;s on his stomach, reached 
out und rnked the p:i.pe tmwr-J himself, using the !, E 
ruler to extend his reach. 

_J 
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Then, sitt:fn : ~, the · subJoct· roanhed over ard 
~-=-r.,!~c~ ~-:'3 t:-::-~.1;~:1. c--; ,:.rD.n•!:,,:-·_: t~> :~~-:.-•. · " !.\[ ~;5_ .. 1 J 

• 
ff ~fL,(:r se ... lel\3l :false ~ovcs !:c ~-1 . .:.:J.J.: ·•.'°" •Jr~1sL:.J t.h·~ 
c _:: ;t :r·ett.c 0:1 t1i-.;:: !'lC·:)l.· fK::tt :.,.) t1-'i~ :~1·1_~,,~tft !·:11 e I 
'"'"~•-·'-~, h•c'? ~--r.:r· .a.'I,,.,. ...... ,...,.,, .. .... !,., -~' .• ,,, •"Ji.~ ... ~~t-•~·"J~::. .... •~i, .,-,_ \.o11,,••....: - \,ii;...,. .. ,....,u~'•-"~.I, .. 17;_.••• '-''j,•_, .._,,_,_T;,J~,.',-.,, 

r.e .. ':?.:!1-3CT 9ut !.:::_-~t• t:1i~ p~.pc tc•.·,:.:,1-J t~:.:. r;j~~- ?b~J 
Cfid o'· ·he .,~ 'lC r.·,. ... ·h c·· -...,. •··•c ··t n.t .,.,,"" •l _. '--' •·'-~ i~-.Ji '-"·• •••C• 'ii ..,._., 'w •. •• L-',.t.\; 
..,,., Y.,7 e 

.. ••t.J • t. 

I 
I 

Pt-nc!l 110 pushed th~ ruler m.th the ,;rlpc out tcwartl 1.:~ 
{t!1c rin~. Ee succeoi;led.in scent.in..-: the r11ler .... ,=-
underneath the rin:; ~-nd' then ,;.:ith the pipe pulfod 

I 
the ruler m.J t!1e r:rn.-; back within rea~ of the 
pipe • 

In ·t~ds way he ;-;ot the rubber rinz back to him~ . 
10:11 The subject then placed the rubber rinc 
on the end of the pipe-and extended th~ pipe out 
tcr.:ard the rin~ stend. 

He couldn't quite reach t,he rinGDtn!lCl with the 
rufroe, rjng placed near t.he end of th'1 extended 
pipe but he pcrsi:.ted in tryin£! to wig.-;le m·ound 
nnd ~.;itrctch ·in order t.e reach the rin:~ stll nd. 

·----t The subject YTss lyi~ on his stomach reach1nG out 
as·fr.r as possible but never touch:tn;: the flooro 
He su11ported his \~«i;ht entirely on the platf ormo 

-· 

10:12 Tho ounject brought the l'in;; b~clc to ~1imsclt, 
snt u_::> on 'his ?la."ldo ond knees a:id stui:ied the ring 
tnu thci stick tbmr:;htfully, This continuu<l for a 
.1riei" titoo; he looked first ct. thn rin~, C.."<amined 
it cat'ofully nnd t~n at the iJlpe and seeood to 

-'!, 

. I 
I 

--i 

hq tryin3 to i-:ot an. idea es to r.ar1 he could rea~h 
iis ob.joctive. ? 

Then the subject reached over and dra[.;gcd in the7 
door sprin?. with tho pipe. 

Theo the subject seemed to he trying to attach the 
rubber rjng to·the end of tho pipe with the Joor 
Gpr6ng. 

\ 

He put the rubber rin;-t on the end of the stick and. 
wound the door sprin~ around throuJh the hole in 
the rill8 and around the crrl of the atick as th<>uc:t 
he were tryia_; to tic a knot. 

10:13 Tho subject continued in this attB~pt b~t 
didn't seem to be ~etting very faro 
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. 
l~e sabJcc:t t~•n ab•:o:!eMd t?-1• ettc~. 

.... . . .. 
_j 

'l'hc ~bjcc·~ :.--:.; n.'.l·;c.d to h::-L:i t.r~ :··nJ c:c on ti-;~ er:d 
of tr10 ~t:k:!~ hf h.n:;{; 1; tht ~·•:-:~ nc~r the e~ir..: or 
the p:lpo ontop of the rnlc;1~•jr; :;;::'t _, c-h!,L 
t,hu rule:r L~.i.dn•t f;;:ll 01·.r. 

Thi~ reqtf:i~~r:J co·::s1cera~l'3", 't'i<!l9r:cc 'ar!Li Ji;3nipwl~·l;j_-, 
by- the su·cio~t itl t·l•J to ,:;e'i:, the r•l•r ~nd Lhe 
rine hal2nce<l on the end of the plJlC so t= ct t!te 
ruler scrvcli as ap cxte,,sj c.n of tl1~_ pipe. 

10:11 'l'he subject ~~na-'~ad to do this. an:i t.hen 
reached out with \he •i•k., the ruler .1nd the ~inr 
in t:da f!9'r311l~•at tofh;,..d the rin;:sta·;d. 

1'.;,pr:re:1tly ~~t:is!ie,~ with tUs ae!:ievc::-:<;nt, the 
subject t!:c:1 brott:l~ 1lto ruler, ru::1be1· rL1,; ,;",l"\u. 
pipe bock to-.1ard i, i ~. • 

He rerroveA the ruler nnd i=e,laced the rfo~ on t~ 
end or the end ot the pipe •. ·. .. •. . . 
w•n he tried once asain to.?lac~ the rilliJ on. 
the rincstand by cxte:idini~ the rin.:~ 0t1 the cn<d 
of t,io p:t;>e, but a~ain he was unable tb react. 
the ~ngstnn<l: . 

-~ . 
10:15 The subjec) got up on bis h~nds and knees 
end brou~ht the p~ •.en rj rt;! beck tm,erd hi:n. 
He looked .. t it as :ii ;n prepal'ation for mi,ikine; 
some new ettompt, to reach :lis r.oa!. · 

At this poi~t a hleok stP.i.p cppetrcd on the fila. 

I~diately- after ttic blank str1, ended the 7 
subject rea.,pearcd sta;idin~ on the plEtform by 
the sir:n •"l'iich hun!: on the wall. -----------
10: 16 The suhject rerr:oved the piece of str:i ~;~, 
maybe 10 jnches long, w!1ich h~cl been ..:ttach,Jd to 
the sign. 

+-------------fThe subject then took the strj_~:-; ,,ncJ thsn t:\.cd t.'.::: 
ruler to V-.c enJ of the pipe with "t,hc str:tn::o 

_J 
• 
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l)n:~e ~·~c l"'-;·.,:i !.;.:-:: :•.··nJ.,!·i· :..--:,~}::~1:•:\-.· ·• c~T~:. pf t:-1.3 
p.1.pe, '.1c l;::;: : i), ,: r--11.-/.:: ::.· ,-:_,-, , ::-7,_ .• · .. _.'::•" ri1::.ei.' 2Ld • 
th~r. ext~!?'::~~ t~1c 1·lr~:; r:tl t, L:.a:'-:c:rJ. 11~? :t:1..n.:t;:t-P~!-!1~! • 

• • 
10:17 As he retched t!"co r:in,·~.;:t.::.,-.d he 
lDop the ril"l£! ovor the 1,pri :h~ ~tic~ 
rin~sta.nd. . 

tried to 

• • 
r:owcvo;·, tr." -r-:in-~ i'oll ofi 1.hc rulct {::1d clattc,;,c-d 
to t~:-: floor, dss.i.n::: the r~n.::1~:"!d • 

The cubject :-1:oved the ~!pc - ~ch t wa-1 as to 
retrieve U• r~u•bcr rin::f 

Once a.'!illel he re~laced · the rin;~ on the end of the 
rule# ~n:.: exto'Weci• it out over the Ulrl;;ht oo the 
ri n:;staa\. 
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, 

1 ., •!"·'> Th"'· ~·•'-·\,,ct "'r,ter~d ·: ·1···" • ,...-c-,, -::n·d loo1--•:4 _..._.., •' '-' V•,:J._,._. ..__._ v V ..._~, •• ·~-~ t;;-~- .. l.ltio·.A. 

hack fo:· ~.h nt ~1c cdlin:_:· tin~ <-1t !1,>".'ti r,.ais of 
the stri:1g • 

-~ 
lfa sa_untal"(;d re.th€.!' c,~=ua:t\y loo!U~\::; at fir~t oz-~c 
end. of the !,';,;-r·.!ng nnd then tr.u other ~:Gd app:Jarcd 
t:, be si:&ir..:.~ up tho s~tucitJ.ctt. . . 

. ,,.. 

• 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
i 
I 

He :r.sde 3 rr.o"ticn o.f grectiltlg to so,1:0 one out of 
the i~ange of the ca.n-:.era·, · · 
; 

• '• t ' 
tlie suhject grabbed the Fi.1t e:1d o.f the· 

strin~ and looked up at 1tlo ceilin: where the 
st•r:i ng ~-,as ~ttached • 

11:0} The suhject waikod over nnd pullc(i cxpitri-
lf.erttally Gn the left, end of .the strin~ aro 
lcokotl up a~ain • 

• 
Then he went back to the rir;ht. end of the s~ri~. 

.~hen he pulldd on the ri~,tit, end or the string, 
it see:r.ed to r,i•e, but 1.hc loi't ood appt.::--c::tly 
di<l not. 

The .-,jcct ~-cnt to the loft end of the stri~g, 
Ur~ proMptly returned t.o t.tie ri;;ht. 

[!his look«! Yolo/ much like ti-ial &nd error., juot 
ex?loring., tryi~; to formulate OW'ily of doiac 
r;htitever he wantQai to d~ 

11:04 He d.s.shed quickly., after pulling on the 
ri.;ht he.nd string., over to the left as if n:~kf.ng 
a vain attc~ at grabin1 b~tb enda or th~ string 
at t11e se~. tiir.e. 

. . 
' However,. tlt5.s rm~ uot. successful. 

The subject rctu.rncd to the rizht end of the strin'iil 
and be~a:i f oolinrJ wJ. th 1 t aa th OUih te untie the 
short piece of string. This rec:.~ti~d cr.,nsidcrablc 
effort and he r:orked intently at this task. T ,::_ 
11:05 1',rom his l'!IOtibns it was cloar thnt. he vras Sc 
unscrewin~ the nut. 
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lf:!t'y soc;n U,~i subjcc:t l~·::. ·: .. h. ·;•: ),':. ~r;d of th::) 
t;. 1 _:.~~.~ c.:;:r-:.--_yi,n:_; tl-:s- ;·n.tt 4:r~d ~:~£.~ ;f10:~t pi .. e-~c of 

..;t:cL1g in his he.nd. I : 
r 
I 

. . 
11:06 'l"het'l +.,he sui1jcct. :;l.mtxd -1:round in r,n 
c..-xplorator.'/ way. I·· 

I 
. . .,.... ' 

He 1-cachcd iato h1s pocket end pulled out the 
I-

-., L' 
instruction card. · " 

. 
II Jc ~aci the -lnstr.uftion ca:-d rathe1· '4'arcfl11ly _j 
I again. , •· 

' 
P.e i-001': ho1:-! of t.1-:e left str:L:.J s.n·: Sl'Al:1~; it back 
arul i'ort.h i.'1 aft exper•ntal i•~• 

• It· wasn't just restlessness. He scored to be 
tryi!t! to Jet an idea, pullin3 it th is ,vay and 
look:ill!.; to see i£ this would facilitate pro.~r_-a.ss 
in any wq. 

1e continued· this for a moment. , j I 
I 
I 
11:07 He reread the instnictions, read.in~ them 
quite carefully • 

• 
'Phe subject then · reactled out and swu~ the left 
end or the strinJ again arrl at. tbe same time 
looked' over toward· the right end • 

• 
il Ie then dro~ped' the le!t end of the string. r 

He" \'tent \vor and reached up towarc: tlle i,adlo~k 
,mich Tfes hatlt!in; dctm near the rL;ht end of the 
string. • 

l le reached up~ touched the padlock. 

ll:08 ITe went back to the lcrt one! or tho strL."'lg, 
took it in t1i!J han! Ml! 8WUn!; 1, back antl forth 
a;;a.in a• thou:-;h •r:rin;:; to r,ot an iuea • 

• 
He Jroppcd the strinr,, t1Jrncd S"ld stnred up at the 
lock vdtti his hands on his hips, still apparently 
trft.I'...:": to ~ct an idea on hmv to solve his problemo 

To then reached for the in3tructions a:;ain and 
studied them care.fully. . II 
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T::::,m t':1c / 
st.1·~ ;.:-; • 1,{ 

1-----------....1 strJ :1:: ::1~! 1:.c~;:1.n. t~ri:~~: tl-;c 1-~l:lel':J to tl1c loft er.d 
_J 

,, 
• 

C 

-

• . 

j 
I 

I 

I 

I 
l 
i 
I 

of the strir::;. 

.. 
At ths end the hlo1nt: strl~'l tlle door ~cne.i i::'l@t 
the subject cr.tcrctl the roo~ 

He went t~ the left end of the ·strinc wd 
a.11tac1'ed 1'lo i)liers. (Or tlle pliers uere alri;2.dy 
attached to the left end of tJte stritl~, I don°t 
:i."CCBll which.) 

' . 

1'hcn rlith 91ae iliors attached tg the left end. of 
tho strinr,, -!:.he subject swbn:;.t}Jc stri~ back .and 
forth eeperir:.entelly, lcttit4' the \~ci.;ht of the 
pliers carr/l the st,,in::;. · ·•· 

. . . 
As the pliers ewung bac~ d forth in the air, the 
subject loo1'ed over ttirq •e -.S.r;ht, arwd of the 
string. 

11: 10 The ~hject c~fall.y re1tevcd tho pliers/ 
.from the left end of the sLri•1, carried t!lem 
over to the risht _and bot,;an tyinu tllc i)liL..-s to Ti, lthe e~ qi -the stri~. 

. . 5~ 
The weight er tho pliers overbalancalt ti-~c y;ei1;ht -
of the p~dloc1{, thus :r.cld.n;; the !'i:;ht cnJ. or the 1 
stri."l,~ lon..-;cr. .--J 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I . 

l~e subject t~en 3ave the pltcrs a swing, reacaed 
•r Ql'ld ~rabbed the left. end of tho_strin~ .mi 
as the ,a.iers 9Mlng tol'ard hilll c;rabbed thu right 
end of t~ strin; so eh,,_hc hatl 1,oth ends of the 
str!.nJ at the lame tine. 

Althou.~h he had one in each hand, the ends were 
still scpara'tcd by two or three feet, . . 
Then the subject raiood ~is hands over i:in heado 

1'he tips of the strinJS almost tou~d, ~ut not 
quite. 

l!oldigg the string over his head, he glanced down 
at the floor, then pulled the box'up undcrl!ce.th 
him and stooJ up on the box • 
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He ir.m~agcd to unt;i.e the plic::s fr-c'l"1 t.b ;:~:_::,·\-~- -~,ntJ. 
ot the. stri::;;; usinz only one hE!~1:J r.:n.d ~,.·:. ·tt_,_ :::.fa:. 

,'" ..... ~,~-------------1 time holdin.-; tht: le.rt c~ltl, oi' the ::-~,r~_n;; l!t5 t 1c.t't h~ncl. 
K vi 

--------------4-~~..cr unt.yin:; t.~ pliers, he <lror,ped the 1,1:te:r,:3 
and proceeded to tfa the wo c:lda of t:-ie · et:rins 

--------------1to~cther. 
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List of Units Disoriminated in 
Movie and Real-Life Presentations 

On the following pages are presented the larger units 

discriminated bJ means of tbe standard unitizing method. 

The s,-mbol '.t' denotes transitive sections; the s:vmbol E,. 

episodes. These al'e numbered oonseoutively within each 

period of repol'ting. 
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11,nits D1scl'1m1nated bj Episodttr. Movie Presentations 

.Ring Problem 

The including Episode of the ring problem was, Puttins 

Rin5 !,!! R1ns•stand. 

T•l nstud7ingff the instructions 

T•2 Securing pipe with the ruler 

T•3 Securing ring 1Jith pipe and ruler 

T~4 Attaching ring to pipe with spl'ing 

T•5 Extending pipe with ruler 

'!'•6 Sxtending pipe w1tb rule:i:t and string 

String Problem 

The includ:1.ns Ep1a~de of the ,!!!r1n,$ pl'oblem was• Tyi~ 

.~ !!!_ Stl'ing Together. 

E•l Greeting acquaintance 

T•l Lengthening short stl'ing 

T•2 nstudyingn the instroctions 

f•3 Tying p11el'S to long string 

T-4 Lengthening short string with pliers 
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Units Discriminated b7 Experimenter, 

.Real Life Presentations 

Rina Problems 

'l'be including Episode of the rins. problem was, ~tting 

RinS £!! Rina-stand, 

'rest Situation No. l 

Initial behavior pe:rioct ([U!) 
T•l "Studytngtt tbe 1nstruotlons 

ir~,s S eouring the long pipe 

T•3 Securing doorspx-1ng with help of pipe 

Solution. Ee:riocl (SPf2) 
T•l Extending length or pipe 
T~2 AdJusting ruler on pipe 

Test Situation No. a 
Initial bt,bavio:r period (SP/1) 
E•l Asking advice of experimenter 

E•2 Asking further instructions of experimenter 

T•l Attempting to get pipe with ruler 

E•3 Talking to experimenter 

T•2 Seour1ng doo:rspring 

S.olutioll period {SP/2) 

T•l Extending length of pip$ 
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E•l talking to experimenter 
E•I Arguing with experimenter 

'1'•2 Adjusting rule:r on p1po 

Test Situation No. 3 

Initial behaviol' period (SP/'l) 

'?•l .Seouril:g. th$ pipe 

1'•2 "Studying" the 1nst:ructions 

Solution l?eitiod (SP/a) 

T•l Securing the pipe 

T""2 Extending·l.engtb or pipe 
T•5 Ad3llsting the ru.ler on p!pa 

-rest Situation No. 4 
Initial behavior ;eeriod (SP/1) 

t•l S•oul"ing pipe with help of ruler 

T..,2 Securing doorspring with help of pipe 

E-3 :B'astenlng spring to pipe 

(This episode ·wae segregated by poteno7) 

'l' .. & Extending pipe •with doorspl"ing 

Solution period (SP/2) 

T•l Extf:inding length of pipe 

T•S Adjusting rulei- on pipe 

Test ~1tuat1on No. 5 

In1~1al baba.v1or pel"ioa (SP/l) 

E-1 AdJusting clothes 
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T•l Seau~infi(pipe by means of l'lller 

T-a Securing doorspr1ng by means of pipe 

T•3 ~Studyingtt instructions 

T•4 T7ing ruler to pipe with spring 

Solution period (SPcS?) 

T;..l Extending length of pipe 

T•8 Adjusting ruler on pipe 

S trin13 Problems 

The ~ncludins Episode or the string problem was, Tz;ng 

Enda .2! Strimt 1Jogetbex-. 

T$st Situation No, 6 

Initial behavior period (SP/1) 

T-1 Lengthening tbe long string 

T-2 Lengthening tbe sho:rt string 

lJ:'•S ttstud:y1ng" the instructions 

Solution period (SP/2) 

T•l nstudyinglf the instructions 

T-.2 Swinging string by means ot pliers 

Test Situation No. 7 

Initial behavior pei-iod (§!L!) 

T•l ttgtudying" the instructions 
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T-9 Attaching short string to padlock 

T•3 Remo~ing one of the guards on the string 
T-4 Lengthening the long string 
T-5 "Studying" the instructions 
Solution period (SPL2} 

T•l Lengthening tbe sbo~t string 
T•2 Swinging the pliers 

fest $1tuat1on No. 8 

Initial behavior period(~) 

E•l Lighting a cigarette 

f•l "studying" the instructions 

'£~2 Stretching the istr1ng 

T•S Tying abort string to tbe padlock 

T•4 Lengthening tbe long string 
T-5 "Studying• the inst.motions 

.. 

T•o Swinging the string by blowing 

Solution J?&riod (SP/2) 

T•l aeacb1ng for string t~om the box 

T•2 $,ringing string with thEt pliers 

T~s Swinging string with the pliers 
(This tz,ansitive section was riepeated in its entirety 
wb$n tbe first goal aborted because tbe pliers be• 
came loosened from the string) 

Test Situation No. 9 
Initial behavior 2er!od (~) 
T ... l Stretching the string 

T--2 "Studying" the instructions 
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E•l Lighting a cigarette 

T•3 Lengtb~ning the string 

T--4 R&Dloving one of the guards on st:ring 

T•5 Putting string through the booke:,e 

1?,..6 _tistudying• the instl'Uotions 

Solution 2e~iod (SP/2) 
T•l nstudying" the instructions 

T•2 Lengthening the string 

T•S Swinging string with tb& pliers 

Test Situation No. 10 

Initial behavior period (SP/~) 
!r•l Tying short string to the guard 

T-2 Lengthening long etring 

T ... 3 "Studying" the instructions 

T•4 Stretching tbe string 

T•5 Lengthening th$ sbol"t string 

T•G itstudJ1ngn the instructions 

T•7 Removing one of the guards on st:t-ing 

f•8 fying short string to the padlock 

Solution ;eerlod (SP,{2) 

T•l "S.tudy1ng" the instructions 

, .. a Swinging st~ing with the plie?'s 
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APPENDIX 0 

~.xperimental Procedure and Instructions 
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Experimental PPocedure and instructions 

A,. Instru.crbion pettiod 

i'he instructions 1n (1), (2), and (3) were given eon ... 
eurrentl7. 

(l) Wbe experimenter gave the following instructions to 

the experimental. obae:rveri 

"You will notice the ~ifferent things thel'G at the 
othe~ end or the room. (He:re tbe expe~imentei- re ... 

£erred te> tbe major objects in the behavioral setting: 

th• etl'ing• ebairs, box and padlock 1n the stzting 
situation; tba platform, iti~g•stand, rings t pipe and 

rulel' in the r1nf1 situation.) Now, in a minute or 

so some-one is going to come in tho room ancl bets going 
to be doing something. I want you to -watch him and, 

as he goes illong, I want 1ou to tell me all the dif• 

.t'erent things be does. I'm going to be writing down 

what you ea.y. You can start talking as soon as be 

comes 1n the door, and remember•-you keep your eye on 

bim and tell me, as it goes along, all the different 

things be does." 
The experimenter made sure tbat the subject understood the 

instructions. 

(8) An assistant gave the following instructions to the 

control obsez-veri: 
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11 You will notice th& different things out there at the 

other end of the room. {Here the assistant referred 

to the major objects in the behavioral setting, as in 

(1) above,) Now. in a minute or so someone -is going 

to come in that 1100m and bets going to be doing some-

thing. :t want rou to watch hint and, as be goes along,. 

X want you to tell me all the different things be does. 

Evel"ytbing that you say will be reco~ed by the micro-

phone 1n front of you. You can start talking as soon 

as he comes in the door,. and remember--you keep you?.' 

ere on him and tell me,, ~a it goes along, all the 

d1ffevent things he does•" 

The assistant made sui-e that tbe subject understood the 

instructions• When necessary, the assistant explained to the 

subject bow to speak into a micl'Opbone and allowed tbe sub• 

ject to sar a few sentences for practice. 

The second of the experimenterts assistants, in a 
., 

l'Oom &cross the 'hall, gave the following instructions to the 

behaver, in tbe test situations in which a naive behaver rather 

than an actor was used: 

"You ptobably noticed that tberets a room across the 

ball. As soon as I tell you what you•re to do, you'll 

be going into that room. What we have in tbere is a 
• 

problem for you to f isure out• I' 11 tell you what the 

problem is~ but you' re going to figure o-ut for 10urself 

how to solve 1t. 

When you go in the door, youtll notice that there 
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are some different things at one end of the room.rt 

(Here the assistant refe:rred to the major objects. in 

the behavioral setting, as in (l)' above.) 

The :follow'ing were the speo1.f 1c instructions for the 

strins problem t 

"What.you bava to do is tie the two.ends of the st1'ing 
togethezi•~tbe end banging down on one side of the voom 

and the end banging down on the other s 1de You may 

step up on the obairs: or. the box, 1:f' you like; but 

:you t not ttllowed to mov-e either the chairs or the 

box:• Also, you• re not. allowed to uae anything from 

your pookets oi- anr pn~t of your- olotbinst to help :,oui, 

You. ha.ve to use Just whatever there is in the room." 
,, 

The following were tb& speoitic instructions tor the ·rins 
problemt 

"What you ba.ve to do is get the white rubbexe Ping over 

the little ring-stand. As soon as Jou go in the room1 

step up on the platform, and once 10ut :Pe on the plat-

form rou• re not allowed to get off of it until I call 

you out of the r~om. You have to get the white ring 

over the rins•stand••but rou have to do it without 

getting off tbe platform. without touching the .floor 
with any part of you?' body or leaning you?' weight on 

the floor in any- waJ• and w1 thou t bringing the ring 

back aottoss the chalk line. Of course, Jou can use 

1i.u1ytbing all in the x-ooin thnt :,ou can roach t0-
h ' tt ~lp tou• 
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The follo'W1ng additional instructions were given tor.both 

the st:rin5 and ring p:roblenis t 

"There a,:,e going to be 11 number of people watching· :rou 

while you t re doing tb1s. At the other end ot the room 

thet>e will be two people sitting at a table, and one 

of them will be describing wbat yout re doing. Behind 

them ther8 'Will be someone else watching you through 
a little window. You pl"Obably wont t be able to bear 

what these people are saying, bu~ in any case dontt 

pay any attention to them at all. Just go right ahead 

and do ,,b.Stt you I re supposed to ~o without bothering 

to look at them or talk to them. 

Afte:r, a while J:tm going to oall you out of the room.. 

l!:U.t1l I call you, just keep right on wo:rking at th• 

problem even if rou think rou won• t \:8 able to figure 

it out• Just tx-y as hard as you can,. Now, berets a 

little card with rour instructions written on it. You 

can take it into the room with you• and you can refer 

to it whenevez, you wisb 6 to make sure that you have the 

instruotions oorreot." 
He:r& the be.havezt was given a 3tx5• index oard on which was 

typed tbe speaific instruotions menti<>ned abovo £ox- the problem 

be was to work on. 

B• Initial behavior pe:t?iod. 

(The observers• Ntpo~s obtained during this pe~iod were 

reteztred tq in the experimental data as Spontaneous Percept ion/l.1 . . 

or SP/1.) 
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Du:r:-ing this period the behaver ente:red tbe room and at• 

tempted to solve bis p~oblem, while bis behavior was described 

b7 the two observel'S. The observers' reports were recorded 

verbatim b1 means of microphones and wire record$ra. At the 

end of 7'25" the behaver was called out of the room. 

<h !n1tial Neall period. 

(The observers t reports obtained during this period were 

referred to in the experimental data as Reaall/1.;- or R/1.) 
The instructions in (l), (2), and (3) were given oon• 

ourrentlr. 

(l) fb$ experimenter gave the following instructions to 
the experimental observe:r: 

"Now I want 7ou to go back over it and tell me~ f'rotn 

· the beginning, all the different things be did~ Start 

tx-om the tilne that be first came into tbe room.-1t 

If the experimental observer said that this was just a 

repetition of what be had been saying, be was encouraged to_ go 

tb:rougb it anyway. U be became concerned about the amount ot 
detail required of bim• be was told, "JUst say it anr wa7 Jou 

want •. • The observer was never in any way- constrained oxa 

limited as to the type of recall that be offered. 

(2) An assistant gave the aame instructions to the eon• 

trol obs$rveia e.s were given to the experimental observer in 

(1),. Tbe Sfll11e conditions were allowed for the control o bservez, 

as for the experimental observer-. 
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(3) The seoond assistant 1 in the l'Oont across the ball, 

gave tbe :following instl"Uctio.ns to the bebavel': 

"Now I want you to tell me what you did in that room'-

Sta:ttt trom the time you went into the room and tell, me 

all the different things you did. We have a wire re-

corder and microphone here, so you may talk into the 

mike and everything you say will be recorded." 

The sam8 conditions were allowed for the behaver• s !'ecall 

as for tbe two obsei-vers • When necessary, he was told how to 

speak into the microphone and allowed to practice using it. 

D. Anticiptltion period. 

(The observerst reports obtained auring tbis period were 

ref erred to ln the experimental data as Anticipation, or AN.) 

The inst:ruations in {l.) and (2) were e1ven conaurrently. 

in eacb case immediately after the observe~ bad finished bis 

initial.reoall., 

(1) The experimente~ asked the experimental observer: 

"He•s going to be coming back in the l'Oom again in a 

minute. Tell me, wbat do you think he will do next?" 

If the obsel"VeP had diff1cult7 in responding he was en-

couraged to guess ancl, when neoeeaary. pl'essed to give some sort 

of response. If be responded in terms of a vague generality, 

such as; "JUst keep on doing what hats doing," he was enoouraged 

to be specific. 
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{8) r;:'h$ ass,istant asked the same question as in :(l) of 

the oontrol observer. The same type of response was .enoou:ragad 
' 

as. in the case ot the. e:xpel'"'imental observer. 

E. Seoond inat:roction period. 

Tht instructions in (1), (2), and (3) were given concu?'"" 

:rently, in each case 111Unediately a:f'ter the observers bad 

.finished giving the Antic1pat1on data and the behavett bad 

finished bis initial recall. 

(l) The expettimenter gave the following instructions to 

the experimental observers 
"As soon as he comes i?i the doov, I want rou to start 

telling me, just like JOU did before. all tbe dif• 

fe•l"ent things he does• AS it go~a along :,you tell me 

all the <.1f11'terent things be does.1t 

(2) The assistant ga"Ve the sam& inatructiono to the 

control observel"'.-

(5) The seoond ·assistant, in the roolll a.croas the hall, 

gave the following inatruet1ons to the behaver: 

u·Now youJ:re to go back into the room again and finish 

· solving tbe ·problem. Just to make suite that 7ou 

finish solving it ciuiekly, Itm going to give you some 

h1nts.n 
... 

The following waN the speoific hints for the string 

prr,blemi 
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"The onir w&.y- you can tie the stl'lings together is to 
get hold of both ends at the same time. The best way 

to do that ls to swins one ot them so you can grab it 

while rout z-e holding tbe other end• I~ you tie a 

weight on one endi youtll have a. pendulum,- and it will 
be easy to swing, and then JOU can step up on the box 

and tie them together. You '.Pl'-obably noticed the 
pliez-s on one of the cbain-•tbat ts what you can use 

as a weight," 
~he aseistant made su:re that the behaver knew eJtaotly how 

to solve the strin~pl'Oblem. It the behaver bad not,previousl)' 

lengthened one of the strings bf unolamping the abort string 

fastened to it (cf, Plate I), he was instructed to do this 

first• 

The following were tbe specif ie hints f OX' the rins problem= 
1hfhe onlf way you can get enough reach without getting 

ott the platform is to tie tbe pipe and the rulel." to• 

getber to make a long stiok. The cloo:v spl"inS .wontt 

wottk for, tying., so you need a piece of st~1ng. You 

p-robabl.y noticed that there is a pieoe of st:i:-ing 

there, xeight where ,-ou oan reach it rroni the platform. 
It• s tbe one that• s holding up the sign on the wall 

ovti- th• light switch. You can take the sti-ing fl"om 

that sign, tie the pipe and ruler togetb$r• and in 

that way- reach out and get the white ring over the 

pipe." 
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?he asa,istant made sure that the behaver. lm.ew exactly how 

to; solve the strinS, problem. 

The assistant then gave ·the following final 1nstl'l.lct1ons 

to th$- behave?" 1"or 'both. the ~~rins and ring problems c 

"Now you t.~ow how to do· it. I want you to .do it as 

fQst e.s .1ou oan ..... and as soon as you•ro f'1n1shed, come 
out of thi room and come in here again.rt 

F., Solution period. 
(The observers t repo:rts obtained dutting this period were 

referred to in the experimental data as Spontaneous Percep-

tion/a; ov $P/2•) 
During this period the bebave:r again entered_tbe room, 

solved the problem, and left the rool!l immediatel,-. His be ... 

havior was dtaeribed~ and recorcled,. by the two c:,bseNers., 

G.. Second recall pe:riod. 

(!he obsorvel'st ?'$ports obtained during this per1od_were 
refel"red to :1n tha $Xperime11tal data $.8 necall/21 ott B/2.) 

Tb.e 1:oatro.ct1ons in (1), (2), and (3) were given conour-

rentl1, in each case 1n1inedi~tel1 af'ter tbe completion of the 

aolu.t1on »eriod ot behavior. 

(l} fbe experimenter gave the following instmctions to 

the exptrilnental observert 
8 Now I want ycu to go back ovel' it, rrom the ver7 be• 
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g1-nn1ng. and tell me all the different things be did 

.f'rom tbe very fil"St time he came 1n tbe room." 

The conditions tor this recall were tbe same as those foP 

the pel'iod of initial recall. 

(2) The a8siatant ga.ve the same instructions to tbe con .. 

t1-ol observe%' as were given to the expe:r1mental obsener, with 

the stlme conditions obtaining. 

(3) 9.'b& oecond assistant obtained from the behaver a re• 
call of his total btbav1or in both behavior pel'ioas,. with th! 

same oond1tions obtaining as in the pel'iod of initial recall. 

a~ Movie presentation. 
:tmmediatel7 after the conolus ion of the second recall 

pel'iod ot the real life presentat1on6 t~e expe:r1menter set up 

a por_table movie screen (cf. Plate III)~· 'l'be two observers 

wertt then told conouri-ently that tbe7 wo~lt1 now be shown 4 

short movie of someone doing some things. They were told 

that the:l.2:t ta&k would be the san1e ae it bad been during the 
preceding real life presentation. 

The $equence of periods for tbe movie presentation, tbe 

timi.ng, and the instructions given to the observex-s, were 

identical in all respects with similar aspects of the real 

lite presentat1on-•w1tb the single exception that where 

necessary the experimenter oz, bis assistant refftrred to the 

movie ratbel' than to a person actually in the room. 
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The movie presentation did not ttt111te tbe services of a 

behavei-, so that data wafl colleeted only fl'Om the two observers. 

r. Interview pel'iod.i: 
~be two observers Wel'e told concurrently that the exper1• 

mental pztooedttro was completed and were thanked tor their 

parctioipation. Following this. the two obaenors were 
questioned concurrently, and their responses reco:rded 1 in the 

.form ot an informal open ... end interview. The procedur& and 

questions 1n this interview a:tte described in Chapter III. 

(The obsel'Verst reports obtained during this period were 
re1'ertted to in the expei:>illlental data as Inte:rview Data•) 
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